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(1) 

OVERSIGHT HEARING ON ‘‘WATER FOR OUR 
FUTURE AND JOB CREATION: EXAMINING 
REGULATORY AND BUREAUCRATIC BAR-
RIERS TO NEW SURFACE STORAGE INFRA-
STRUCTURE.’’ 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Subcommittee on Water and Power 
Committee on Natural Resources 

Washington, D.C. 

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in 
Room 1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Tom 
McClintock [Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding. 

Present: Representatives McClintock, Tipton, Gosar, Labrador; 
Napolitano, Costa, and Garamendi. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The hour of 10:00 has arrived, and the 
Subcommittee on Water and Power will come to order. I would ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman from Colorado, Mr. 
Gardner, be allowed to sit with the Subcommittee and participate 
in the hearing. 

[No response.] 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Hearing no objections, so ordered. We will 

begin with five-minute opening statements by myself and the 
Ranking Member of the Water and Power Subcommittee. 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. TOM McCLINTOCK, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The Subcommittee on Water and Power meets 
today to consider what steps need to be taken to remove govern-
ment-imposed impediments to the construction of new dams and 
reservoirs. 

The need for action can be summarized quite succinctly: The 
Bureau of Reclamation has built over 600 dams and reservoirs in 
the last century, but two-thirds of them were built in the first 60 
years of its existence—more than 50 years ago. With one exception, 
Reclamation has not built any major dams or reservoirs in the last 
generation. 

And now, under this Administration, the Bureau of Reclamation 
is actually moving to tear down perfectly good dams to placate the 
most extreme elements of the environmental left. This shift of pur-
pose is fast becoming a direct and imminent threat, not only to the 
prosperity of the West, but to our very ability to support our popu-
lation. For example, California’s 37 million people now rely on a 
water system built to support a population of just 22 million. 

Last year, this Subcommittee focused on the release or diversion 
of billions of gallons of desperately needed water to meet absurd 
environmental regulations. But that’s just part of the man-made 
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drought that is gripping the West. The other part is the panoply 
of Federal regulations that makes the construction of new storage 
cost prohibitive. 

Last year, California had one of the wettest winters on record. 
So far this year, it has had one of the driest. Last year, billions of 
gallons had to be released simply because we had no place to store 
the surplus water. If the drought continues for another year, we 
will rue the decisions that denied us the additional storage capacity 
that would have saved that water. 

As we will hear, major projects have been hamstrung because of 
litigation and regulatory excesses stemming from 1970’s-era legis-
lation. Three years ago, this Subcommittee traveled to Colorado, 
which was in the grips of a chronic water shortage. There we 
learned that if the Two Forks project had not been blocked in this 
manner, they would have had no water shortage at all. 

Apologists for the status quo tell us the dams are too expensive. 
They blissfully ignore the fact that it is precisely these excessive 
regulations—having nothing to do with dam safety—that have 
needlessly and artificially driven up the cost. 

It is true that dams impede the migration of certain species of 
fish, a problem that is easily and economically addressed through 
down-stream fish hatcheries. Yet hatchery fish are often not in-
cluded in ESA population counts, despite the fact there is no more 
genetic difference between hatchery fish and fish born in the wild 
than there is between a baby born in the hospital and a baby born 
at home. Indeed, it was the construction of dams that made pos-
sible the year-round cold-water flows so conducive to thriving fish 
populations. The dams tamed the environmentally devastating 
cycle of floods and droughts that once plagued these habitats. 

Nor will conservation measures such as recycling or rationing ad-
dress our needs. As we will hear, there are limits to what conserva-
tion alone can do to address this shortage, and handing out tax-
payer grants for toilet exchanges and rock gardens isn’t going meet 
the next generation’s needs. Title 16 recycling legislation in the last 
Congress cost twice as much as imported water to the same re-
gions. 

Conservation is what you do to manage a shortage. It is the gov-
ernment’s responsibility to alleviate and prevent that shortage. 
That means that this generation must summon the common sense 
and resolve that the greatest generation used to build the infra-
structure that we still rely upon today. That means returning to 
the sound principles of finance that produced this infrastructure: 
hard-nosed cost-benefit analysis and restoring the beneficiary pays 
principle that the actual users of these projects pay for them in 
proportion to their use. 

We have squandered enormous amounts of money and precious 
time proving that the policies of the 1970’s do not work, and we 
are now facing devastating water shortages as the cost of that les-
son. It is a generation whose folly resembles Edward Gibbon’s de-
scription of ‘‘decent easy men, who supinely enjoyed the gifts of the 
founder.’’ Those days need to end now. 

It is time to open a new chapter in the history of the West, that 
a new generation recovered and restored the vision of abundance 
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of its forebears and finished the job described by the founder of the 
Bureau of Reclamation as ‘‘making the desert bloom.’’ 

With that I yield to the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. McClintock follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Tom McClintock, Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Water and Power 

The Subcommittee on Water and Power meets today to consider what steps need 
to be taken to remove government-imposed impediments to the construction of new 
dams and reservoirs. 

The need for action can be summarized quite succinctly: The Bureau of Reclama-
tion has built over 600 dams and reservoirs in the last century, but two-thirds of 
them were built in the first 60 years of its existence—more than 50 years ago. With 
one exception, Reclamation has not built any major dams or reservoirs in the last 
generation. 

And now, under this Administration, the Bureau of Reclamation is actually mov-
ing to tear down perfectly good dams to placate the most extreme elements of the 
environmental left. 

This shift of purpose is fast becoming a direct and imminent threat not only to 
the prosperity of the West, but to our very ability to support our population. For 
example, California’s 37 million people now rely on a water system built to support 
a population of just 22 million. 

Last year, this Subcommittee focused on the release or diversion of billions of gal-
lons of desperately needed water to meet absurd environmental regulations. 

But that’s just part of the man-made drought that is gripping the West. The other 
part is the panoply of federal regulations that makes the construction of new stor-
age cost prohibitive. 

Last year, California had one of the wettest winters on record. So far this year, 
it has had one of the driest. Last year, billions of gallons of water had to be released 
simply because we had no place to store that surplus water. If the drought con-
tinues for another year, we will rue the decisions that denied us the additional stor-
age capacity that would have saved that water. 

As we will hear, major projects have been hamstrung because of litigation and 
regulatory excesses stemming from 1970’s era legislation. Almost two years ago, this 
Subcommittee travelled to Colorado which was in the grips of a chronic water short-
age. There, we learned that if the Two-Forks project had not been blocked in this 
manner, they would have had no water shortage. 

Apologists for the status quo tell us that dams are too expensive. They blissfully 
ignore the fact that it is precisely these excessive regulations—having nothing to do 
with dam safety—that have needlessly and artificially driven up the cost. 

It is true that dams impede the migration of certain species of fish—a problem 
that is easily and economically addressed through down-stream fish hatcheries. Yet 
hatchery fish are often not included in ESA population counts despite the fact there 
is no more genetic difference between hatchery fish and fish born in the wild than 
there is between a baby born at the hospital and a baby born at home. 

Indeed, it was the construction of dams that made possible the year-round cold- 
water flows so conducive to thriving fish populations. The dams tamed the environ-
mentally devastating cycle of floods and droughts that once plagued these habitats. 

Nor will conservation measures such as recycling and rationing address our 
needs. As we will hear, there are limits to what conservation alone can do to ad-
dress this shortage, and handing out taxpayer grants for toilet exchanges and rock 
gardens isn’t going meet the next generation’s needs. Title 16 recycling legislation 
in the last Congress cost twice as much as imported water to the same regions. 

Conservation is what you do to manage a shortage. It is the government’s respon-
sibility to alleviate that shortage. And that means that this generation must sum-
mon the common sense and resolve that the greatest generation used to build the 
infrastructure that we still rely upon today. 

That means returning to the sound principles of finance that produced this infra-
structure: hard-nosed cost-benefit analysis and restoring the beneficiary pays prin-
ciple that the actual users of these projects pay for them in proportion to their use. 

We have squandered enormous amounts of money and precious time proving that 
the policies of the 1970’s do not work, and we now face devastating water shortages 
as the cost of that lesson. It was a generation whose folly resembles Edward Gib-
bon’s description of ‘‘Decent easy men, who supinely enjoyed the gifts of the found-
er.’’ Those days need to end now. 
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It is time to open a new chapter in the history of the West: that a new generation 
recovered and restored the vision of abundance of its forbearers and finished the job 
described by the founder of the Bureau of Reclamation as ‘‘making the desert 
bloom.’’ 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. GRACE NAPOLITANO, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I apologize; I have 
a full-blown cold, so stay away. 

I look forward and I really enjoy today’s hearing. I have no objec-
tion to the hearing, because it is based on storage. 

Evidently, from the testimony I read, the hearing only looks at 
one side of the coin, which is the new surface storage. It, as you 
pointed out, doesn’t look at groundwater conservation, the effi-
ciencies like low-flush toilets, recycling, desalination, and of course, 
one major component, education. 

If we are looking for solutions to our water problems, and for cer-
tainty for our communities, we must have the full consideration of 
all options. All of them must be on the table. That includes storage 
and other alternatives, including increase of recycled water 
projects. 

The Bureau has constructed most of its nearly 200 projects prior 
to World War II, you are right. No argument about the impact Rec-
lamation projects have had in the West. A combination of changing 
national priorities and local needs and the development of prime lo-
cations for surface storage projects have led us to look at different 
alternatives. Times have changed. 

The Majority will argue that the environmental regulations have 
hindered construction facilities in the West. That may be so. But 
then the world has changed. There is a bigger issue here, from 
moving from study to construction. I don’t hear as much about pub-
lic-private partnerships or other areas. Even if you move from 
study to construction, how can we guarantee these communities the 
billions of Federal-appropriated dollars that are necessary for con-
struction, when of the $22 billion Reclamation has spent on major 
projects in the decades, only 25 percent—or 5.2 billion—has been 
repaid? You are talking about 40-year loans interest free at tax-
payer expense. You are asking the taxpayer to subsidize additional 
burden. 

Any authorization of new storage projects will have to compete 
for funding in Reclamation’s limited budget and add to the Federal 
debt associated with the water projects. The biggest impediment to 
dam construction is limited Federal funding. 

Again, I don’t hear much on public-private partnerships or the 
bonding at the local levels, nor of other areas, Native American 
rights, the aquifer studies for recharge—we only hear the over-
drafting wastewater treatment upgrades,—farm water runoff clean-
up, and some of those areas that are of great concern to me. 

Water managers have already realized they cannot wait to com-
pete for the limited—very limited—Federal dollars or the decades 
it will take to construct the facility. They need to solve their prob-
lems now. For some communities, the surface water storage, like 
Contra Costa Water District’s Los Vaqueros Project, or the Metro-
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politan Water District Diamond Valley Reservoir, done at their own 
expense. Los Vaqueros 60,000 acre-feet expansion will be on line 
this spring, project completed on time, on budget, with no litiga-
tion. Mr. Brown can speak more to the details of the Los Vaqueros 
Project. 

Water managers are looking for projects that involve limited Fed-
eral involvement. Less government, ladies and gentlemen, that can 
produce water on a faster, more timely scale. This can also be seen 
in the 53 water recycle projects Congress has authorized since 
1992. And they have yielded approximately half-a-million acre-feet. 
New storage, when appropriated, is not impossible. And California 
alone has added 5.6 million acre-feet in new groundwater and sur-
face water storage in the last 20 years. And I will repeat, we have 
cut water usage in the Southern California area by conservation, 
recycling, and all of the above, using the same amount of water 
that we used three decades ago with three million more people. 

In this environment not all of the water needs in the West can 
or should be met by new dams or bigger dams. New storage is not 
always the answer. And the same can be said for water recycling 
or desalination. What works for one community may not work for 
others, and we must select the most effective and affordable solu-
tions. 

The threat to our water supply is real. We face many challenges 
like climate change, decreased snowpack, increased demand, and 
the development of alternative water-intensive fuels like oil shale, 
and their need for water. To know the right solution for commu-
nities is to have all options on the table. Looking for just one sur-
face storage does not provide our water managers with the baseline 
data they need to serve our communities. 

And for the record, Mr. Chair, I have a letter from the Rocky 
Mountain Farmers Union regarding the need to fund and prioritize 
aging infrastructure, and also the draft environmental impact 
statement on the Shasta expansion released yesterday. 

Now, thank you, Mr. Chair, and I look forward to this—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. I assume you asking unanimous consent—— 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Yes, sir, I am. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. In the record, without objection. 
[The letter submitted for the record by Mrs. Napolitano follows:] 
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Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And again, I see in one 
of the statements that there is a reference to establishment of 
banks such as TIFIA. I have said that several times, I think we 
need a water infrastructure bank in the future to be able to do 
these projects. 

So with that I yield back. 
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Napolitano follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Grace F. Napolitano, Ranking Member, 
Committee on Natural Resources 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
I look forward and have no objection to this hearing, with its emphasis on storage. 

This hearing, however, only looks at one side of the coin-it only looks at new surface 
storage. It does not look at groundwater storage, not efficiencies, not water recycling 
or desalination. 
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If we arere looking for solutions to our water problems and for certainty for our 
communities, then we must have a full consideration of all options—including stor-
age or other alternatives like water recycling. 

The Bureau of Reclamation constructed most of its nearly 200 projects prior to 
World War II. There is no argument about the impact reclamation projects have had 
on the west. A combination of changing national priorities and local needs, as well 
as the development of prime locations for surface storage projects, has led us to look 
at different alternatives. 

The majority will argue that environmental regulations have hindered construc-
tion of new facilities in the west. There is a bigger issue here—from moving from 
study to construction—and that is cost. Even if you move from study to construction, 
how can you guarantee these communities the billions of federal appropriated dol-
lars that is necessary for construction?? 

It is also important to note that of the 22 billion dollars Reclamation has spent 
on major water projects, only 25% or 5.2 billion has been repaid to the federal gov-
ernment. 

Any authorization of new storage projects will have to compete for funding in Rec-
lamation’s limited budget AND add to the federal debt associated with water 
projects. 

The biggest impediment to dam construction is limited federal funding. 
Water managers have already realized that they cannot wait to compete for the 

limited federal dollars or the 10 or 20 years it will take to construct a facility. They 
need to solve their problems now. For some communities that includes surface water 
storage, like Contra Costa Water District’s Los Vaqueros project, or the Metropoli-
tan Water District’s Diamond Valley Reservoir. The Los Vaqueros’ 60,000 acre-feet 
construction is expected to be completed this spring, on time, on budget and no liti-
gation. Mr. Brown can speak to more details of the Los Vaqueros project today. 

Water managers are looking for projects that involve limited federal involvement 
that can produce water on a faster scale. This can also be seen in the 53 water recy-
cling projects congress has authorized since 1992. 

New storage when appropriate is not impossible, California has added 5.6 million 
acre-feet in new groundwater and surface water storage in the last 20 years. 

In this environment not all of the water needs in the west can or should be met 
by new dams or bigger dams. New storage is not always the right answer, and the 
same can be said of water recycling or desalination. What works for one community 
may not work for others, and we must select the most effective AND affordable 
solution. 

The threat to our water supply is real. We many challenges like climate change, 
decreased snowpack, increased demand and the development of alternative water in-
tensive fuels like Oil Shale. 

To know the right solution for the community is to have all the options on the 
table. Looking at just surface storage does not provide our water managers with the 
baseline data they need to serve our communities. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. The Committee is joined by the 
Chairman of the Committee on Natural Resources, Congressman 
Doc Hastings of Washington, who I am told is celebrating his birth-
day today. For some very good reasons, we do not allow singing in 
this Committee. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. However, I do believe I speak for all of us 

when I extend the Committee’s warmest best wishes to the Chair-
man, and recognize him for five minutes. 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. DOC HASTINGS, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding 
this meeting, and for the Ranking Member, I would suggest you 
take some hot water and honey and something else. That really 
does help. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. I would like to have something else. 
Mr. HASTINGS. The something else is very good. 
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Water supply certainty has a profound and direct impact on Cen-
tral Washington, where the economy is heavily dependent on irri-
gated agriculture. This region, which I have the honor to represent, 
is home to two large Federal water projects, one anchored by the 
Bureau of Reclamation’s Grand Coulee Dam. Together, these two 
projects irrigate more than a million acres of farmland, provide nu-
merous recreation and flood control benefits, and provide over 21 
billion kilowatt hours of carbon-free, renewable hydroelectric power 
to customers throughout the West. 

Before these projects were constructed, this area was arid land 
where little but tumbleweeds would thrive. Today, it is one of the 
most productive and diverse agricultural areas in the world, pro-
viding more apples, pears, cherries, mint, and hops than in any 
other part of the country. Despite the successes of these projects 
and others in the West, they have been under constant assault 
from those with extreme agendas. Regulations and associated liti-
gation have hijacked these projects, to the point where their very 
purposes have been compromised and the construction of new 
water storage to continue to meet the needs of those regions is 
nearly impossible to achieve. 

Water users throughout the West have been forced to stand by 
and watch powerlessly as increasingly burdensome Federal rules 
based on questionable science and never-ending litigation make it 
more and more difficult to continue to receive the water they need. 
Today we will hear from several witnesses who will describe a reg-
ulatory system gone awry. They will outline a painfully long per-
mitting process that often takes longer to complete than actual 
project construction. In one example, permitting process required 
the examination of 52 project alternatives. To me, that sounds like 
more than a bit excessive. 

Our existing water supply is under strain and the demand is 
likely to increase. As bad as things are now, they are only going 
to get worse if the Obama Administration moves forward with their 
initiative to modify the Principles and Guidelines. The Principles 
and Guidelines provide standards that are critical in determining 
how Federal water infrastructure decisions are made and devel-
oped. Water users are justifiably concerned about this Administra-
tion’s efforts to elevate non-structural and environmental elements 
over economic and safety benefits in the planning phase of project 
development. This could undermine efforts to build new and reha-
bilitate old water infrastructure. 

My district is representative of much of the West; where water 
goes, jobs follow. On the flip side, when water does not reach farm-
ers’ fields or orchards, jobs are destroyed. Agriculture is Central 
Washington’s leading employer, and is heavily dependant on a reli-
able water supply. 

According to the Washington State Department of Ecology, 
Washington’s 1.7 million acres of irrigated crop land generate ap-
proximately $5 billion in crops sold each year, crops that feed 
America and the world. It is an area that is one of the most produc-
tive agricultural regions in the nation. 

It is this generation’s turn, as the Chairman noted, to recognize 
our growing water needs and take steps to meet it. Conservation 
will undoubtedly continue to play a role to meet our future water 
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needs, but it alone will not be enough. We must also embrace other 
water supply options, including building additional water storage. 
What America really needs an all-of-the-above-water supply strat-
egy. 

And with that, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your courtesy, and 
I yield back. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hastings follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Doc Hastings, Chairman, 
Committee on Natural Resources 

Water supply certainty has a profound and direct impact on Central Washington 
where our economy is heavily dependent on irrigated agriculture. This region, which 
I have the honor to represent, is home to two large federal water projects in the 
West, one anchored by the Bureau of Reclamation Grand Coulee Dam. 

Together, these two projects irrigate more than a million acres of farmland, pro-
vide numerous recreation and flood control benefits and provide over 21 billion kilo-
watt hours of carbon-free, renewable hydroelectric power to customers throughout 
the United States. 

Before these projects were constructed, this area was an arid desert where little 
but tumbleweeds would thrive. Today, it is one of the most productive and diverse 
agricultural areas in the world, providing more apples, pears, cherries, mint and 
hops than in any other part of the country. 

Despite the successes of these projects and others in the West, they have been 
under constant assault from those with extreme agendas. Regulations and associ-
ated litigation have hijacked these projects, to the point where their very purposes 
have been compromised and the construction of new water storage to continue to 
meet the needs of these regions is nearly impossible to achieve. 

Water users throughout the West have been forced to stand by and watch power-
lessly as increasingly burdensome federal rules based on questionable science and 
never-ending litigation make it more and more difficult to continue to receive the 
water they need 

Today, we will hear from several witnesses who will describe a regulatory system 
gone awry. They will outline a painfully long permitting process that often takes 
longer to complete than actual project construction. In one example this permitting 
process required the examination of 52 project alternatives. To me, that sounds 
more than a little excessive. 

Our existing water supply is under strain and the demand is likely to increase. 
As bad as things are now they are only going to get worse if the Obama Administra-
tion moves forward with their initiative to modify the Principles and Guidelines. 

The Principles and Guidelines provide standards that are critical in determining 
how federal water infrastructure decisions are made and developed. Water users are 
justifiably concerned about this Administration’s efforts to elevate non-structural 
and environmental elements over economic and safety benefits in the planning 
phase of project development. This could undermine efforts to build new, and reha-
bilitate old, water infrastructure. 

My district is representative of much of the West; where water goes, jobs follow. 
On the flip side, when water does not reach farmers’ fields or orchards, jobs are de-
stroyed. Agriculture is Central Washington’s leading employer, supporting 160,000 
jobs statewide, and –is heavily dependent on a reliable water supply. 

According to the Washington State Department of Ecology, Washington’s 1.7 mil-
lion acres of irrigated crop land generate approximately $4.8 billion in crops sold 
each year—crops that feed America and the world. It is an area that is one of the 
most productive agricultural regions in the nation. 

It’s this generation’s turn to recognize our growing water needs and take steps 
to meet it. Conservation will undoubtedly continue to play a role to meet our future 
water needs, but it alone will not be enough. We must also embrace other water 
supply options, including building additional water storage. America needs an all- 
of-the-above-water supply strategy. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. And it is the custom of this Sub-
committee to receive opening statements from other Members who 
wish to make them. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Costa. 
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STATEMENT OF THE HON. JIM COSTA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. COSTA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding 
this hearing. I think it is appropriate, given the challenges we face 
in the West and in California about our near-term and long-term 
water needs, and surface supply is one, as I have said for many 
years, of the many water tools that we have in our water manage-
ment toolbox to solve our long-term water needs. It is how we have 
historically solved our water needs. There is not one magic solu-
tion. It is a combination of solutions. 

And I would like to keep my comments for the purpose of my 
opening statement somewhat focused on California, which I know 
best, having chaired the Policy Committee in the State Legislature, 
and having worked on water for almost 30 years. 

In California, we have what many of us believe is a somewhat 
broken water system. And many of the new Members who are not 
from California will hear more about that. The problem is that we 
have a water system that was designed for about 20 million people. 
Today we have 38 million people. Estimated by the year 2030 we 
could have 50 to 60 million people living within the state. Our cur-
rent water system is insufficient to satisfy our water needs for our 
urban cities, our agricultural communities, and to balance the 
needs to ensure that we can maintain healthy fisheries in an envi-
ronment and an ecosystem that allows future Californians to enjoy 
it. 

I sense a common thread here. I mean all three of the opening 
statements talked about the need to use all the water management 
tools in our water toolbox. What gets difficult as we talk about sur-
face storage supply this morning is where do we get the best bang 
for our buck. 

In California we have attempted to try to make efforts to assess 
which projects give us the best bang for our buck. The Bureau of 
Reclamation, under two Administrations now, President Bush’s Ad-
ministration and now President Obama’s Administration, has stud-
ied three surface projects in California. Shasta actually—which was 
released today to be very feasible, economically, or to be a very 
positive potential, raising the dam 18 feet that would provide an 
additional 150,000 acre-feet of supply annually, plus the economic 
benefits at a cost of about $1 billion seem to be very favorable. 

We have also looked at enlarging Los Vaqueros, which is an 
offstream reservoir, for a second time that would extend its capac-
ity. 

Temperance Flat, which the Bureau has been studying now for 
over 10 years, I think needs to do further investigation in the sense 
that I think the Bureau is limiting the potential benefits of this im-
portant reservoir. Because it is not just the water supply, but the 
ability to move water north and south that Temperance Flat af-
fords. 

There are other benefits to this project that I don’t think have 
been fully examined. I urge the Bureau to do a better job in looking 
at them. 

But let’s talk about an assessment of needs. Clearly, we know 
that if we are going to maintain our agriculture economy, be able 
to provide more water for our cities, and deal with the other needs 
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that are critical in California and in the West, we have to make 
an assessment of how much additional acre-feet of water do we 
need in California over the next 30 years. And then what is the 
most cost-effective way to get there? 

If we used common sense in that fashion, I think we would be 
better. Let’s be realistic. Some projects are—notwithstanding the 
cost factors, have more political opposition than others. I supported 
Diamond Lake that was mentioned in Southern California that has 
been constructed and built. I supported Los Vaqueros that has been 
built in Contra Costa County. Those are all good surface storage 
projects. Auburn Dam, that the Chair of the Committee supports, 
has a lot of opposition. There are reasons why some projects can 
deal with the permitting and the regulatory process easier than 
others. 

However, the permitting and regulatory system is burdensome. 
We ought to look at ways in which we can do a better job. Frankly, 
people who don’t want a project for the sake of not wanting a 
project have lots of opportunities to hold up a project. And clearly, 
I hope this Committee will look at all of the aspects and factors as 
we look at surface storage supply being a part of our long-term so-
lutions to providing water for not only California, but for the West. 
Clearly, we need to make the same kind of investments that our 
parents and our grandparents made in the 20th century. And I 
think that is the challenge we face today. 

I look forward to listening to the witnesses’ testimony. Thank 
you very much. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Tipton of Colorado. 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. SCOTT TIPTON, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO 

Mr. TIPTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to particu-
larly thank you for convening this important hearing today in 
terms of something that, for the West, is of critical importance 
since it is the lifeblood of our communities, and that is our ability 
to be able to store water. 

And I would like to be able to submit for the record a letter that 
I received from the Grand Mesa Water Conservancy District in 
Cedar Ridge, Colorado, that actually speaks to some of the issues 
that the Ranking Member had talked about, in terms of being able 
to work with existing structures. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Without objection. 
[The letter submitted for the record by Mr. Tipton follows:] 
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GRAND MESA WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 
P.O. BOX 129 

CEDAREDGE, CO 81413 

Congressman Scott Tipton 
2 I 8 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

February 6, 2012 

Re: Congressional Hearing on Western Water Storage 

Dear Congressman Tipton, 

The Grand Mesa Water Conservancy District (District) would like to have the foIlowing 
experience and issues logged into the public record at the hearing February 7, 2012 entitled 
"Water for Our Future and Job Creation: Examining Regulatory and Bureaucratic Barriers to 
New Surface Storage Infrastructure." The District serves an area encompassing the Grand Mesa 
and Surface Creek Valley, Delta County, Colorado. As a taxpayer funded water conservancy 
district, it is mandated to monitor and preserve the water sources and tributaries supplying this 
precious lifeblood to our diverse area. The interests currently served are municipal, agriculture, 
recreation and recently several inquiries from the energy field (hydroelectric and fossil fuel 
energy). In the faIl of2008, the District board of directors voted to embark on a plan to 
rehabilitate breached reservoirs on the Grand Mesa National Forest within its jurisdictional 
boundaries. As of this date, the District has completed approximately 35% of the Peak Reservoir 
project and 5% of the Blanche Park Reservoir Project. Note, due to weather conditions, site 
work is limited to the months of July through October. 

The District has encountered a laundry list of regulations and studies that has taken several years 
to wade through. The agencies involved are the US Forest Service and The Army Corps of 
Engineers. When the first project, the Peak Reservoir was started, the US Forest Service gave us 
an outline of the studies required to be completed and told us that they could not address any of 
these studies until maybe the next year. Ifwe were interested in seeing our project move 
forward, the District should consider hiring a private firm qualified and approved by the Forest 
Service to complete the work. There were a couple of the studies that the Forest Service, 
personnel were required to complete. The District contracted with an approved firm to complete 
the work which was done summer of201O. The District was then biIIed by the Forest Service 
for the work despite that fact we hired private contractors thus double payments. With the Army 
Corps, they do not do anything on the ground. They require the applicant to hire qualified 
services to address the list of concerns the Corps has which is always subject to change. The 
District was able to take aggressive action with a company that had experience working on the 
issues at hand. To complete this leg of our project took until spring of 20 I I. It was determined 
that there had to be mitigation due to the wetland plants along a tiny stream that ran through this 
emp'ty structure. With all the permits finaIly in hand, the spring of 20 I I, financing in place, 
contractor hired, work was set to begin July of2012. Remaining was a timber cruse involving 
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Mr. TIPTON. I would like to note in particular on this letter that 
they do point out that it has been bureaucratic interference out of 
Washington, D.C. that is driving up costs, slowing up projects with 
a limited amount of time to be able to actually rehabilitate some 
of these reservoirs. 

And in this one particular case, we are putting at risk better 
than 3,800 acre-feet of water storage, and it is being lost mainly 
due to the cost of repairs being driven by the bureaucracy that sim-
ply make no sense. So I thank you for submission of that. 

Mr. Chairman, water storage is the precursor for multiple-use 
water management in arid regions such as the Third Congressional 
District of Colorado that I represent. Achieving improved water 
storage meeting growing populations is met not only by best man-
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agement practices, but also by the development of new water infra-
structure. 

Prudent water storage can help aid agriculture, residential use, 
hydropower production, and environmental protection. The natural 
cycle of rivers in the West is one of boom and bust, surplus and 
drought. But with proper water storage, economic cycles do not 
have to be boom and bust. Recreational opportunities can be reli-
ably provided, and water can be allocated where it is best needed 
to meet environmental species protection goals, and support our 
farm and ranch communities. 

As such, there is no need to see water storage as a partisan 
issue, or one that divides the interests of water users, but as the 
means by which the greatest good for the greatest number of water 
users can be met. 

It is my hope that today’s hearing will be a productive step in 
highlighting some of the shortcomings of the existing water storage 
regulatory framework, and how it can be streamlined to better sup-
port jobs and communities that depend on the availability of water. 

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for conducting this hearing. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tipton follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Scott Tipton, a Representative 
in Congress from the State of Colorado 

Thank you Mr. Chairman for convening today’s hearing, and thanks to the panel-
ists for being with us today to examine this very important issue. Water storage is 
the precursor for multiple use water management in arid regions such as the Third 
Congressional District of Colorado. Achieving improved water storage to meet grow-
ing populations is met not only by best management practices but also by the devel-
opment of new water infrastructure. Prudent water storage can help aid agriculture, 
residential use, recreation, hydropower production, and environmental protection. 
The natural cycle of rivers in the West is one of boom and bust, surplus and 
drought. But with proper water storage, economic cycles don’t have to be boom and 
bust, recreational opportunities can be reliably provided, water can be allocated 
where and when it is needed to meet environmental and species protection goals, 
and we can support our farm and ranch communities. As such, there is no need to 
see water storage as a partisan issue, or one that divides the interests of water 
users, but as the means by which the greatest good for the greatest number of water 
users can be met. 

It is my hope that today’s hearing will be a productive step in highlighting some 
of the shortcomings of the existing water storage regulatory framework, and how 
it can be streamlined to better support jobs and communities that depend on the 
availability of water. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Garamendi? 
Mr. GARAMENDI. I would like to hear from the witnesses, so I will 

forgo my opportunity. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. The Chair recognizes Mr. Gosar. 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. PAUL GOSAR, A REPRESENTATIVE 
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA 

Mr. GOSAR. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for convening 
today’s hearing and providing me the opportunity to make a few 
remarks. While I would prefer the friendly confines of rural Ari-
zona, I am glad to be back here in Washington, D.C. and building 
on our successes in this Committee. 

The Colorado River is a fundamental component of our regional 
economy. The over 20-plus major dams built on the Colorado serve 
multiple purposes such as maintaining a year-round steady flow of 
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water and a stable water supply; producing an abundance of clean, 
renewable hydropower production; providing recreational opportu-
nities; and facilitating many environmental protections. 

Hydropower facilities like the Hoover Dam, the Parker Dam, and 
the Glen Canyon Dam are vital power resources for consumers in 
the Western states, keeping our electrical bills low and the econ-
omy growing. 

The Central Arizona Project delivers water to 80 percent of my 
state’s population. The $10.3 billion agricultural industry in my 
state would not exist without the irrigation of over 800,000 acres 
of agricultural land via our state’s water infrastructure. Addition-
ally, recreation and tourism industry related to the river supports 
nearly 800,000 jobs in the seven Colorado River states, including 
82,000 jobs in Arizona. In other words—this infrastructure is our 
lifeblood and we need more of it throughout the West. 

Given the overwhelming benefits, one would think that the Fed-
eral Government would be focused on maintaining our current in-
frastructure and expediting the development of new surface stor-
age. Instead, the Obama Administration is taking actions that com-
promises existing infrastructure and is standing in the way of de-
velopment. 

For example, the Glen Canyon Dam, located in Northern Ari-
zona, lost a third of its hydropower generation—over 400 
megawatts, or enough power for almost half a million homes—due 
to an environmental experiment. This experiment had an average 
economic cost of nearly $50 million per year, totaling more than 
$435 million for the 9-year study period. The cost of replacing that 
power the dam could have produced is borne by the customer, not 
my constituents. 

Last summer, this Committee held an oversight hearing on the 
potential job loss and economic impacts of proposed EPA mandates 
on the Navajo Generating Station. Beyond the thousands of good- 
paying tribal jobs, the Navajo Generating Station is critical to Ari-
zona’s water supply because it provides 95 percent of the power for 
the Central Arizona Project, that infrastructure that delivers more 
than 500 billion gallons of Colorado River water to 80 percent of 
the state’s population. 

By the Obama Administration’s own report released last month, 
its mandates on the NGS would increase water rates for millions 
of Arizonans, ranging from 16 percent increased rates for agricul-
tural users and Indian tribes to a 7 percent increase for municipal 
and industrial users. These estimates are all based on the assump-
tion that the mandates will not force the plant to shut down, which 
is contrary to testimony heard directly from the plant owners in 
the House Natural Resources Committee. 

All these devastating economic impacts would be imposed on our 
weak economy for an uncertain environmental impact, per the Ad-
ministration’s own report. It is clear the Administration should 
abandon these nonsensical regulatory mandates and focus on poli-
cies that will stimulate our economy, not further damage it. The 
Federal Government needs to get back to working with people, not 
working against them. 

I look forward to hearing from today’s witnesses. These hard-
working Americans, the people on the ground dealing with the reg-
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ulations and the bureaucrats that prevent them from doing their 
jobs to the best of their capabilities. And they have an important 
story to tell. 

I am committed to pushing policies that reduce the planning 
time, the regulatory permitting costs associated with the develop-
ment of new Federal and non-Federal dams and reservoirs, and 
fighting unnecessary regulatory actions that compromise existing 
infrastructure. These efforts will reduce U.S. dependence on foreign 
energy production, ensuring a safe and stable water supply, and fa-
cilitating badly needed local job growth in communities throughout 
the West. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gosar follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Paul A. Gosar, a Representative 
in Congress from the State of Arizona 

First, I would like to thank Chairman McClintock for convening today’s hearing 
and for providing me the opportunity to make a few remarks. While I much prefer 
the friendly confines of rural Arizona, it is good to be back here at the Subcommittee 
on Water and Power in 2012. I look forward to building on our subcommittee’s suc-
cesses from last year. 

The Colorado River is a fundamental component of our regional economy. The 
over twenty-plus major dams built on the Colorado River serve multiple purposes 
such as maintaining a year round steady flows of water and a stable water supply; 
producing an abundance of clean, renewable hydropower production; providing rec-
reational opportunities; and facilitating many environmental protections. 

Hydropower facilities like the Hoover Dam, Parker Dam, and Glen Canyon Dam 
are vital power resources for consumers in the Western states—keeping our elec-
trical bills low and the economy growing. The Central Arizona Project delivers water 
to 80 percent of my state’s population. The $10.3 billion agricultural industry in my 
state would not exist without the irrigation of over 800,000 acres of agriculture land 
via our state’s water infrastructure. Additionally, recreation and tourism industry 
related to the river supports nearly 800,000 jobs in the seven Colorado River states, 
including 82,000 jobs in Arizona. In other words—this infrastructure is our lifeblood 
and we need more of it throughout the West. 

Given the overwhelming benefits, one would think that the federal government 
would be focused on maintaining our current infrastructure and expediting the de-
velopment of new surface storage. Instead, the Obama Administration is taking ac-
tions that compromises existing infrastructure and is standing in the way of devel-
opment. 

For example, the Glen Canyon Dam, located in Northern Arizona lost a third of 
its hydropower generation—over 400 megawatts or enough to power almost half a 
million homes—due to an environmental experiment. This experiment had an aver-
age economic cost of nearly $50 million per year, totaling more than $435 million 
for the nine-year study period. The cost of replacing that power the dam could have 
produced is borne by the customer, my constituents. 

Last summer, this committee held an oversight hearing on the potential job loss 
and economic impacts of proposed EPA mandates on the Navajo Generating Station. 
Beyond the thousands of good paying tribal jobs, the NGS is critical to Arizona’s 
water supply because it provides 95% of the power for the Central Arizona Project 
(CAP)—the infrastructure that deliver more than 500 billion gallons of Colorado 
River water to 80% of the state’s population. 

By the Obama Administration’s own report released last month, its mandates on 
the NGS would increase water rates for millions of Arizonans, ranging from a 16 
percent rate increase for agricultural users and Indian tribes to a 7 percent increase 
for municipal and industrial users. These estimates are all based off on the assump-
tion that the mandates will not force the plant to shutdown, which is directly con-
trary to testimony heard directly from the plant owners in the House Natural Re-
sources Committee. All these devastating economic impacts would be imposed on 
our weak economy for an uncertain environmental impact, per the Administration’s 
own report. 

It is clear the Administration should abandon these nonsensical regulatory man-
dates and focus on policies that will stimulate our economy, not further damage it. 
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The federal government needs to get back to working with the people, not against 
the people. 

I look forward to hearing from today’s witnesses. These hardworking Americans— 
the people on the ground, dealing with the regulations and bureaucrats that prevent 
them from doing their jobs to the best of their capabilities—have an important story 
to tell. 

I am committed to pushing policies that reduce the planning time and regulatory 
permitting costs associated with the development of new federal and non-federal 
dams and reservoirs and fighting unnecessary regulatory actions that compromises 
existing infrastructure. These efforts will reduce U.S. dependence on foreign energy 
production, ensuring a safe and stable water supply, and facilitating badly needed 
local job growth in communities throughout the West. 

Thank you. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. 
The Subcommittee welcomes Mr. Gardner of Colorado, and is rec-

ognized for five minutes. 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. CORY GARDNER, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO 

Mr. GARDNER. I thank the Chairman for the opportunity to join 
the Committee in this important hearing, and thank Ranking 
Member Napolitano as well for the opportunity to be here. 

I represent Colorado’s Fourth Congressional District, which is 
just the opposite end of the state from my colleague, Mr. Tipton, 
from Western Colorado. It is a district that was once represented 
by Wayne Aspinall, who served as Chairman of the House Insular 
Affairs Committee for a number of years, and whose passion it was 
to add additional water storage to Colorado and to the West. In 
fact, many of the projects that we utilize today to their full extent 
were created by this Congress and Wayne Aspinall, the U.S. Con-
gress and Wayne Aspinall. And the work that we are continuing 
to rely on today is work that happened several generations ago 
under the leadership of people like Wayne Aspinall. 

By 2050, my home state of Colorado will need an additional one 
million acre-feet of water to meet all of our agricultural and indus-
trial municipal demands. Conservation alone cannot meet these de-
mands. We have an obligation to prepare this country’s future gen-
erations by storing more water. This hearing is critical to under-
standing the Federal barriers that inhibit local communities and 
states from developing new dams, reservoirs, and storage systems. 

If you walk into the capital at Colorado, right in the middle of 
the rotunda there is a poem written on the wall. And to paraphrase 
the beginning of the poem, it says something to the effect of, ‘‘Here 
is a land where history is written in water.’’ And that is so true 
of all of our western states. If we are going to continue to thrive 
as a western economy, though, whether it is business or agri-
culture, every industry depends on an ample water supply. And if 
our economy is going to expand and create additional jobs, then we 
are going to need more water. 

The Fourth Congressional District of Colorado is 11th highest 
producing agricultural district in the U.S. Congress. Farmers and 
ranchers know the importance of water. Lack of supply has caused 
thousands of wells to be shut down, hundreds of thousands of acres 
to be dried up, and water to become increasingly more expensive. 
Many of the projects that have been on the books over the past sev-
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eral years could have avoided, if they had been built, some of the 
shutdowns that Colorado has experienced over the past several 
years. 

One project in particular that I would like to bring to the atten-
tion of the Committee is the Northern Integrated Supply Project, 
or NISP. 

NISP would construct a water storage reservoir off stream of the 
Poudre River in Colorado. This proposed project would ensure the 
river flows year round by diverting water to a reservoir during pe-
riods of high flow, and sending water back to the river during peri-
ods of low flow. The project is popular with the majority of those 
in Northern Colorado and Northeastern Colorado, but it is still 
stuck in the permitting process, the Federal bureaucracy. It has re-
ceived a barrage of attacks from outside interests who think that 
it would harm agriculture. And yet, every single group in agri-
culture in Colorado supports the project. 

The opportunity we have with conservation cannot be under-
stated. Conservation is an important part of our water needs. But 
it cannot complete the picture. We also need and will require addi-
tional water storage. 

I believe there is a three-pronged solution to our water needs in 
the West: storage, conservation, and partnership, that partnership 
that can exist between the Federal Government and the state and 
local governments. But that partnership should never be driven by 
the Federal Government, but instead driven by local water users 
and local solutions. But conservation cannot take the place—cannot 
replace—the need for additional water storage. 

And so I thank the Chairman for this hearing today. I thank the 
witnesses for being here today, and certainly appreciate the oppor-
tunity to participate in today’s hearing. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gardner follows:] 

Statement of The Honorable Cory Gardner, a Representative 
in Congress from the State of Colorado 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank Chairman McClintock, Ranking 
Member Napolitano, and my other colleagues on this committee for allowing me the 
opportunity to participate in this hearing. 

The issue before this committee today presents many challenges to all members 
of Congress and especially members from the west. Water is arguably our most val-
uable resource. By 2050, my home state of Colorado will need an additional 1 mil-
lion acre-feet of water to meet all of our agricultural and municipal demands. Con-
servation alone cannot meet these demands. We have an obligation to prepare this 
country’s future generations by storing water. This hearing is critical to under-
standing the federal barriers that inhibit local communities and states from devel-
oping new dams, reservoirs and storage systems. 

Water is an economic driver. In order to attract more growth to the western 
United States—either in business or agriculture—every industry depends upon an 
ample water supply. If our economy is going to expand and create jobs, it is going 
to need more water. As we work to attract more jobs to the West, the people who 
work those jobs are going to need water. If agriculture is to remain vibrant, it too 
must have water. 

My congressional district is the 11th highest producing agricultural district in the 
United States. Farmers and ranchers know the importance of water. Lack of supply 
has caused sales and leases to become increasingly more expensive. The additional 
water storage that Colorado requires can only be realized by rethinking the way the 
Federal government works. Whether through adverse permitting requirements, the 
NEPA process, ESA restrictions or costly litigation—the federal government keeps 
pushing the problem down the road and inhibiting our states from doing what they 
need to do. If we do not act fast, many farms will suffer from agricultural dry-up 
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costing jobs and ruining our communities. Throughout the West there are periods 
of dismal precipitation and prolonged drought. New water storage infrastructure can 
alleviate the burden placed on agriculture during these periods. 

One project in particular I would like to bring to the attention of the committee 
is the Northern Integrated Supply Project or NISP. NISP would construct a water 
storage reservoir off stream of the Poudre River in Colorado. This proposed project 
would ensure the river flows year round by diverting water to a reservoir during 
periods of high flow and sending water back to the river during periods of low flow. 
The project is popular with the people of the Front Range of Colorado. Yet, NISP 
is still stuck in the permitting process at the Army Corp of Engineers and continues 
to be delayed because of the regulatory barriers that water projects go through. Not 
to mention, NISP has received a barrage of attacks from outside interest groups. 
One of the most recent attacks was the rumor that it would hurt agriculture in 
Northern Colorado, yet every major agricultural organization in the state supports 
NISP moving forward. This hearing today will shed light on the misinformation that 
is circulating regarding water storage projects. Misinformation often leads to costly 
delays that simultaneously hurt our economic growth and deprive our people of the 
water they so desperately need. 

There is truly enough water for everyone and we can meet both our agriculture 
and municipal usages. I am tired of seeing farmers sell their water rights because 
of the scarcity in our water supply. We need to rethink the Federal government’s 
role in water storage and redefine the missions of the various agencies from the 
Army Corp of Engineers, to the Environmental Protection Agency and the Bureau 
of Reclamation. If the state of Colorado was to build every water storage project on 
the books today, the state would still fall short our of expected future water needs. 
This needs to change. I am ready to get to work on this issue. I thank the committee 
for allowing me to participate, and I thank the witnesses for being here. I yield back 
the balance of my time. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Great, thank you very much. If there are no 
other opening statements, thank the witnesses for their patience, 
and we will now proceed with their testimony. 

That testimony in writing will be incorporated in full in the hear-
ing record, so I would ask that the witnesses keep their oral state-
ments to five minutes, as outlined in the invitation letter pursuant 
to our rules. 

We use timing lights here, as you may have noticed. When you 
begin to speak, you will have five minutes. It will be showing a 
green light. And, just like driving, when you get down to that yel-
low light, speak very, very fast, and at—when the red light hits we 
will take your picture and send you a ticket. 

I will now recognize Pat O’Toole, President of the Family Farm 
Alliance from Savery, Wyoming to testify. 

STATEMENT OF PAT O’TOOLE, PRESIDENT, 
FAMILY FARM ALLIANCE, SAVERY, WYOMING 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Yes, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking 
Member Napolitano. Thank you very much for this opportunity. 
And I have to tell you that this is such a great opportunity for all 
of us to look at one of the most crucial issues that there is, not only 
in the West, but for our country. 

We have submitted—the Family Farm Alliance, we represent 
farmers and ranchers in the 17 Western states. And our reputation 
is being problem solvers. We have listed a lot of what we think are 
solutions to this issue. But if you would allow me to just talk per-
sonally about some of my experience, our family ranches on the 
Colorado-Wyoming line. The fellow that—the great-grandfather 
that started the ranch in 1881 was right on the state line. And so 
I graze cattle and sheep in Mr. Tipton’s district and feed lambs in 
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Mr. Gardner’s district. But I am a Wyoming resident, and I spent 
some years in the Wyoming Legislature. 

Our community had two—still has two—authorized projects that 
were on the—what was called the Carter Hit List in 1972, or in 
the early 1970s, and those projects were never built. The State of 
Wyoming and our community worked very hard to build storage, 
and we have so far built 25 percent of that original 100,000 acre- 
feet. It saved us during the end of the last drought cycle, later 
water for irrigators. But we also created 25 miles of fishery. 

And I think that the testimony that you all have made about the 
multiplicity of benefits for water is exactly where we need to go. 
And I don’t—really, water is a non-partisan issue that we have to 
figure out, the great challenge that we have in our generation. 

I have been asked to participate in several processes on policy. 
One is called AGree. It is an eight-year project on how are we going 
to deal with food policy issues. And it has been chilling to have the 
best scientists and the best analysts tell us that we have to 
produce at least 70 percent more food in the next 40 years for a 
growing world and national population. It is the economic engine 
of our country. 

I know we all remember the debate about could we allow our 
manufacturing to go overseas. We allowed that to happen. If we 
don’t gear up on infrastructure and a long-term vision, we can 
allow our agriculture to go the same way. And I think it is so cru-
cial that committees like this, with all of the incredible expertise 
that you all represent take advantage of the opportunity to look at 
multi-use facilities that are strategic all over the West. Those of us 
in rural communities know they are there. 

And I have spent an awful lot of time working with our commu-
nity on permitting issues. Our—in our testimony we talk about the 
19-year permitting of the 25 percent of those authorized projects. 
It was a devastating process. And I would tell you, from a solution- 
based and experience base, we have to get all of the Federal per-
mitters and all the state permitters in rooms together and solve 
these problems one by one and go forward, because what happens 
in the process is you have a round table of Federal and state agen-
cies that permit individually without any kind of unification. 

In Wyoming, there was a visionary atmosphere 30 years ago 
where we came up with the philosophy of using non-renewables to 
fund renewables. That meant that oil, gas, coal, uranium, all the 
things that are produced in the great bounty of Wyoming funds re-
newables, which is water, wildlife—if you go to a Wyoming high 
school and graduate, you get a free ride to the University of Wyo-
ming, because of those dollars being put into renewables. 

Water—we have our funding mechanisms, and yet we found our-
selves—and still find ourselves—in the same situation, where we 
cannot move forward as quickly as possible. And those are state 
dollars. You know, they are used for years and years and years of 
permitting. I myself have sat in some of those meetings, and it was 
so frustrating, because it was obviously an intent to be an impedi-
ment. 

In Colorado, for example—and those of you that are from Colo-
rado know that John Stulp, who was Commissioner of Agriculture, 
has spoken very articulately about the 500,000 to 700,000 acre-feet 
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of ag water that could go from ag to other uses in Colorado. That 
story is all over the West. And I would just tell you that when we 
made these decisions—and the Chairman referred to the Two 
Forks Decision—that meant that agriculture was the reservoir for 
growth for Denver. And that is what has happened, and that is 
what will continue to happen, unless we have the courage to go for-
ward. 

I am here because my kids are working today. You know, I rep-
resent real people in a real situation that know about water stor-
age and its benefits. And I applaud you all for having this very 
bold hearing. Thank you very much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. O’Toole follows:] 

Statement of Patrick O’Toole, President, Family Farm Alliance 

Chairman McClintock, Ranking Member Napolitano and Members of the Sub-
committee: 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to examine regulatory and 
bureaucratic challenges that delay or halt the development of new water supply en-
hancement projects in the Western United States. My name is Patrick O’Toole, and 
I serve as the president of the Family Farm Alliance. The Alliance advocates for 
family farmers, ranchers, irrigation districts, and allied industries in seventeen 
Western states. The Alliance is focused on one mission—To ensure the availability 
of reliable, affordable irrigation water supplies to Western farmers and ranchers. 

Water users represented by the Family Farm Alliance use a combination of sur-
face and groundwater supplies, managed through a variety of local, state, and fed-
eral arrangements. For the most part, however, our members receive their primary 
irrigation water supplies from the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation). In essence, 
we are Reclamation’s customers. Western family farms and ranches of the semi-arid 
and arid West– as well as the communities that they are intertwined with—owe 
their existence, in large part, to the certainty provided by water stored and deliv-
ered by Reclamation projects. 

My family operates a cattle, sheep and hay ranch in the Little Snake River Valley 
on the Wyoming-Colorado border. I am a former member of Wyoming’s House of 
Representatives and I served on the federal government’s Western Water Policy Re-
view Advisory Commission in the late 1990’s. I currently serve on the Advisory 
Committee for AGree, a new initiative that brings together a diverse group of inter-
ests to transform U.S. food and agriculture policy so that we can meet the chal-
lenges of the future. I also served over the past two years on a Blue Ribbon Panel 
intended to provide leadership for a project to support the development of the Nat-
ural Resource Conservation Service’s (NRCS) Program and Policy Statement as a 
part of the process mandated by the Resource Conservation Act (RCA). The topic 
of this oversight hearing is not only tremendously important to the Family Farm 
Alliance, it also is immediately relevant to me and other Wyoming water users, and 
to farmers, ranchers and rural communities all over the West. I would like to start 
my testimony with an overview of the big-picture challenges Western farmers and 
ranchers face as they strive to feed our country and the appetite of a rapidly ex-
panding world population. I will explain why it is preferable to develop new water 
infrastructure to protect our diminishing farm population over policies that encour-
age competing demands to transfer water away from agriculture. Certainty in West-
ern Water policy is essential to the farmers and ranchers I represent, and that is 
why a suite of conservation, water transfers and other demand reduction mecha-
nisms must be balanced with proactive and responsible development of new water 
infrastructure. This testimony will acknowledge the environmental impacts that can 
accompany new storage projects, but also point out that typical Westerners are 
strongly supportive of new projects, especially if those projects can minimize moving 
water away from farmers and ranchers. And finally, I will conclude with a discus-
sion that suggests the proper role for the federal government to play– particularly 
the Bureau of Reclamation—when it comes to participating in new storage projects 
in these cash-strapped times. 
Western Family Farmers and Ranchers Support Water Supply 

Enhancement Projects 
Family Farm Alliance members rely on traditional water and power infrastruc-

ture to deliver irrigation supplies. Our membership has been advocating for new 
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storage for over twenty years, and we have provided specific recommendations to 
Congress and the White House on how to streamline restrictive federal regulations 
to make these projects happen. Water conservation and water transfers are impor-
tant tools for improving management of increasingly scarce water resources. How-
ever, our members believe these demand-management actions must be balanced 
with supply enhancement measures that provide the proper mix of solutions for the 
varying specific circumstances in the West. 

Supply enhancement should include rehabilitation of existing facilities and con-
struction of new infrastructure. Rehabilitation measures should focus on maximizing 
the conservation effort through increased delivery efficiencies, construction of re-reg-
ulation reservoirs to minimize operational waste, and construction of new dams and 
reservoirs in watersheds with inadequate storage capacity to increase beneficial use 
and provide operational flexibility. Additional groundwater supplies should also be 
developed, but in a manner where groundwater use falls within the safe yield or 
recharge parameters of the aquifer. Conjunctive management of surface and ground-
water supplies should be encouraged. 

The Board of Directors of the Family Farm Alliance in 2005 launched an aggres-
sive and forward looking project that pulled together a master data base of potential 
water supply enhancement projects from throughout the West. Our goal was to 
gather together ideas from around the West and put them into one master data 
base. The types of projects contained in the resulting Western Water Supply En-
hancement Study database are not imposing dams like China’s Three Gorges 
project. Instead, they are supply enhancement projects that range from canal lining 
and piping, to reconstruction of existing dams, to integrated resource plans. There 
are also some very feasible new surface storage projects. The benefits from these 
projects include providing certainty for rural family farms and ranches, additional 
flows and habitat for fish, and cleaner water and energy. 

Along with basic information included on a CD–ROM, the database that was gen-
erated from the compilation of the survey has a Global Information System (GIS) 
element and includes pictures, maps and a description of up to 500 words for each 
project or proposal. GIS format technology is embedded that permits viewers to see 
a map of 17 Western states and then ‘‘drill down’’ to see map details of a project 
area. 
The Importance of Protecting and Enhancing Reliable Agricultural Water 

Supplies 
Agriculture holds the most senior water rights in the West and is considered a 

likely source of water to meet growing municipal and environmental demands. Un-
fortunately, severing water from agricultural land makes the land less productive. 
Period. Policy makers should be wary of putting additional, focused emphasis on ag-
ricultural water transfers, particularly in the context of growing domestic and global 
food security and scarcity concerns. 

Right now, we are in danger of losing a generation of farmers. Nationally, the me-
dian age of active farmers in America has never been higher, with the percentage 
of farmers under 50-years-old continuing to plummet. More than half of today’s 
farmers are aged between 45 and 64, and only 6 percent of our farmers are younger 
than 35. 

Further, the number of farms is declining throughout the West. USDA attributes 
the decline in the number of farms and land in farms to a continuing consolidation 
in farming operations and diversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural uses. 

Meanwhile, Americans are paying a substantially lower amount of their dispos-
able income on food. According to the World Bank, families in 28 other high-income 
countries pay 10.2 percent of their disposable income on food compared to 6.2 per-
cent for families living in the United States. For the average American that’s a dif-
ference of $3,820 per year and represents real dollars that are available to purchase 
consumer goods other than food. A 2011 report by Cardno-ENTRIX examined the 
relative affordability of food in the U.S. as compared to 28 other high-income coun-
tries. That report found, on a percentage basis, other high-income countries spend 
about 64 percent more in disposable income on food and non-alcoholic beverages 
compared to the U.S. 

At a time when average Americans are feeling the pinch in their pocket books, 
the foundation of our country’s ability to provide safe and affordable food and fiber 
is at risk. Ironically, it is because Western irrigated agriculture has been so adapt-
ive and successful at providing plentiful, safe and affordable food that it is now jeop-
ardized—nobody believes there can be a problem. The last Americans to experience 
food shortages are members of the Greatest Generation and their parents. For the 
most part, they have left us, taking with them the memories of empty supermarket 
shelves. When the issue has never been personalized, it’s easy to be complacent. 
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The U.S. needs a stable domestic food supply, just as it needs a stable energy sup-
ply. The post 9/11 world of terrorist threats makes the stability of domestic food 
supply even more pressing. Outgoing Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Tommy Thompson put it bluntly when he said, ‘‘I cannot understand why the terror-
ists have not attacked our food supply, because it is so easy to do.’’ Further, Thomp-
son said he worries ‘‘every single night’’ about threats to the American food supply. 

This isn’t just a matter of domestic security; it’s also a global concern. Last year, 
the Global Harvest Initiative (GHI) released its Global Agricultural Productivity 
(GAP) Report, which measures ongoing progress in achieving the goal of sustainably 
doubling agricultural output by 2050. For the first time, the GAP Report quantifies 
the difference between the current rate of agricultural productivity growth and the 
pace required to meet future world food needs. The report predicts that doubling ag-
ricultural output by 2050 requires increasing the rate of productivity growth to at 
least 1.75 percent annually from the current 1.4 percent growth rate, a 25 percent 
annual increase. 

When water tied to domestic agricultural lands is transferred elsewhere, those 
lands will no longer be as productive. Policy makers need to understand how this 
limits our ability to feed the world. 
The Argument for Emphasizing New Infrastructure, Not More Water 

Transfers 
We often see bold general statements of water transfer proponents about the po-

tential for agricultural water use efficiency to free up water that can be used for 
in-stream flows. However, those statements are usually followed up by a list of the 
factors that make it a difficult proposition. Those include re-use deficiencies when 
water is removed upstream in the system, water rights that protect water users 
from water being taken away if they conserve water, and transactions that move 
water between presumably willing buyers and willing sellers, but have the effect of 
taking land out of production. All of those issues are dealt with directly in a major 
report released last year by the Center for Irrigation Technology (CIT) at Fresno 
State. The report, ‘‘Agricultural Water Use in California: A 2011 Update’’, refutes 
some long-standing beliefs about agricultural water usage and confirms others. The 
full report is available at http://www.californiawater.org. The CIT report and others 
have reached a similar conclusion: the only large potential for moving water from 
agriculture to other uses will come from fallowing large swaths of farmland. 

There is growing recognition that states and local governments must consider the 
impacts of continued growth that relies on water transfers from agriculture and 
rural areas and to identify feasible alternatives to those transfers. For example, a 
2006 report released by the Western States Governors Association (WGA) states 
‘‘there is understandable support for the notion of allowing markets to operate to 
facilitate transfers from agricultural to municipal and urban use as a means to ac-
commodate the needs of a growing population. While such transfers have much to 
commend them, third party impacts should be taken into account, including adverse 
effects on rural communities and environmental values. Alternatives that could rea-
sonably avoid such adverse impacts should be identified.’’ 

The Family Farm Alliance is working with Western Governors Association and 
the Western States Water Council to develop a report on successful and unsuccess-
ful agricultural-to-urban water transfers to determine how transfers can be accom-
plished in a manner that avoids or at least mitigates damage to agricultural econo-
mies and environmental values, while at the same time avoiding infringement on 
private property rights. 

There will be nothing done with water in the West without there being winners 
and losers. Cities may expect to buy water from farms, but that is not a long term 
solution as global food shortages make farming a crucial national need. 

A multitude of unique solutions exist for Western communities wrestling with 
growing urban water use. The Northern Colorado Water Conservation District is 
currently seeking to develop new offstream storage to protect agriculture as urban-
ization sweeps into Northern’s traditional service area. Farmers in the Klamath Ir-
rigation Project (CALIFORNIA/OREGON) are paid through an environmental water 
bank to temporarily fallow land or pump groundwater in place of using Klamath 
River water. On the other hand, unsuccessful implementation of Central Valley 
Project Improvement Act water transfer provisions in California suggests that water 
markets cannot be legislated. 

If we don’t find a way to restore water supply reliability for irrigated agriculture 
through a combination of new infrastructure, other supply enhancement efforts, and 
demand management—our country’s ability to feed and clothe itself and the world 
will be jeopardized. 
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1 The DWR report is available at: www.farmwater.org/DWR_Econ_Efficiency.pdf 

Improved conveyance and storage projects provide the best flexibility to manage 
and move water in the West. The retention of existing water supplies and the devel-
opment of critically needed new supplies are of the utmost importance. Drought and 
population growth have accelerated the arrival of inevitable water shortages. Sup-
plies are already inadequate for the growing demands, but very few plans exist to 
develop supplies to meet increasing needs. At the federal level, we are told that the 
big dam-building era is over. This may indeed be true, but it is also plainly and 
painfully true that there isn’t enough water to meet the needs of agriculture, urban 
growth and the environment. Increased conservation and efficiency can help, but 
they are only part—a small part—of the solution. And buying and bullying water 
away from farmers isn’t the solution either. Meeting the current and future water 
needs of the West will require a thoughtful combination of means, not the least of 
which is the creation of new storage. 
Demand Management vs. Supply Enhancement 

Water conservation (i.e. ‘‘demand management’’) is often seen as the solution to 
water supply issues. In fact, in the past fifteen years, tremendous agricultural con-
servation efforts have been undertaken throughout the West, from installation of 
high technology drip irrigation systems in California’s Central Valley, to tens of mil-
lions of dollars spent on improving on-farm water use efficiency in the Klamath 
Basin. On the other hand, relatively little progress has been made on the ‘‘supply 
management’’ end of things. While development has occurred on conjunctive man-
agement and groundwater banking projects—which will be discussed in more detail 
by some of my fellow witnesses—development of new surface storage projects have 
virtually ground to a halt in the past 30 years, especially if any sort of federal nexus 
exists for proposed projects. 

Western farmers and ranchers have long taken a progressive approach to water 
management. Farmers are already investing in upgraded irrigation systems. For ex-
ample, between 2003 and 2010 San Joaquin Valley farmers invested almost $2.2 bil-
lion in upgraded irrigation systems on over 1.8 million acres of farmland. Those in-
vestments helped improve water use efficiency and food production and helped fuel 
portions of the rural economy at a time when water supply cuts were increasing un-
employment. And, these sorts of efficient farm practices have led to increased eco-
nomic value and production. A report by the California Department of Water Re-
sources 1 shows that the value of California farm products doubled during the 40- 
year period from 1967 and 2007 while at the same time, applied water decreased 
by 14 percent. Other research by the California Farm Water Coalition showed that 
the volume of farm production between 1967 and 2000 rose approximately 89 per-
cent with only a two percent increase in applied water per acre. These indicators 
support assertions that farmers in general are improving water use efficiency in sig-
nificant ways over time. 

While conservation is surely a tool that can assist in overcoming water supply 
problems, it cannot be viewed as the single answer to water shortages. For example, 
conserved water cannot always realistically be applied to instream uses, as it will 
more likely be put to beneficial use by the next downstream appropriator or held 
in carryover storage for the following irrigation season. Also, in urban areas, further 
tightening of water conservation measures, in essence, ‘‘hardens’’ those urban de-
mands. Some degree of flexibility must be embedded in urban water conservation 
programs to allow these areas to employ more restrictive water conservation meas-
ures during drought periods. Without having the ability to save water during 
drought periods via drought conservation measures, the resulting hardened demand 
will force urban water managers to more quickly look to secure water from other 
areas; namely, agriculture and the environment. So, clearly, mandated or ‘‘one size 
fits all’’ conservation programs are doomed to failure in light of the drastically dif-
ferent circumstances of water users across the West. 

Farmers and ranchers will continue to do all they can to save water. However, 
water saving cannot be expanded indefinitely without reducing acreage in produc-
tion. At some point, the growing water demands of the West—coupled with the om-
nipresent possibility of drought—must be met. The members of the Subcommittee 
must understand that in the West, the water needed to meet these demands will 
either come from developing new water supplies. . ..or it will be taken from agri-
culture. 
Environmental Impacts of Storage Projects 

Obviously, there will be environmental concerns associated with any new surface 
water storage projects. However, we believe it is possible to address those issues and 
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move forward with storage projects that will ultimately have broad support from a 
number of different stakeholders. Individual surface storage proposals must be eval-
uated and the associated benefits and risks must be viewed in a net, comprehensive 
manner. While some storage critics focus on perceived negative impacts associated 
with new facility construction (e.g. loss of habitat, disruption of ‘‘natural’’ stream 
flow patterns, and potential evaporative losses), these perceived impacts must also 
be compared to the wide range of multi-purpose benefits that storage projects can 
provide. Also, although water is lost to evaporation in surface reservoirs that serve 
agricultural, environmental and urban uses, there is very little ‘‘wasted water’’ asso-
ciated with moving and applying irrigation water. Water not directly consumed 
through evapo-transpiration often serves other purposes, such as replenishing 
groundwater, buffering soil salinity and supporting riparian vegetation. 

Properly designed and constructed surface storage projects provide additional 
water management flexibility to better meet downstream urban, industrial and agri-
cultural water needs, improve flood control, generate clean hydropower, provide 
recreation opportunities, and—create additional flows that can benefit downstream 
fish and wildlife species. 

Some people and organizations oppose dams and Reclamation’s proud history of 
dam construction as a matter of dogma. They have no flexibility in their position 
when it comes to surface storage. But experience teaches us that solving complex 
problems requires a great deal of flexibility. It also requires the collective efforts of 
reasonable, well intentioned people who may come at the problem from entirely dif-
ference perspectives. Surface storage isn’t the solution in all cases, but dismissing 
it out of hand serves no good purpose by eliminating potential solutions to some vex-
ing water supply issues. 

Creative, successful solutions can be found by motivated, unthreatened parties. 
The holders of water rights approach the Western water supply problem with much 
at risk, and with much to offer in the form of practical experience managing the 
resource on a daily basis. Incentives that create reasons to succeed will do more 
good for the environment in a shorter period of time than actions that rely on 
threats of government intervention. 
Political Support for New Water Projects 

Colorado State University (CSU) in 2009 completed a West-wide (17 states) that 
found—throughout the West—strong citizen support for water going to farmers and 
also strong support for building new water infrastructure. The report provides very 
interesting findings that underscore Western householders support for water storage 
projects and irrigation over environmental and recreational water needs in times of 
shortage. Three focus groups were used to develop a multi-faceted questionnaire. An 
Email invitation to an internet survey yielded 6,250 municipal household respond-
ents in 17 Western states. 

Among Western respondents to the CSU poll, the most popular strategies for 
meeting long-term needs are to build reservoirs and reuse water, whether it is on 
private lawns or public landscapes. The least popular alternative is to buy water 
from farmers. When addressing long-term scarcity, respondents preferred reservoir 
construction and reuse systems over other acquisitions and, in particular, are not 
in favor of water transfers from agriculture. 

This new information flies in the face of arguments made by some environmental 
activist groups and editorial boards of certain Western urban newspapers, who in-
sist that the public shares their view that dams are outdated, monstrous aberra-
tions that should be destroyed. The findings in this report should further convince 
our political leaders to ignore the naysayers and stand up for farming and new 
water supply enhancement projects. 
Appropriate Role of the Federal Government in These Endeavors 

The federal government should adopt a policy of supporting new efforts to en-
hance water supplies and encouraging state and local interests to take the lead in 
the formulation of those efforts. Local interests have shown enormous creativity in 
designing creative water development projects; my fellow witnesses on this panel 
will provide you the best sense of the range of creativity that can be generated at 
the local level. While onstream storage should not be seen as unacceptable, 
offstream storage, groundwater banking, and countless other forms of water devel-
opment should be encouraged as a matter of federal policy and law. Local problems 
call for local solutions. 

The existing procedures for developing additional supplies should also be revised 
to make project approval less burdensome. By the time project applicants approach 
federal agencies for authorization to construct multi-million dollar projects, they 
have already invested extensive resources toward analyzing project alternatives to 
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determine which project is best suited to their budgetary constraints. However, cur-
rent procedure dictates that federal agencies formulate another list of project alter-
natives which the applicant must assess, comparing potential impacts with the pre-
ferred alternative. These alternatives often conflict with state law. Opportunities 
should be explored to expedite this process and reduce the costs to the project appli-
cant. 

The example of the permitting history of the Little Snake River Irrigation Water 
Supply Project, High Savery Dam and Reservoir—attached to this testimony—best 
illustrates this matter. 

In addition, the current mitigation procedure for federal agencies should be re-
viewed to determine the feasibility of clarifying and standardizing mitigation re-
quirements. Currently, requirements for one project become the standard for all 
subsequent projects. Since no two projects are the same, federal agencies tend to 
impose increasingly severe mitigation requirements on new projects. The end result 
is that applicants end up spending tremendous amounts of money for potentially un-
certain mitigation. 

The example of the city of Buffalo, Wyoming,—attached to this testimony—illus-
trates the point. For 8.8 acres of wetlands impacts, the cost of mitigation amounted 
to approximately $1 million. This is in excess of $100,000 per acre. The primary rea-
son for these costs was that the United States Army Corps of Engineers required 
a 5:1 ratio for wetland mitigation. The 5:1 ratio is not a scientifically based figure, 
but rather an arbitrary figure developed by the agency. After 3 years and significant 
expense, the city finally was forced to accept this ratio in order to proceed with the 
project. 

Another possible solution is the creation of mitigation banking. Under such an ap-
proach, applicants faced with excessive mitigation costs would be allowed to pay a 
reasonable sum per acre to a regional mitigation bank or set aside mitigation lands 
as a condition to implementation of their project. The federal government should en-
courage the creation and use of public and private mitigation banks. 
1. The Bureau of Reclamation’s Recent Role Relative to Advancing New Storage 

Projects 
The Bureau of Reclamation’s once active role in building new dams and reservoirs 

has diminished significantly over the last three decades. Construction of large dams, 
in general, has become virtually impossible in recent decades due to new societal 
environmental priorities, and related passage of numerous federal laws that create 
litigious uncertainty and tremendous regulatory obstacles for proponents of new 
dams. 

Shortly after the Alliance’s data base was released (and submitted to the Congres-
sional record in April 2005), the Bureau of Reclamation did submit a report to Con-
gress that identified nearly one thousand potential hydroelectric and water supply 
projects in the Western United States that have been studied, but not constructed. 
The report was required by the Energy Act of 2005. The 2005 Alliance and Reclama-
tion efforts show that, in most areas of the West, water resources are available to 
be developed. Environmentally-safe and cost-effective projects exist. They await the 
vision and leadership needed to move them to implementation. 
2. Why the Bureau of Reclamation and Other Federal Agencies Need to Improve 

Regulations and Streamline Permitting of New Projects 
The Family Farm Alliance believes that without new sources of water, increasing 

urban and environmental demands will deplete existing agricultural supplies and 
seriously threaten the future of Western irrigated agriculture. The often slow and 
cumbersome federal regulatory process is a major obstacle to realization of projects 
and actions that could enhance Western water supplies. Here are just a few reasons 
why Reclamation and other federal agencies (particularly fisheries agencies) need to 
find ways to streamline regulations and permitting requirements: 

• Planning opportunities and purposes for which a project may be permitted 
are restricted, which narrows the planning horizon, and makes it impossible 
to plan for projects with long-term benefits; 

• The alternatives proposed for assessment by the National Environmental Pro-
tection Act regulators are frequently inappropriate, unrealistic, difficult-to-im-
plement, and often in conflict with state law. The permitting process stalls, 
and costs increase to the project applicant; 

• Federal regulators take a long time making decisions on projects, and at 
times they seem unable to even make decisions. As a result, projects are post-
poned and money is wasted as additional studies and analyses are conducted; 

• Applicants end up spending tremendous amounts of money for potentially un-
certain mitigation; 
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• Rather than doing things concurrently, conflicting agency permit require-
ments can add time to the project planning and implementation process and 
increases greatly the potential for last-minute surprises that could endanger 
the proposal or require significant additional work. 

We pledge to continue our work with federal agencies and other interested parties 
to build a consensus for improve the regulatory process. 
3. Future Federal Funding of New Water Supply Enhancement Projects 

Even before the advent of the challenging economic times we now live in, we wit-
nessed a progressive cutback in federal water supply funding. We understand that 
those who benefit from new water supply infrastructure should help pay for that 
infrastructure. However, policy makers need to understand that, for the most part, 
new water supplies are not being proposed to meet the expanding needs of agri-
culture. On the contrary, we are seeing a move in the opposite direction, where agri-
cultural lands are going out of production and being lost to expanding urban devel-
opment. Water that was originally established for agriculture and the communities 
it supports is now being reallocated to meet new growing urban and environmental 
water demands. The growing number of urban water users in the West and the pub-
lic interest served through improved environmental water supplies should naturally 
be part of equitable financing schemes. 

Most water supply entities are willing to make investments to meet human and 
environmental needs, but they need to know up front that the federal government 
will honor its part of the bargain. This means that the federal government should 
enter into meaningful contracts that protect the expectations of the non-federal par-
ties, and concepts like the ‘‘No Surprises Rule’’ under the Endangered Species Act 
must be validated and expanded. 

The President and Congress will prioritize whatever federal funds are available 
to meet existing and future needs. As for the rest of the capital, it must come either 
from state and local governments or from the private sector. If the federal govern-
ment cannot fund the required investments, it should take meaningful steps to pro-
vide incentives for non-federal entities to fill the void, and remove barriers to the 
new ways of doing business that will be required. 

Local and state interests have shown enormous creativity in designing creative 
water development projects. For example, my home State of Wyoming has initiated 
its Dam and Reservoir Program, where proposed new dams with storage capacity 
of 2,000 acre-feet or more and proposed expansions of existing dams of 1,000 acre- 
feet or more qualify for state funding. Wyoming water managers and policy makers 
recognize that dams and reservoirs typically provide opportunities for many poten-
tial uses. While water supply is emphasized in the Wyoming program, recreation, 
environmental enhancement, flood control, erosion control and hydropower uses are 
also explored as secondary purposes. 

In this time of tight budgets and huge overseas spending, the federal government 
must adopt a policy of supporting new projects to enhance water supplies while en-
couraging state and local interests to take the lead in the implementation of those 
projects. 
Conclusion 

Family farmers and ranchers require certain water supplies as a base condition 
of their existence. We cannot continue to wish away the reality that there is not 
enough water to meet our needs in drought years, and 20 years from now, if some-
thing is not done, every year will essentially be a drought year. We cannot continue 
long-term hypothetical processes that focus primarily on continued conservation and 
downsizing of Western agriculture. 

We believe that it is possible to meet the needs of cities and the environment in 
a changing climate without sacrificing Western irrigated agriculture. To achieve 
that goal, we must expand the water supply in the West. There must be more water 
stored and available to farms and cities. Maintaining the status quo simply isn’t 
sustainable in the face of unstoppable population growth, diminishing snow pack, 
increased water consumption to support domestic energy, and increased environ-
mental demands. 

Modern, integrated water storage and distribution systems can provide tremen-
dous physical and economic flexibility to address climate transformation and popu-
lation growth. However, this flexibility is limited by legal, regulatory, or other insti-
tutional constraints, which can take longer to address than actually constructing the 
physical infrastructure. 

The Family Farm Alliance wants to work with this Administration, Congress, and 
other interested parties to build a consensus for improving the regulatory process. 
The real reason the Alliance continues to push for improved water storage and con-
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veyance infrastructure is not to support continued expansion of agricultural water 
demand (which is NOT happening in most places). Instead, we seek to mitigate for 
the water that has been reallocated away from agriculture towards growing urban, 
power, environmental and recreational demands in recent decades. If we don’t find 
a way to restore water supply reliability for irrigated agriculture through a com-
bination of new infrastructure, other supply enhancement efforts, and demand man-
agement—our country’s ability to feed and clothe itself and the world will be jeop-
ardized. 

We need to clearly determine how much new water is needed for new uses, and 
then find ways to support those uses in a sustainable way that doesn’t hurt irri-
gated agriculture. New infrastructure is one such way; the construction of additional 
water supply infrastructure may allow more efficient management and enable great-
er cooperation between traditional and non-traditional water users. 

Western irrigated agriculture is a strategic national resource, and the role of the 
federal government in the 21st Century should be to protect and enhance that re-
source. Federal agencies have a role to play in infrastructure development, but in-
terference with or duplication of state authorities must be minimized. 
Attachment List: 

1. Permitting History of the Little Snake River Irrigation Water Supply Project, 
High Savery Dam and Reservoir 

2. City of Buffalo, Wyoming Case Study 

Attachment 1: Permitting History 
of the Little Snake River Irrigation Water Supply Project 

High Savery Dam and Reservoir 

Introduction 
Permitting is a major step in any project that requires federal agency action; it 

can be the most perplexing and confusing step in project development. Projects re-
quiring federal actions must go through the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) assessment process, which in itself is not a permitting process but is of ut-
most importance concerning whether required permits will eventually be issued. 
Due to extensive/thorough NEPA screening requirements and alternative evalua-
tions, projects often lose direction and focus during this process. 

NEPA was enacted in 1969 to promote informed decisions and public disclosure 
of federal actions. Through NEPA assessments other laws such as the Endangered 
Species Act, Clean Water Act, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, and the National 
Historic Preservation Act come into play. These laws and acts require permits or 
clearances from a number of agencies, and make coordination of the NEPA process 
the driving force for project permitting. This was especially true for the Little Snake 
River Irrigation Supplemental Water Supply Project. 

The following sections discuss major events that occurred during permitting of the 
Little Snake River Irrigation Water Supply Project and present conclusions and les-
sons learned from this process. The history and conclusions presented are a compila-
tion of information from legislative reports, project studies and personal recollec-
tions. 
History 

The Little Snake Irrigation Water Supply Project began as the Sandstone Dam 
Project and now is commonly referred to as the High Savery Dam and Reservoir 
Project. The Sandstone Dam Project began as mitigation for the Cheyenne Stage I, 
II and III projects and to provide additional water storage for industrial develop-
ment. The Wyoming Legislature authorized the Cheyenne Stage I and II projects 
in 1979 and 1980 and also instructed the Wyoming Water Development Commission 
(WWDC) to look at the feasibility of developing storage in the Little Snake River 
Basin to address in-basin agricultural, recreational and municipal needs. 

Studies were initiated to evaluate dam and reservoir sites in the basin and the 
Sandstone site was selected as the preferred site. In 1984, the legislature authorized 
a project in the Little Snake River Basin to mitigate and alleviate any water supply 
shortages caused by the Cheyenne Stage I and II projects. Sandstone Dam was to 
impound 52,000 acre-feet of water behind a 200-foot high structure. The reservoir 
would have had a 32,000 acre-foot annual yield with 12,000 acre-feet allocated for 
irrigation and 20,000 acre-feet allocated for future industrial development. 

After several years of study, the permitting process for the Sandstone Project was 
initiated in 1986. An application for a Clean Water Act, Section 404 Permit (404 
Permit) was filed with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), which initiated 
the NEPA assessment process. The project was of a scale that an environmental im-
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pact statement (EIS) was necessary; the Corps was the lead agency for the NEPA 
review and for preparation of the EIS. The draft EIS and biological assessment (for 
assessment of impacts to endangered species) were published in January 1988. Six 
action alternatives and the no action alternative were evaluated. The six action al-
ternatives included four reservoirs, a ground water development alternative and a 
water conservation alternative. The preferred alternative, for the state and the 
sponsor, was the Sandstone Dam and Reservoir Project. All of the alternatives were 
sized to allow storage of 12,000 acre-feet of irrigation water and 20,000 acre-feet for 
future industrial development. A supplement to the Draft EIS was published in 
April 1989 to support need for storage of 20,000 acre-feet for future industrial use. 
Work continued on the EIS process during 1989 and 1990. 

On December 14, 1990, the WWDC received notice from the Corps’ Omaha Dis-
trict Office that they were recommending denial of the 404 Permit for the Sandstone 
Project. Their denial was based upon the lack of an acceptable federal ‘‘purpose and 
need’’ for the 20,000 acre-feet of water reserved for industrial purposes. The WWDC 
and then Governor Sullivan disagreed with the decision and requested that the per-
mit be issued. The decision was elevated to the Corps Division Engineer. In 1991, 
the WWDC was notified that the Division Engineer upheld the District Engineer’s 
recommendation that the 404 Permit be denied for the 52,000 acre-foot project. 
However, the Corps noted that it would be prepared to reopen consideration of the 
application if use of the reservoir yield could be clearly defined. 

During 1991, the Little Snake River Basin Planning Study was authorized by the 
WWDC and legislature. This study was completed in October 1992. One task of the 
study was to evaluate potential reservoir sites to determine whether any were capa-
ble of meeting the supplemental irrigation water needs in the Little Snake River 
Basin. At the request of the Savery-Little Snake Water Conservancy District (Dis-
trict), a downsized version of the Sandstone Project was included among the alter-
natives. 

The Commission recommended construction funding for a smaller Sandstone Dam 
and Reservoir project; this downsized version would possess a water storage capac-
ity of 23,000 acre-feet, which would yield 12,000 acre-feet per year of supplemental 
irrigation water. Legislation was approved during the 1993 session to provide 
$30,000,000 to construct the project. The project purpose, as defined by the legisla-
ture, was to serve as an agricultural, municipal and domestic water supply; the 
project was to also increase recreational opportunities, provide environmental en-
hancements, and serve as mitigation water for shortages caused by the Cheyenne 
Stage I, II, and III trans-basin diversion water supply projects. 

Additional studies were conducted in 1993 to determine the suitability of the 
Sandstone site. The report concluded dam construction at the Sandstone site was 
technically feasible. In 1994, the WWDC began the permitting process for construc-
tion of a smaller project, including a downsized Sandstone Dam and Reservoir 
project and several other potential alternatives. The downsized Sandstone Dam was 
the preferred alternative. Since the scope of the project had changed, the results of 
the draft EIS published in 1988 could not be used. The WWDC entered into an 
agreement with the Corps and contracted with Burns and McDonnell to complete 
a new third party EIS. 

The Corps advised the WWDC, District and valley residents in January 1995 that 
a 404 Permit could be issued only for the least environmentally damaging alter-
native. That summer the Corps indicated that the least damaging practicable alter-
native was a combination of two alternative reservoirs (Dutch Joe and Big Gulch); 
therefore, a 404 Permit would not be issued for the Sandstone Dam alternative. The 
Corps had narrowly defined the purpose and need for the project as supplemental 
late season irrigation water supply. The Corps’ definition conflicted with the Wyo-
ming legislation that authorized funding for the project; the Wyoming Legislature 
stipulated that recreation, environmental enhancement, municipal water supply, 
supplemental irrigation, and mitigation for past and future trans-basin water 
projects were all legitimate purposes for the project. 

In August 1995, the WWDC director and project manager explained to the WWDC 
and Select Water Committee of the Wyoming Legislature reasons why the EIS was 
stalled, which was largely attributable to the lack of support for alternatives other 
than the Sandstone site. The WWDC and the Select Water Committee concluded 
that alternatives to the Sandstone Dam and Reservoir should be considered if there 
was a clear consensus of support for other alternatives. Public meetings were held 
in the Little Snake Valley in August, October and December 1995 for the purposes 
of discussing project alternatives. It was apparent that a majority of those attending 
the meetings preferred the construction of Sandstone Dam, since they believed that 
the Sandstone site would provide more multiple use benefits than the other alter-
natives. This majority also disagreed with the Corps decision not to include other 
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project purposes, which were mandated by the legislature, within the Corps’ purpose 
and need analysis. 

The WWDC supported the position expressed by a majority of the Little Snake 
Valley residents and directed the WWDC staff to further pursue changing the pur-
pose and need section of the EIS to include state legislature’s mandated purposes, 
particularly recreation. The lack of agreement between the state and the Corps, con-
cerning the project’s purpose and need, resulted in further delay of the project. 

In 1996, The WWDC contracted with Burns and McDonnell to complete an anal-
ysis of need for additional flat-water recreation in the Baggs, Wyoming area. The 
study concluded that there wasn’t a need for additional flat-water recreation in the 
area. Other studies were commissioned to keep the project moving forward; but 
study results also did not support the Sandstone alternative. The Corps reaffirmed 
their position that the project purpose could only be for supplemental irrigation 
water supply. Further, the Corps indicated verbally and in writing that the project 
should provide 12,000 acre-feet of water on a firm basis 8 out of 10 years. The 
Savery-Little Snake River Water Conservancy District had requested a firm 12,000 
acre-foot yield 10 out of 10 years. 

Adding to other problems, the Sandstone Dam alternative was the most costly 
project (about $48 million). The Dutch Joe alternative was nearly $10 million less 
costly. The High Savery alternative was the least costly at about $30 million. Envi-
ronmental impacts were greatest at Sandstone but appeared to be significant at the 
Dutch Joe and High Savery sites as well. A meeting to discuss the project, attended 
by representatives of the Corps, other federal agencies, several state agencies, the 
Governor’s office, representatives from the District, other representatives from Car-
bon County, the WWDC, and the Select Water Committee, was held on November 
19, 1996. The Corps stated that given the available data, the Sandstone site could 
not be permitted because the Dutch Joe site was the least environmentally dam-
aging alternative. They indicated that the High Savery Project might be permitted 
if it could be shown that impacts to big game winter range at Dutch Joe were more 
environmentally damaging than the wetland and stream channel impacts at High 
Savery. A meeting was held in Baggs on December 5, 1996 and the irrigators and 
Little Snake Valley residents supported a motion to change the project name from 
Sandstone to the Little Snake Water Supply Project. Work completed in 1995 and 
1996 resulted in a delay to the project but set the stage for the eventual construc-
tion of the High Savery Dam and Reservoir alternative. 

The permitting process was put back on track in 1997 and three alternatives were 
selected that would meet the specified need for the project, which was to supply 
12,000 acre-feet of supplemental irrigation water to the users in the Little Snake 
River Valley 8 out of 10 years. The alternatives studied were a downsized Sandstone 
Dam and Reservoir, Dutch Joe Dam and Reservoir, and High Savery Dam and Res-
ervoir. High Savery became the preferred alternative. The final studies were com-
pleted during 1997 and 1998 and the Draft EIS was published in August 1998. The 
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act report was also released in August 1998. 

Public meetings were held and comments were taken on the draft EIS in the fall 
of 1998. Disagreements between the WWDC, the WGFD, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the Corps on how best to address the DEIS comments delayed the com-
pletion of the Final EIS until October 1999. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
issued the Biological Opinion in July 1999 to satisfy the consultation requirements 
of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. In order that a Record of Decision 
(ROD) could be issued, work began in earnest in 1999 to mitigate the project’s ad-
verse environmental impacts. Numerous meetings were held with the Wyoming 
Game and Fish Department, WWDC, USFWS, Savery-Little Snake Water Conser-
vancy District and Corps to resolve differences and finalize the plan. 

The Final EIS, completed in October 1999, identified the High Savery Project as 
the preferred alternative. Several comments were received but none were signifi-
cant. These few comments were eventually addressed in the Corps’ Record of Deci-
sion (ROD). However, the project was further delayed because the Corps was con-
cerned about issuing the ROD and 404 Permit before cultural resource preservation 
and management issues were resolved. 

Efforts to comply with the National Historic Preservation Act, which protects cul-
tural resources, were also underway at this time. A number of site visits, conference 
calls, and meetings were conducted to discuss cultural resource issues with inter-
ested Native American Tribes, the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO), WWDC and the Corps. There were a variety of tasks undertaken to satisfy 
the requirements of the Tribes and SHPO. Several cultural sites had to be evaluated 
and protection plans developed. One site required excavation and interpretation. 
This work was conducted during 1999 and 2000. A final Programmatic Agreement 
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to protect and manage cultural resources on the High Savery Site, which took over 
a year to negotiate, was eventually signed in early December 2000. 

The plan to mitigate the adverse impacts to wetlands, uplands and riparian areas 
proved to be extremely controversial, which further delayed the project. Three drafts 
of the plan were completed and debated by all parties involved. In October 2000 a 
final draft plan was presented to the Corps by WWDC. This plan was finally ap-
proved in December 2000 after a meeting with the Corps at their District head-
quarters in Omaha, Nebraska. 

The ROD was issued December 14, 2000, approximately one-year and two months 
after the final EIS was released. The 404 Permit for High Savery Dam and Res-
ervoir was signed December 20, 2000. These steps completed the permitting portion 
of the project and advanced the High Savery Project toward construction. 
Conclusions and Lessons Learned 

It could be concluded from the Little Snake Supplemental Irrigation Supply 
Project (High Savery Project) history that 14 or more years might be required for 
permitting reservoir projects. However, that may not be correct. During the time the 
High Savery Project was being permitted several other reservoir projects within Wy-
oming were designed, permitted and constructed. Sulfur Creek Reservoir Enlarge-
ment near Evanston was initiated in 1984 and constructed in 1986. Design of the 
Twin Lakes Enlargement for the Sheridan water supply was started in 1988, per-
mitting was begun in 1992, and construction started in 1996 and was completed in 
1998. A 404 Permit application was submitted for the Tie Hack Dam and Reservoir 
Project above Buffalo in February 1994, the permit was issued in March 1996 and 
the project was completed in 1997. A 404 Permit application was filed in November 
1996 for the Greybull Valley Dam and Reservoir. The permit was issued in June 
1998 and the project was completed in 2000. 

We often learn more from mistakes than we do from successes; in this regard 
there are a number of lessons that can be gained from the Sandstone/Little Snake 
Supplemental Irrigation Water Supply Project/High Savery Dam and Reservoir per-
mitting process. The determination of purpose and need under federal guidelines re-
stricts planning opportunities and purposes for which a project may be permitted. 
The state’s acceptance of a project that yields less than a firm supply should be 
questioned. This acceptance results in less utility for the state and for the project’s 
beneficiaries. A better approach would be to maximize the basin’s available hydrol-
ogy or at least meet the firm-yield requirements of the sponsor. If the basin hydrol-
ogy cannot provide the firm yield, the decision to construct the project should rest 
with the state and sponsor and should not become a reason for permit denial by 
the Corps. Further, the state should encourage its Congressional delegation to spon-
sor legislation that would allow the state’s legislative and planning process to be 
considered in establishing purpose and need for construction of dam and reservoir 
projects. 

If Congress is unwilling to expand the state’s role in establishing the purpose or 
need for a project, the project sponsor and the state must work within existing 
guidelines to maximize opportunities. Working within either existing or expanded 
federal guidelines would facilitate the NEPA analysis, from which all other permit-
ting processes will tier. The 20,000 acre-feet of water storage for future industrial 
development that couldn’t be definitively described in the early Sandstone Project 
was a permitting problem. There was no specific purpose or need described for the 
20,000 acre-feet of industrial water. Therefore, the Corps felt that justification for 
building a reservoir having this extra capacity and additional adverse environ-
mental impact was unwarranted. However, it is incumbent on the state and poten-
tial project sponsors not to lose sight of future demands for water that may only 
be addressed by constructing new dam and reservoir projects. The challenge will be 
to convince regulators, during the permitting process, that the benefits of con-
structing a proposed future project outweigh the adversities; consequently, there is 
a justifiable ‘‘purpose and need’’ for the project. 

Developing a reasonable range of alternatives is also very important in project 
planning and the NEPA process. Alternatives must meet the need and purpose for 
the project and must be capable of being implemented. It is important to use the 
NEPA process to help determine the most appropriate alternative from the set of 
reasonable alternatives. Although the Sandstone Project started with a set of alter-
natives the one seriously considered was the Sandstone Dam and Reservoir alter-
native. When the Corps determined that the Sandstone alternative could not be per-
mitted, the permitting process stalled because other alternatives had not been seri-
ously considered. Even after the project was downsized to match the need, the State, 
District, and valley residents wanted to maintain the Sandstone alternative as the 
preferred alternative. This caused permitting delays. 
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The permitting process did not proceed until a reasonable range of alternatives 
was developed. Once a reasonable range of alternatives, including the High Savery 
alternative, was developed, the project moved forward to a conclusion within an ac-
ceptable timeframe. In other words, the alternative site and project evaluations un-
dertaken in 1996 put permitting back on track in 1997. The state successfully se-
cured the permit to construct High Savery in December 2000. 

Cooperative efforts are important for moving projects through the NEPA and per-
mitting processes. The WWDC and local sponsors should become cooperating agen-
cies in the NEPA process if possible and if not, should be allowed to serve on the 
project EIS interdisciplinary team. The Corps wasted a great deal of time making 
decisions on the project and at times seemed unable to make decisions. These delays 
not only postponed the project, they resulted in wasted money. Disagreements at 
the state and local level also contributed to delays, and led to additional costly stud-
ies and analyses. 

Establishing working relationships with the agencies involved in the NEPA proc-
ess and permitting is important to keep the project on schedule and to avoid costly 
delays and disagreements. It is impossible to eliminate all problems associated with 
permitting dam and reservoir projects, but good cooperation and communications be-
tween agencies and groups, with an understanding of each participant’s expecta-
tions, will help in problem resolution. 

Dam and reservoir projects are complex and often controversial, a dedicated local 
sponsor or project proponent and a documented ‘‘purpose and need’’ are minimum 
requirements for success. The primary reason the High Savery Dam was permitted 
and constructed is the persistence and perseverance of the Savery-Little Snake 
Water Conservancy District and the residents of the valley. The sponsor’s and the 
state’s staying power prevailed in the end. 

Attachment 2: City of Buffalo, Wyoming Case Study 

The example of the city of Buffalo illustrates the enormous difficulties and ex-
pense associated with obtaining federal regulatory clearance requisite for con-
structing even small and non-controversial water projects. The mitigation associated 
with this project illustrates the unreasonable approaches being taken by federal 
agencies as a condition of obtaining needed federal permits. Within Wyoming there 
are rarely two projects which have the same or equivalent mitigation imposed on 
them. Rather, it appears that as time passes, each new project has more severe 
mitigation imposed on it that then becomes the standard for all subsequent projects. 
This mitigation ‘‘ratcheting’’ creates enormous costs and tremendous uncertainty as 
has been the city of Buffalo’s experience. 

The Buffalo Municipal Reservoir Project is developing a small municipal supply 
storage reservoir in the Clear Creek Basin west of Buffalo. Buffalo’s existing water 
supply is diverted from Clear Creek about 6 miles west of the city. After project 
completion, releases from the reservoir will supplement Clear Creek flow when the 
direct flow cannot fulfill Buffalo’s water supply requirements. The project is being 
funded in part by the Wyoming Water Development Commission, a state agency. 

A Level 11—Phase I report was completed in March 1989. The report concluded 
that the preferred development option included a dam and reservoir at the Lower 
Tie Hack site on South Clear Creek, a tributary of Clear Creek. The recommended 
reservoir size is 2,425 acre-feet and the estimated cost of the dam and reservoir is 
$10,650,000. The reservoir will inundate approximately 60 acres in total, including 
8.8 acres of wetlands. In addition, the report indicated that installation of a 
$975.000 hydropower generation unit at the downstream end of the city’s water sup-
ply pipeline could be economically advantageous. The hydropower unit is addressed 
as a separate project, but construction of both components is required if the total 
project is to be economically feasible. The report also noted that the feasibility of 
the project would depend on the successful transfer of Buffalo’s existing 1933 water 
right filing for 1,640 acre-feet from Little Sourdough Creek to the dam site. This 
transfer was accomplished in 1990. 

The process of permitting this facility began in the early summer of 1992. The 
arduous and expensive process of obtaining final permits was not completed for 
nearly 4 years. The Forest Service special use permit was issued on February 23, 
1996, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit was issued on 
March 5, 1996. During the course of the nearly 4-year long ordeal, nearly $1 million 
was spent in efforts directly related to obtaining the necessary federal permits. 

The mitigation for the 8.8 acres of wetlands has cost in excess of $1 million. The 
primary reason the costs for mitigation to the City of Buffalo were so high is that 
the US Army Corps of Engineers required a 5:1 ratio for wetland mitigation. The 
5:1 ratio is not a scientifically based figure, but rather an arbitrary figure developed 
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by an individual within the agency. The City agreed to accept the ratio so that they 
might proceed with their project. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. 
We will now hear from Mr. Thad Bettner, General Manager of 

the Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District from Willows, California. 
Welcome. 

STATEMENT OF THAD BETTNER, GENERAL MANAGER, GLENN- 
COLUSA IRRIGATION DISTRICT, WILLOWS, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. BETTNER. Thank you, Chairman McClintock, Ranking Mem-
ber Napolitano, and members of the Subcommittee. It is a pleasure 
to be here before you today. My name is Thaddeus Bettner. I am 
the general manager of Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District, the larg-
est district in the Sacramento Valley, and one of the largest dis-
tricts in the State of California. I am also a registered engineer in 
the State of California. 

Notwithstanding the seniority of our water rights, which date 
back to the 1880s, securing new storage is critically important to 
GCID and all water users in the Sacramento Valley. I want to 
focus on three issues in my verbal testimony today: one, why we 
need additional storage; two, our experience in working with the 
Sites Reservoir project; and three, going forward, how the Federal 
Government could help advance new storage projects. 

New storage is vitally important because the Central Valley 
Project, which we have one contract with, and our diversions are 
closely intertwined. Both the CVP and the State water project have 
lost storage capacity and yield, as well as operational flexibility. 
That yield and flexibility has eroded over time, due to increased 
contractual obligations, increased water demands to meet both the 
needs of endangered species, and also the Federal wildlife refuge 
system. 

Currently, the CVP is looking at four projects, as Congressman 
Costa said: Sites Reservoir, which I will speak of today; Shasta Ex-
pansion; Temperance Flat; as well as Los Vaqueros, all projects 
that we support. 

We do not need much in the way of additional storage or water 
supplies in the Sacramento Valley. But without new storage, the 
pressure on our existing supplies will continue to grow. The state’s 
population, as already said today in testimony by Members, con-
tinues to increase, as well as the reallocation that the environment 
increases. 

As far as Sites is concerned, GCID is one of 7 local agencies that 
joined together in August of 2010 to form the Sites Project Joint 
Powers Authority, which is a cooperative agency, along with the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Department of Water Resources. 
Growing concerns and the delays and costs associated with the 
Sites Project, as well as a need for a local voice, led to the forma-
tion of the Sites JPA. 

Since Fiscal Year 2002, Reclamation has spent approximately 
$12.7 million studying—Sites Reservoir study and feasibility study, 
and DWR has spent millions more in addition to that. Unfortu-
nately, despite the significant expenditure of time and effort, we 
find ourselves in a place where it is difficult to articulate the bene-
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fits of the project and environmental context, and how the costs 
and how the benefits would be allocated within the project. 

Nonetheless, we do know that Sites—the 1.8 million acre-foot 
total storage project for Sites would generate an average annual 
yield of 400,000 to 600,000 acre-feet of new water in both the dry 
and critical year, and in addition will generate nearly 900,000 acre- 
feet of additional storage in Shasta, Orville, Folsom, and Trinity 
Reservoirs through system integration. The slide that is up on your 
screen shows the different types of benefits that would accrue. And 
this slide shows, in the months through the months in October and 
September. So this would be the end of storage, or additional stor-
age that would be added at the end of the water year to those dif-
ferent reservoir projects. So we see system integration as vitally 
important. 

In terms of how we reduced regulatory and bureaucratic barriers, 
I would like to highlight three. First, agencies with the environ-
mental review process for new supply projects should be required 
to develop a simpler approach to alternatives analysis. In the case 
of Sites, Reclamation DWR investigated 52 different project alter-
natives. However, we now have 3 configurations that we are cur-
rently looking at. And incredibly, these were the same three con-
figurations looked at in the 1960s. 

Second, NEPA should permit project costs to be considered in 
open fashion before the environmental review process is complete. 
We need to make certain that projects can make it through the en-
vironmental review process, have beneficiaries public and private, 
and someone can afford to pay for them. 

And third, lead Federal agencies should determine very quickly 
in the process how they are going to participate in a project. Will 
they simply be a project participant, or will they actually be con-
structing the project? In my mind, that is one of the most vital de-
cisions that needs to be made early on in the process. 

Finally, we need to look at—Congress should explore more meth-
ods of highly leveraging limited Federal funding in order to do 
more with less. Specifically, Congress should authorize Reclama-
tion to provide innovative financing similar to the TIFIA program. 
Under TIFIA, the Federal Government helps finance large-scale 
projects and helps to leverage local funds to build those projects. 
The water infrastructure version of TIFIA would greatly benefit a 
wide variety of large-scale water supply projects like Sites. 

I would encourage this Committee to give any such propose— 
careful consideration to that proposal. And I will take any ques-
tions. Thank you very much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bettner follows:] 

Statement of Thaddeus Bettner, PE, General Manager, 
Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District 

Thank you Chairman McClintock, Ranking Member Napolitano, and Members of 
the Subcommittee; it is a pleasure to appear before you this morning. My name is 
Thaddeus Bettner, and I am the General Manager of the Glenn-Colusa Irrigation 
District (GCID), the largest irrigation district in the Sacramento Valley and the 
third largest irrigation district in the State of California. GCID covers approxi-
mately 175,000 acres in Glenn and Colusa Counties, and is located about 80 miles 
north of Sacramento. Our district contains a diverse working landscape including 
a variety of crops such as rice tomatoes, almonds, walnuts, orchards, vine seeds, cot-
ton, alfalfa, and irrigated pasture. Just as important, we convey water to three Fed-
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eral wildlife refuges totaling more than 20,000 acres, and also deliver water to more 
than 50,000 acres of seasonally flooded wetlands. GCID is a Sacramento River Set-
tlement Contractor and diverts water directly from the Sacramento River through 
the largest flat plate fish screen in the world. GCID’s Settlement Contract was first 
entered into in 1964 and it resolved disputes with the United States related to the 
seniority of GCID’s rights over those of the United States and, in fact, allowed the 
US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) to obtain water rights from the State 
Water Resources Control Board for the Central Valley Project. GCID’s water rights 
originated with a filing in 1883 for 500,000 miner’s inches under 4 inches of pres-
sure, one of the earliest and largest water rights on the Sacramento River. Other 
Sacramento River Settlement contracts were also entered into among water right 
holders on the Sacramento River and Reclamation. 

Notwithstanding the seniority of our water rights on the Sacramento River, secur-
ing new storage is critically important to GCID, Sacramento Valley water users and 
the state as a whole. In this context, I want to focus on three issues: (1) why we 
need additional storage in the Sacramento Valley; (2) our experience working to ad-
vance Sites Reservoir, an up to 1.8 million acre-foot capacity offstream north-of-the- 
Delta reservoir; and, (3) going forward, how the federal government can help ad-
vance new storage projects. 
The Importance of Storage 

New storage is vitally important to GCID and all of Northern California because 
the federal Central Valley Project (CVP), which our water diversions are intertwined 
with, and the State Water Project have both lost water supply yield and operational 
flexibility. That yield and flexibility has eroded over time due to increased contrac-
tual obligations and increased water demands to meet the needs of endangered spe-
cies and the state and federal refuge system. 

We do not need much in the way of additional water supplies in the Sacramento 
Valley, but without new storage, the pressure on our existing water supplies will 
continue to grow. The State’s population continues to increase and the reallocation 
of water to environmental uses is expanding. This reality continues to play itself 
out, especially given that no new investments in the development of additional 
water supply or storage have occurred. For water users north of the Delta, in the 
area of origin, the ever-increasing demand for water, coupled with no new storage, 
represents a threat to the vitality of irrigated agriculture in the Sacramento Valley, 
our local environment including the protection of the Pacific Flyway, and our 
groundwater system which sustains our rivers, creeks and streams. A strong agri-
cultural sector and healthy environment depend heavily upon a certainty of water 
supply. Disrupt that certainty, allow the strain on existing water supplies to persist, 
and investments in agriculture will not be as readily forthcoming. That lack of in-
vestment translates into a dim future for agriculture and continued instability in 
water supplies, which will threaten the economic health of the state as a whole. 
The Sites Experience 

The North-of-the-Delta Offstream Storage (NODOS) investigation is a feasibility 
study being carried out by the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) 
and Reclamation, in partnership with local interests. The study emanates out of the 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program’s Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement/Re-
port Record of Decision. One of the alternatives under consideration includes three 
configurations of a dam and reservoir located about 10 miles west of the town of 
Maxwell, California, and otherwise referred to as Sites Reservoir. 

Since Fiscal Year 2002, Reclamation has spent approximately $12.7 million on the 
Sites feasibility study alone and DWR has spent many millions more. Unfortu-
nately, despite this effort and the many promised benefits that would result from 
the Sites project, we still find ourselves in a place where it is difficult to clearly ar-
ticulate the benefits of the project, the costs, and how the project will be funded. 
The funding to date has allowed the agencies to complete a number of important 
reports, such as a project scoping report produced in 2002, an Initial Alternatives 
Information Report completed in 2006 and a Plan Formulation Report finalized in 
2008. The agencies are scheduled to release a draft Environmental Impact State-
ment/Environmental Impact Report (EIR/EIS) under the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and a 
draft Feasibility Report in the summer of this year, if the Administration approves 
the administrative draft in a timely fashion. However, the scheduled completion 
date for the final EIR/EIS and Feasibility Report is another year away, with a 
scheduled Record of Decision being issued by the end of 2013. We are hopeful that 
these dates can be met, but they will depend on funding to complete the work and 
the political will to make key decisions, at both the federal and state levels. 
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While part of the delay is certainly due to the complexities associated with mul-
tiple state and federal agencies being involved in the project, other delays are attrib-
utable to shifting environmental requirements. For example, delays in completing 
the Sites project environmental review process are attributable in part to changes 
in operational conditions described in the Central Valley Project Operations Criteria 
and Plans (OCAP) Biological Opinions (BOs) in 2004/2005 and then again based 
upon a Biological Opinion from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding the Delta 
Smelt issued in 2008. In both instances, DWR and Reclamation had to go back and 
remodel the project, based on the revised BOs. As Reclamation’s Mid-Pacific Re-
gional Office noted in a letter to ‘‘Interested Parties’’ in May 2009, ‘‘Changes are 
continuing so rapidly that our studies and reports are not keeping pace.’’ 

This new information did not, in fact, change the fundamentals of the project. The 
fundamentals of the project remained sound, but the process stalled, in spite of the 
best efforts of Reclamation and DWR, further increasing costs and further delaying 
the availability of the many benefits a Sites Reservoir will provide. 

Growing concerns about the delays and costs associated with the Sites project as 
well as the need for a local voice, led to the formation, in August of 2010, of the 
Sites Project Joint Powers Authority (Sites JPA). The Sites JPA, which includes 
Glenn County, Colusa County, Reclamation District 108, Glenn-Colusa Irrigation 
District, the Tehama-Colusa Canal Authority, Maxwell Irrigation District and Yolo 
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, was formed with the stated 
purpose of establishing a public entity to design, acquire, manage and operate Sites 
Reservoir and related facilities to improve the operation of the state’s water system. 
The Project would also provide improvements in ecosystem and water quality condi-
tions in the Sacramento River system and in the Bay-Delta, as well as provide flood 
control and other benefits to a large area of the State of California. The formation 
of local JPA’s was included as a key provision in the 2009 California Water Package 
Water Bond legislation for the purposes of pursuing storage projects that could be 
eligible for up to 50% of project funding for public benefits. 

As the Sites JPA began working with Reclamation and DWR, the JPA took a com-
mon sense approach. The JPA worked with Reclamation and DWR to put together 
what we refer to as Foundational Formulation Principles. In other words, first iden-
tifying the needs of the water operations system and then designing the project that 
would meet those needs. We conceived a project that would be integrated with the 
system we already have, but one that would also operate effectively regardless of 
future operational changes, such as conveyance to south-of-Delta exporters. The JPA 
wanted to maximize the benefits associated with our existing infrastructure, and 
provide as much benefit as possible to both the existing state and federal water 
projects at the lowest feasible cost. 

We approached the Sites project with the goal of making the best possible use of 
limited resources, and in the end, we believe we have identified a project that is 
both affordable and will provide significant benefits. It maximizes ecosystem bene-
fits consistent with the State water bond, which states that at least 50 percent of 
the public benefit objectives must be ecosystem improvements. Other benefits in-
clude water supply reliability, water quality improvements, flexible hydropower gen-
eration, recreation and flood damage reduction. In short, we approached the Sites 
project with the goal of generating water for the environment while improving state-
wide water reliability and regional sustainability in Northern California, and we be-
lieve we have achieved that goal. 

One of the greatest environmental benefits of the project is a greatly expanded 
cold water pool that would be created in upstream reservoirs. Flow modifications to 
manage river temperatures, habitat conditions and flow stability would be greatly 
enhanced with a constructed Sites Reservoir. 

A 1.8 million acre-foot capacity Sites Reservoir, for example, would generate an 
average annual yield of 400,000 to 640,000 acre-feet, in dry and critical years, and 
in addition would provide nearly 900,000 acre-feet of additional storage in Shasta, 
Oroville, Folsom and Trinity Lakes during the operationally important months of 
May through September through the system integration and operation. 

Our experience with the Sites project has revealed at least three bureaucratic and 
regulatory challenges. First, the environmental review process that Reclamation is 
forced to deal with through existing federal law does not support the common sense 
approach that the JPA has attempted to pursue on the Sites project. Under NEPA, 
a great deal of time and money is expended on studies and analysis of multiple infe-
rior alternatives to the original purpose and need statement, only to use the EIS 
process to eliminate these lesser alternatives and arrive back at the project that you 
originally proposed as the solution with the greatest benefit for the dollars ex-
pended. 
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In the case of the Sites project, Reclamation and DWR initially investigated and 
considered 52 alternative reservoir sites before identifying Sites Reservoir as the 
preferred location for an offstream, north-of-Delta storage reservoir. That iterative 
screening process was completed in 2008, yet some have recently suggested that 
even that process was carried out too quickly and perhaps the agencies should have 
taken even more time to examine still other sites before narrowing the list to three 
separate storage configurations at the Sites location. Ironically, the three configura-
tions being evaluated today in the EIR/EIS are very similar to the project originally 
envisioned in the 1960’s. 

Second, although the Sites project would provide significant benefits in any oper-
ational environment, the environmental review process does not accommodate the 
real-world requirement that any new water supply project be flexible in, and respon-
sive to, a constantly evolving regulatory environment. As noted above, any changes 
to the operating criteria for the federal and state water projects resulted in a re-
quirement to develop new models to reflect those changes, when, in fact, the Sites 
project benefits remained constant regardless of the new demands for environmental 
water. 

Finally, under NEPA, the costs of alternatives are not considered until after the 
environmental review documents are completed. In our view that is just not a prac-
tical way to develop a project. In the case of water supply, you can end up with a 
project that no one can afford, sacrificing any opportunity for even incremental stor-
age benefits. The process must consider project costs, both the total costs and how 
the project is going to be paid for, earlier in the process. 
Recommendations for Advancing New Water Storage Projects 
Reduce Regulatory and Bureaucratic Barriers 

In his 2011 State of the Union Address, and again in August 2011, President 
Obama called for further steps to enhance the efficient and effective permitting and 
environmental review of infrastructure development ‘‘through such strategies as in-
tegrating planning and environmental reviews; coordinating multi-agency or multi- 
governmental reviews and approvals to run concurrently; setting clear schedules for 
completing steps in the environmental review and permitting process; and utilizing 
information technologies to inform the public about the progress of environmental 
reviews as well as the progress of Federal permitting and review processes.’’ 

All of these are worthy goals, but in water resources development, at least in Cali-
fornia, there is little evidence that these goals are actively being implemented and 
turned into new practices. 

Our experience with the Sites project suggests the following steps to reduce regu-
lator and bureaucratic barriers are worthy of consideration: 

1. Statutory Directives.—Adopt statutory directives for all relevant departments 
and agencies to work with the states and local water supply agencies to make 
it a priority to improve the efficiency of the regulatory and permitting proc-
esses associated with water supply projects. Attitudes are important in the 
agencies, and even without mandatory deadlines, statutory directives would 
encourage the agencies to make it a priority to streamline the environmental 
review process. 

2. Statutory Deadlines.—Establish statutory deadlines where appropriate for 
the completion of the environmental review process. For example, federal agen-
cies should expeditiously review and approve administrative drafts that then 
can be publicly released as a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
Once a draft EIS is released, the agencies should be required to establish a 
timeframe within which the EIS and even a Record of Decision will be final-
ized. 

3. Greater Coordination.—Require all federal agencies with a role in preparing 
and reviewing NEPA documents for water storage or water resources projects 
to coordinate their reviews concurrent with one another. Earlier and better co-
ordination is essential to resolving conflicting standards and avoiding unneces-
sary project delays. 

4. Alternatives Analysis.—Agencies with a role in the environmental review 
process for new water supply projects should be required to develop a simpler 
approach to alternatives analysis. Streamlining this process can save money 
and time without sacrificing the legitimate need to thoroughly explore project 
alternatives or project sites that will cause the least negative environmental 
impact. 

5. Costs.—NEPA should permit project costs to be considered in an open fashion, 
before the environmental review process is complete. Currently, Reclamation 
relies upon Feasibility Studies to examine the costs and allocation of benefits. 
We need to make certain that the projects that make it through the environ-
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mental review process have beneficiaries, public and private, that can afford 
to pay for them. 

6. Federal Role.—Lead federal agencies should determine their role in a project 
as soon as practicable. In water storage projects, as with other major infra-
structure projects, there is growing interest in public-private partnerships and 
non-federal water supply development, in general, that may rely upon a com-
bination of public dollars, private equity, government-backed financing and the 
like. If Reclamation is a customer for the benefits of a project rather than the 
developer of the project that should also create an opportunity to further 
streamline the regulatory and environmental review processes. 

7. Budgeting.—Regulatory and environmental streamlining means that more 
funding resources may be needed upfront to enable agencies to accelerate the 
review process and establish realistic schedules. Our experience with Sites sug-
gests that Reclamation’s relatively modest budget requests over the years for 
the Sites study process, at a minimum, did not permit the study to proceed on 
an optimum schedule. This does not mean the agencies need to spend more 
overall, however. Limited funds should be prioritized to support completing the 
study and review process in a timely fashion. 

Innovative Financing –Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA) 
Finally, Congress should explore methods of highly leveraging limited federal 

funding in order to increase its impact and, in effect, do more with less. Although 
federal funding for water infrastructure projects is already leveraged in the form of 
local matching requirements for federal grants, this leverage can be increased by de-
veloping innovative, market-based financing tools that provide significant financial 
savings for localities while shifting the bulk of financial risk from the taxpayer to 
the private sector. 

Specifically, Congress should authorize Reclamation to provide access to long- 
term, low interest credit assistance modeled after the highly successful Transpor-
tation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program, which has been 
operated by the Department of Transportation (DOT) since 1998. Under TIFIA, the 
federal government helps finance large-scale and costly infrastructure projects by 
leveraging each dollar of federal funding into $10 of credit assistance and $30 of in-
frastructure investments. The $122 million authorized for TIFIA, the level author-
ized in the last transportation reauthorization bill, has allowed the program to pro-
vide $1.22 billion in credit assistance and help finance $3.66 billion in transpor-
tation infrastructure improvements annually. 

The program provides eligible applicants with access to long-term, up to 40-year, 
financing at low interest rates. Currently, the TIFIA interest rate is 3.14 percent 
for a 35-year repayment period (the program provides for a five-year window after 
substantial completion of a project where no repayment is required). On large 
projects, like the Sites project, which is currently estimated to cost $3.2 billion, 
every saved tenth of an interest point would translate to millions of dollars in local 
savings. 

Under TIFIA, projects are selected by DOT for funding based upon the extent to 
which they generate economic benefits, leverage private capital, and promote inno-
vative technologies, among other objectives. Projects do not need to be congression-
ally authorized to be eligible for TIFIA financing, however, under current law, 
TIFIA financing is limited to no more than 33 percent of total project costs. Efforts 
are underway to raise this ceiling to 49 percent of total project costs, and that is 
something that we would support in any similar WIFIA program authorization. 

The TIFIA credit program offers three separate forms of financing for eligible 
transportation projects. The program can offer direct loans that offer flexible repay-
ment terms to cover construction and capital costs of a project. TIFIA can also pro-
vide loan guarantees to enable institutional investors, such as pension funds, to 
make loans to the project sponsor. Finally, TIFIA can offer lines of credit to projects 
to represent contingent sources of financing, in the form of direct federal loans, to 
supplement project revenues and make it easier for the project to attract financing 
from the private sector. 

Finally, I would simply note that TIFIA enjoys strong, bipartisan support and it 
is noteworthy that both the House and Senate versions of the transportation reau-
thorization bill, including the bill that was released last week by Chairman John 
Mica, recommends increasing the annual TIFIA authorization level from $122 mil-
lion to $1 billion annually. Both bills similarly recommend raising the ceiling on 
TIFIA-eligible financing to 49 percent of total project costs. This will allow the pro-
gram to provide $10 billion annually in long-term, low cost credit assistance. 
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Again, a water infrastructure version of TIFIA would greatly benefit a wide vari-
ety of large-scale water supply projects, like Sites, and I encourage the Committee 
to give any such proposal careful consideration. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I look forward to answering any ques-
tions you may have. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you for your testimony. 
The Chair now recognizes Mr. Jerry Brown, General Manager of 

the Contra Costa Water District from Concord, California to testify. 
Welcome. 

STATEMENT OF JERRY BROWN, GENERAL MANAGER, 
CONTRA COSTA WATER DISTRICT, CONCORD, CALIFORNIA 
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Napoli-

tano, members of the Subcommittee. I would like to thank you for 
this opportunity to discuss what it takes to build new surface stor-
age, and submit to you that my testimony can be equally applied 
to building any large water supply project in today’s world. 

My first message is that the 100,000 acre-foot Los Vaqueros Res-
ervoir completed in 1997 is a model for what it takes to build new 
surface storage. Following severe drought years in the 1970s and 
1980s, the CCWD Board of Directors determined that CCWD could 
not wait for the State and Federal Government to solve its prob-
lems. In 1988, CCWD customers approved a $450 million bond 
measure to build Los Vaqueros Reservoir. 

Even as an offstream reservoir, the project included measures to 
protect sensitive Delta fish species. The CCWD Board ensured that 
a net environmental benefit was provided to the Delta with this 
project. As evidence of the success, only one Delta smelt has been 
taken at Los Vaqueros in almost 15 years of project operation, and 
CCWD’s intake is in the same vicinity as the unscreened export 
pumping facilities. 

My second message is that the 160,000 acre-foot Los Vaqueros 
Reservoir expansion provides further evidence that the model 
works. Studies on the expansion were initiated as part of CALFED. 
In March 2004, 62 percent of CCWD customers voted in favor of 
the measure and to move forward with the expansion project. 

Reservoir expansion alternatives up to 275,000 acre-feet were ex-
amined in the final EIR/EIS, which was approved by both the 
CCWD Board and Reclamation in 2010. The CCWD Board decided 
to move forward on the initial phase of expansion up to 160,000 
acre-feet, and construction began in 2011. The initial phase of ex-
pansion is being funded by CCWD. The project also has the poten-
tial to provide benefits to other local water agencies. 

My third message, while there are added regulations and con-
straints as compared to previous areas of dam construction, suc-
cessful implementation of large water projects is still possible. For 
LV and LVE, comprehensive public and stakeholder outreach was 
implemented. This goes way beyond websites, newsletters, legally 
required public hearings. Over 65 public meetings and hundreds of 
informal meetings were held with stakeholders to provide project 
information and to identify and address concerns. As evidence that 
issues were successfully addressed, only 60 comment letters were 
received on the draft EIR/EIS, and the final EIR/EIS was com-
pleted without legal challenge. 
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Redirected impacts to others must be avoided, and affected stake-
holders, including fish and wildlife agencies, need to be involved in 
the project development. CCWD and Reclamation developed a co-
ordination agreement that ensures that operation of the expanded 
reservoir will not injure other CVP contractors, and that ensures 
CCWD’s objectives will be met in a way that actually helps the 
CVP in its operations. 

More recently, CCWD has worked closely with East Bay MUD to 
jointly develop new drought supply solutions involving Los 
Vaqueros as an alternative to enlargement of the onstream Pardee 
Dam. 

Like many projects, there were numerous options for the expan-
sion of Los Vaqueros, ranging from 160 to 500,000 acre-feet. The 
sizes that moved forward were, one, affordable for the need; two, 
allowed further expansion at reduced cost; and three, avoided over-
sizing. There is no doubt that more is better. But more right now 
is not always best for right now. A 275,000 acre-foot expansion for 
CCWD alone did not meet the good business practices test. A lot 
of that storage would be unused now, and it would be put—and it 
would put a financial burden on ratepayers. 

However, the 160,000 acre-foot reservoir was sized for right now. 
It is affordable. Its capacity will be used. It provides flexibility so 
CCWD can use some of that capacity to help other Bay Area water 
agencies. And it is easily expandable to 275,000 acre-feet. To be 
successful, a solid business case must be made, even if it means 
staging the project to deal with uncertainty. 

December 2014 is the current schedule for preparation of the 
Federal feasibility study for the reservoir expansion up to 500,000 
acre-feet. Recent studies have identified greater needs for surface 
storage, as well as opportunities for regional cooperation. Future 
expansion of Los Vaqueros is consistent with the co-equal goals of 
the Delta Plan. It meets the public benefit requirement within the 
California water bond. And CCWD is continuing to work with Rec-
lamation and DWR to complete analysis necessary to identify the 
most cost-effective alternative for future reservoir expansion. 

I would like to thank the Committee for this opportunity, and I 
would be happy to answer any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:] 

Statement of Jerry Brown, General Manager, Contra Costa Water District 

Chairman McClintock and Members of the Subcommittee: 
On behalf of the Contra Costa Water District (CCWD), I would like to thank the 

Committee for this opportunity to discuss what it takes to build new surface storage 
and submit to you that my testimony can be equally applied to building any large 
water supply project in today’s world. 

CCWD serves water to over 500,000 people in eastern and central Contra Costa 
County. Among CCWD’s customers are a number of large industries of national im-
portance, including oil refineries, chemical plants and steel mills. CCWD diverts all 
of its water supply from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta in Northern California 
and delivers it via the Contra Costa Canal, which is owned by the U.S. Department 
of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and was the first part of the 
Central Valley Project (CVP) built by Reclamation in the 1930s. CCWD is one of 
the largest Municipal and Industrial CVP water supply contractors and operates the 
Contra Costa Canal under a contract with Reclamation. CCWD has worked closely 
with Reclamation on both water operations and capital projects for over seventy 
years. 

Because CCWD is located in the Delta, at the hub of California’s water supply 
system, CCWD is intimately involved in state-wide water planning, and has been 
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an active participant in all the major Delta activities of the last thirty-five years, 
including the 1976–77 and 1987–1992 droughts, the Bay-Delta Accord of 1994, the 
CALFED effort, and into the present era of the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan and 
the Delta Stewardship Council’s Delta Plan. 

The experiences of CCWD over the past 20 years are evidence that new surface 
storage infrastructure can be built. Almost one billion dollars have been invested in 
new assets in the ground by CCWD during this timeframe. Most significantly and 
with regard to the focus of this hearing, in 1997, CCWD completed 100,000 acre- 
feet of new, off-stream surface storage at Los Vaqueros Reservoir, and is currently 
constructing the enlargement of that reservoir to 160,000 acre-feet. In addition, 
CCWD completed several Delta water quality projects on behalf of CALFED, and 
CCWD is replacing the four mile long, earth lined portion of the Reclamation owned 
Contra Costa Canal with a large diameter pipeline. That project will improve water 
quality, help Reclamation meet Delta water quality standards, and reduce the risk 
of floods in the Delta from a failure of the canal embankment that was not designed 
to meet current levee standards for flood protection and earthquake safety. Other 
projects successfully undertaken by CCWD include constructing significant upgrades 
and expansions of our water treatment plants, constructing two new Delta intakes 
with state-of-the art fish screens that improve water quality and reliability for our 
customers, and, together with Reclamation, constructing fish screens at our oldest 
water intake to the Contra Costa Canal at the western end of the Delta. 

CCWD has undertaken all these projects during an uncertain period when com-
pleting water projects in the Delta or its watershed has been extremely difficult. 
CCWD did not complete all of these projects alone. Our partnership with Reclama-
tion, and with state agencies including the California Department of Water Re-
sources (DWR) and the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), has been 
instrumental in these accomplishments. CCWD and Reclamation have worked close-
ly to achieve the construction and enlargement of Los Vaqueros Reservoir. CCWD 
and Reclamation are continuing the feasibility study for a further expansion of Los 
Vaqueros Reservoir, up to 500,000 acre-feet. A number of Bay Area water agencies 
have expressed interest in Los Vaqueros for their current and future drought stor-
age needs. By building on these partnerships, CCWD believes that future storage 
projects can be successful. 
The 100,000 acre-foot Los Vaqueros Reservoir was completed in 1997; it is 

a model for what it takes to build new surface storage. 
Following severe drought years and associated periods of very poor Delta water 

quality in the 1970s and 1980s, the CCWD Board of Directors determined that 
CCWD could not wait for the state and federal governments to solve CCWD’s prob-
lems. In 1988, CCWD customers approved a local bond for $450 million to build the 
Los Vaqueros Reservoir. Throughout development of the reservoir project, CCWD 
worked with other Bay Area water agencies to explore partnership opportunities, 
but these agencies were not able to commit to a partnership in the project imple-
mentation and CCWD moved forward with securing new water rights and con-
structing the 100,000 acre-foot reservoir on its own. As it turned out, the need for 
storage did not diminish and at the time the reservoir was being completed, CCWD, 
working with others in the CALFED program, found that future expansions of the 
reservoir could be accommodated. 

Water conflicts were just as chaotic at the time the original Los Vaqueros Res-
ervoir was being planned and constructed as they are now. California was in the 
midst of a severe drought, delta smelt and winter-run salmon were being listed 
under the Endangered Species Act, and processes were underway to require addi-
tional flows for fishery protection in the Delta and San Francisco Bay. The primary 
purpose of the original Los Vaqueros Project was to provide a consistent level of 
high quality drinking water and adequate emergency storage in case of earthquakes, 
Delta levee failures, and other disasters. CCWD was able to turn that purpose into 
an asset during the permitting process. As an offstream reservoir, the project pur-
poses also included design and operational measures to protect sensitive Delta fish 
species and the CCWD Board of Directors ensured that a net environmental benefit 
was provided for the Delta with this project. Since the reservoir has been oper-
ational, CCWD customers have enjoyed consistently high quality water and im-
proved emergency readiness, all while CCWD contributes to improved Delta fishery 
conditions. As evidence of the significance of this point, only one delta smelt (a 
larva) has been taken at the Los Vaqueros intake in almost 15 years of project oper-
ations, and CCWD’s intake is in the same vicinity as the unscreened export pump-
ing facilities. A key point here is to recognize that, to be successful, a project must 
be developed to provide a net environmental benefit to ensure sustainability, as op-
posed to maximizing extraction without concern for impacts on the natural system. 
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The 160,000 acre-foot Los Vaqueros Reservoir Expansion will be completed 
in 2012; it provides further evidence that the model works. 

Studies on the expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir were initiated following the 
completion of the CALFED Record of Decision in May 2000 with funding provided 
by Reclamation and DWR. In 2001, CCWD entered into the Los Vaqueros Memo-
randum of Understanding with several local, state, and federal agencies partici-
pating in the expansion studies to document the common understanding for open 
and transparent evaluation of project alternatives. In March 2004, 62 percent of 
CCWD customers voted in favor of Measure N and authorized the expansion project 
to move forward. 

While the reservoir expansion studies were ongoing, CCWD and Reclamation pre-
pared an Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) 
to evaluate the stand-alone benefits of a new CCWD intake in the Delta to further 
enhance water quality and operational flexibility of an expanded Los Vaqueros Res-
ervoir. The Middle River Intake Project was approved and construction was com-
pleted in 2010 with additional financial support from DWR and the SWRCB in rec-
ognition of statewide benefits from the new intake. Like the Los Vaqueros Project, 
CCWD’s operations with this intake provided an additional reduction in CCWD’s 
impacts to Delta fisheries through timing of operations that measurably reduced im-
pacts and the screening of local agricultural intakes. The addition of a new intake 
also mitigated for impacts on CCWD water quality which would be incurred due to 
a reservoir outage during a multiple year construction period while the reservoir is 
enlarged. 

Reservoir expansion alternatives up to 275,000 acre-feet were examined in the 
Final EIS/EIR prepared jointly by CCWD and Reclamation in 2010. The larger res-
ervoir alternatives were determined to improve water quality, provide drought sup-
ply, and protect Delta fisheries. However, decisions on local agency partnerships 
continued to lag behind statewide decisions on Delta conveyance solutions while 
local and state funding remained limited. The CCWD Board of Directors decided to 
move forward on an initial phase of expansion up to 160,000 acre-feet and construc-
tion began in 2011. Although the initial phase of expansion is being funded by 
CCWD to improve drought supply and water quality, the project also has the poten-
tial to provide benefits to other local water agencies. CCWD is continuing to work 
with potential local water agency partners in the initial expansion project to explore 
short term and long term opportunities to improve drought supply. As with the Mid-
dle River Intake and the original Los Vaqueros Project, the operations with the ex-
panded reservoir also provide benefits to Delta fisheries. 
What it Takes to Build Large Water Projects: listening to and adjusting for 

the interests of partners and stakeholders, not redirecting impacts, pro-
viding net environmental benefits, and having a strong business case. 

Over the past two decades CCWD has found that, while there are added regula-
tions and constraints as compared to previous eras of dam construction, successful 
implementation of large water projects is still possible. The hurdles may seem insur-
mountable, but it is possible to get permits and approvals, identify funding, and con-
struct projects on schedule and within budget. Some of the key elements that have 
been part of CCWD’s ‘‘recipe for success’’ are described below. 

Broad Stakeholder Involvement. CCWD developed comprehensive public and 
stakeholder outreach plans at the early stages of project development. The approach 
goes way beyond web sites, newsletters, and legally required public hearings. For 
the Los Vaqueros Reservoir Expansion Project, CCWD held over 65 public meetings 
and hundreds of informal meetings with stakeholders to provide project information 
and to identify and address concerns. It is not sufficient to simply hold public meet-
ings without addressing the issues raised: the meetings were used to hear concerns 
and develop solutions that were then incorporated in the project to address those 
concerns. CCWD formed both a Customer/Stakeholder Feedback Group and an 
Agency Coordination Work Group to keep key stakeholders and agencies informed 
well ahead of the release of the Draft EIS/EIR. CCWD spent many hours developing 
relationships with the media, legislative staff, water agencies, environmental 
groups, and other stakeholders to resolve issues. The evidence that issues were suc-
cessfully addressed is that only 60 comment letters were received on the Draft EIS/ 
EIR for the project (a large fraction of which concerned the desire for more bicycle 
trails in areas unrelated to the project), significant opposition was avoided, and the 
Final EIS/EIR was completed without legal challenge. 

CCWD also focused on building and maintaining strong working relationships 
with local, state and federal agencies throughout the development of the reservoir 
and Delta intake projects. These partnerships provided access to state and federal 
funding when possible but they also enhanced coordination with the CVP and State 
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Water Project customers. As a result of the partnerships, CCWD and Reclamation 
worked together to develop a coordination agreement that ensures that operation of 
the expanded reservoir will not injure other CVP contractors and that ensures 
CCWD’s objectives will be met in a way that actually helps the CVP in its oper-
ations. This agreement was instrumental in building trust and creating a project 
that did not just ensure no harm to others, but actually provides benefits to others. 

More recently CCWD has worked closely with the East Bay Municipal Utility Dis-
trict (EBMUD) to jointly develop new drought supply solutions involving Los 
Vaqueros Reservoir that are included in their December 2011 Draft Revised Pro-
gram EIR for EBMUD’s Water Supply Management Program 2040 as an alternative 
to enlargement of the on-stream Pardee Dam. 

Avoidance and Mitigation of Environmental Impacts. CCWD found early on that 
modern water projects need to go beyond avoidance of impacts and basic mitigation 
techniques. CCWD develops projects that avoid redirected impacts to others and in-
vites the affected stakeholders to review project analyses well in advance of publica-
tion of a Draft EIS/EIR. This transparency and technical collaboration results in the 
most creative and effective project design. Again, it is not sufficient to simply show 
the analysis to others: listening to their concerns and addressing them in a way that 
is satisfactory is essential. The previously mentioned coordination agreement with 
Reclamation is an example: it started as a way to directly address concerns of poten-
tial harm but actually concluded as a way to provide mutual benefits. Where im-
pacts cannot be avoided, such as inundation of habitat due to reservoir inundation, 
CCWD developed comprehensive mitigation strategies to enhance regional habitat 
assets and provide habitat corridors to maximize environmental benefits. CCWD 
worked closely with the fish and wildlife agencies, independent environmental ex-
perts and environmental and land use stakeholder groups to apply practical experi-
ence as well as the latest scientific information. 

Making a Strong Business Case. Like many projects, there were numerous options 
for the expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir, ranging from 125,000 acre-feet to 
500,000 acre-feet. Each size range fit a particular need or set of needs and had its 
own costs. The sizes that moved forward 1) were affordable for the need; 2) allowed 
further expansion at reduced cost to a higher level; and 3) avoided unused capacity. 
These are important factors. There is no doubt that ‘‘more is better’’ but ‘‘more’’ 
right now is not always best for right now. A 275,000 acre-foot expansion for CCWD 
alone did not meet the ‘‘good business practices’’ test: a lot of that storage would 
be unused now, although it would put a financial burden on ratepayers. However, 
the 160,000 acre-foot reservoir was perfectly sized for ‘‘right now’’: it is affordable, 
its capacity will be used, it provides flexibility so that CCWD can use some of that 
capacity to help other Bay Area water agencies on a short or long term basis, and 
it is easily expandable to 275,000 acre-feet. The simple fact is that opposition to a 
project is generated when a proponent cannot make a good business case, or a 
project alternative that does the same job at lower cost with fewer impacts is avail-
able but not selected. To be successful, a solid business case must be made, even 
if it means staging the project to deal with uncertainty. 

Future Expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir up to 500,000 acre-feet 
The Los Vaqueros MOU was recently extended through December 2014 to coin-

cide with the current schedule for preparation of a Federal Feasibility Study for res-
ervoir expansion up to 500,000 acre-feet. Recent studies have identified even greater 
needs for surface storage as well as additional opportunities for regional coopera-
tion. Future expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir is consistent with the co-equal 
goals of the Delta Plan (it is included in the Draft Delta Plan) and it meets the pub-
lic benefit requirements of the proposed California Water Bond currently planned 
for November 2012. CCWD is continuing to work with Reclamation and DWR to 
complete engineering, operations, environmental, and economic analyses necessary 
to identify the most cost-effective alternative for future reservoir expansion. 

What is Required to Move Forward on Future Reservoir Expansion 
Moving forward with the next stage of expansion will require adequate funding 

for completion of the Federal Feasibility Study, decisions on Delta conveyance, re-
gional cooperation and participation in project development, partnership and cost 
share agreements, continued outreach and stakeholder coordination, resource agen-
cy engagement and support, and strong leadership and advocacy. Patience, endur-
ance, and hard work will continue to be required given the long lead time for major 
surface storage projects. 
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Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Great. Thank you for your testimony. The 
Chair is pleased to yield to the gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Lab-
rador, to introduce our next witness. 

Mr. LABRADOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member 
Napolitano, for convening this important hearing today. I want to 
welcome my good friend, Norm Semanko, who is the Executive Di-
rector and General Counsel for the Idaho Water Users Association. 
And I welcome him today and thank him for testifying at this hear-
ing. 

Today’s topic is a high priority of our state. Reducing the burden-
some regulations that the Federal Government has imposed is crit-
ical to the vitality of our nation. The American people continue to 
be strapped by the bureaucracy and the many layers of protocols 
and other hindrances that continue to cause our Federal deficit to 
skyrocket. I commend the Chairman for convening this hearing 
today so we can shed some light on existing statutes that should 
be modernized. I believe that protecting our environment can be 
done in a manner which doesn’t impede our economic growth. It is 
time that we improve our regulatory structure so that we can con-
tinue to prosper as a nation. 

And I look forward to listening to your testimony today. 

STATEMENT OF NORM SEMANKO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND 
GENERAL COUNSEL, IDAHO WATER USERS ASSOCIATION, 
BOISE, IDAHO 

Mr. SEMANKO. Thank you, Chairman McClintock, Ranking Mem-
ber Napolitano, members of the House Water and Power Sub-
committee, and certainly Congressman Labrador, thank you for the 
great job that you continue to do representing Idaho, water users 
included. And thank you all for the opportunity to be here. 

When you look back in Western history, the Federal Government 
was not a barrier to water development. It was a catalyst. First 
came the Carey Act in 1894, encouraging private investment in 
water storage and delivery projects. Then, beginning in 1902, Rec-
lamation commenced building water development projects across 
the West. These water projects led to homesteading and important 
developments in the West, and promoted the economic development 
of the West. 

Today, however, the emphasis in Reclamation projects has shift-
ed from construction of dams and reservoirs to the operation and 
maintenance of existing Federally owned facilities. Without new 
sources of water, increasing urban and environmental demands 
will deplete existing agricultural supplies and seriously threaten 
the future of Western-irrigated agriculture drying up farmland and 
the rural communities dependent on the agricultural economy. 

Increasingly, state and local governments, as well as private in-
terests, are stepping forward to advance the possibility of new stor-
age projects. Unfortunately, Federal environmental laws such as 
the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, NEPA, and oth-
ers continue to be used to threaten previously developed water sup-
plies and to prevent any future water development for countless 
farms, ranches, and cities, and not just in the West. 

One key concern voiced by water users in the West relates to the 
administrative policy-making occurring within EPA and the U.S. 
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Army Corps of Engineers that will make it even tougher to accom-
plish what is already a daunting challenge. 

For example, EPA Region IV is implementing new guidelines 
that focus on proposals that contemplate developing additional 
storage capacity due to projected future demands. These guidelines 
were developed to inform local governments and water utilities of 
the actions EPA expects them to take ‘‘in order to eliminate or min-
imize the need for additional capacity before consideration of a 
water supply reservoir project on a stream or river.’’ 

Before EPA considers a water supply reservoir as an alternative 
to address the need for additional water capacity, the water utility 
must take actions to ensure that, to the maximum extent prac-
ticable, they are implementing sustainable water management 
practices. While these guidelines have been adopted only by Region 
IV, we don’t know yet if similar standards will be proposed for the 
Western United States. 

The Endangered Species Act provides numerous barriers signifi-
cant enough to doom a water project. In most cases, only the courts 
can intervene. And in the past, many have used the courts for the 
very purpose of scuttling a particular project. In the California Bay 
Delta, as well as the Klamath Project in Oregon and California, the 
ESA was used to physically shut off water to irrigated agriculture 
and other water users to protect ESA-listed fishery resources, using 
science that has been shown by the National Academy of Science 
in both cases to be questionable. 

In my home state of Idaho, 487,000 acre-feet of Federally devel-
oped water supplies have been supplied annually in an attempt to 
meet river flows downstream annually to comply with Federal En-
dangered Species Act requirements with little if any benefit to list-
ed salmon stocks. 

More Federal and state, local coordination is needed in order to 
progress—for progress to be made on projects that enhance water 
supplies to meet unmet demands. In settling the cases of the past, 
there have been onerous requirements put on water users. We are 
hoping for a different outcome in Idaho. 

Our state is taking the leading role in pursuing the possibility 
of new water storage projects in cooperation with the Corps of En-
gineers. The Idaho Water Resource Board has authorized studies 
of both raising Arrowrock Dam on the Boise River and building a 
completely new dam, Galloway, on the Weiser River, both tributary 
to the Snake River. The Arrowrock raise, which would nearly dou-
ble the existing storage space to 600,000 acre-feet, would provide 
additional water supplies for the growing Boise region, as well as 
needed flood control space and environmental enhancements. The 
Galloway Project, which could provide as much as one million acre- 
feet of storage, could provide important benefits for downstream 
fish, while at the same time freeing up water in other parts of the 
Upper Snake River Basin for other important needs. 

Looming on the horizon for both of these Idaho projects is the 
ESA. The Boise River includes a dubious designation for bull trout 
critical habitat, all but guaranteeing a tricky section 7 consultation 
with the Fish and Wildlife Service. And for the Arrowrock raise, 
downstream and fish listings will require additional section 7 con-
sultations with National Marine Fishery Service. 
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For more than 100 years, Western water policy has stood out as 
one of the modern era’s great successes. Sound Federal policies are 
needed going forward that will encourage and enhance continued 
investment in new water supply enhancement projects, rather than 
risking diminished domestic food production and weakened urban 
and industrial growth. Western-irrigated agriculture is a strategic 
and irreplaceable natural resource, and we must continue to pro-
tect and enhance it. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Semanko follows:] 

Statement of Norman M. Semanko, Executive Director & General Counsel, 
Idaho Water Users Association, Inc., Boise, Idaho 

Chairman McClintock, Ranking Member Napolitano, and members of the House 
Water and Power Subcommittee, my name is Norm Semanko and I am here on be-
half of the Idaho Water Users Association (IWUA). I am the Executive Director and 
General Counsel of IWUA, and I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony 
today on the important topic of the need for new water storage and the development 
of new water supplies in the Western U.S. and the many regulatory challenges we 
face in trying to build new water projects today. 

IWUA is a statewide, non-profit association dedicated to the wise and efficient use 
of water resources. IWUA has more than 300 members, including irrigation dis-
tricts, canal companies, water districts, municipalities, hydropower companies, 
aquaculture interests, professional firms and individuals. Our members deliver 
water to more than 2.5 million acres of irrigated farm land in Idaho. We are affili-
ated with both the National Water Resources Association and the Family Farm Alli-
ance. 

When you look back in Western history, the federal government was not a barrier 
to water development—it was a catalyst. First came the Carey Act in 1894, encour-
aging private investment in water storage and delivery projects, in exchange for the 
patenting of up to a million acres of federal land in each state. This led to several 
successful projects, including the construction of Milner Dam on the Snake River 
and two other private dams that together provide water to approximately 400,000 
acres of irrigated ground in the south central region of Idaho. 

Then, beginning in 1902, the federal Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) com-
menced building water development projects across the West. In Idaho, the early 
projects included Minidoka, Arrowrock and Owyhee Dams, to name just a few. Most 
of the large water storage facilities we currently depend upon for our water supplies 
in the West came about as a result of Reclamation’s construction years. 

These water projects led to homesteading and important settlements in the West, 
and promoted the economic development of the West. Reclamation has constructed 
more than 600 dams and reservoirs including Hoover Dam on the Colorado River 
and Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia River. 

Today, Reclamation is the largest wholesaler of water in the country, bringing 
water to more than 31million people, and providing one out of five Western farmers 
with irrigation water for 10 million acres of farmland, producing 60% of the Nation’s 
fresh vegetables and 25% of its fruit and nut crops. 

Reclamation is also the second largest producer of hydroelectric power in the 
western United States. Reclamation’s 58 powerplants annually provide more than 
40 billion kilowatt hours generating nearly a billion dollars in power revenues and 
producing enough electricity to serve 3.5 million homes. 

The total Reclamation investment for completed project facilities is approximately 
$11.0 billion. The Family Farm Alliance, a Western irrigated agriculture advocacy 
organization whose Advisory Committee I serve on, has estimated that over $60.0 
billion in economic benefits are provided to the U.S. economy annually as a result 
of the irrigated agriculture and dependent rural economy developed in the West, 
with $12 billion of annual economic value provided by the initial $11 billion invest-
ment in Reclamation projects. 

Today, however, the emphasis in Reclamation programs has shifted from con-
struction of dams and reservoirs to the operation and maintenance of existing feder-
ally-owned facilities. Reclamation’s redefined official mission is to ‘‘manage, develop, 
and protect water and related resources in an environmentally and economically 
sound manner in the interest of the American public’’. 

Reclamation’s efforts to develop and manage water today are centered on water 
conservation and improved management in stretching existing supplies to meet the 
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many burgeoning water demands of growing cities and environmental laws and reg-
ulatory requirements. Reliance on our aging water storage facilities, many built at 
the turn of the last century, has never been more acute. But shrinking federal budg-
ets due to efforts to reduce the national debt have and will continue to all but elimi-
nate the traditional federally-constructed water storage project. 

Yet, as a result of increased demands for existing water supplies, interest in new 
storage projects continues to increase at the local and state level to replace these 
lost supplies. Without new sources of water, increasing urban and environmental 
demands will deplete existing agricultural supplies and seriously threaten the fu-
ture of Western irrigated agriculture, drying up farmland and the rural commu-
nities dependent on the agricultural economy. Increasingly, state and local govern-
ments, as well as private interests, are stepping forward to advance the possibility 
of new water storage projects. 

Unfortunately, federal environmental laws such as the Clean Water Act (CWA), 
the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) have been, and continue to be, used to threaten previously developed water 
supplies and to prevent any future water development for countless farms, ranches 
and cities, and not just in the West. Even in the Southeastern U.S., where signifi-
cant droughts have in some years all but dried up water supplies for cities, farms, 
energy providers and the environment in the past, these federal laws are being used 
to control, if not eliminate the construction of water storage facilities vital to the 
economic and environmental survival of the region. 

We also understand that there can be significant barriers to local, state and pri-
vate development of additional storage in our Western watersheds as a result of the 
implementation of federal laws and regulations. 

My testimony will focus on three major areas of concern on potential barriers to 
the planning and development of new water storage facilities in the West and how 
we can work to reduce or eliminate these barriers: 

• Federal regulation under the Clean Water Act and the Endangered Species 
Act; 

• Administration environmental policies and processes; and, 
• The changing federal role in water infrastructure development. 

Clean Water Act 
One key concern voiced by water users in the West relates to administrative pol-

icy making occurring within the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) that will make it even tougher to accomplish 
what is already a daunting challenge: the obvious need to develop new water sup-
plies to meet the growing water demands. 
Anti-Storage Bias 

For example—EPA Region 4 (which covers the Southeastern U.S.)—is imple-
menting new guidelines that focus on proposals that contemplate developing addi-
tional storage capacity due to projected future demands. These guidelines were de-
veloped to inform local governments and water utilities of the actions EPA expects 
them to take ‘‘in order to eliminate or minimize the need for additional capacity be-
fore consideration of a water supply reservoir project on a stream or river.’’ EPA will 
also use these guidelines to evaluate water demand projections for new or signifi-
cantly increased public surface water withdrawals or public ground water supply 
wells which are being reviewed through the National Environmental Policy Act or 
EPA programs. 

The Clean Water Act permit process requires a clearly stated project purpose, 
which for water supply reservoirs includes a projected demand analysis to support 
additional water capacity needs, and an analysis of alternatives. Before EPA con-
siders a water supply reservoir as an alternative to address the need for additional 
water capacity, the water utility ‘‘must take actions to ensure’’ that, to the max-
imum extent practicable, they are implementing ‘‘sustainable’’ water management 
practices, which consist of effective water management, water pricing for effi-
ciencies, water use efficiency measures, and watershed approaches. 

According to EPA Region 4, these measures ‘‘are designed to help an applicant 
eliminate the need for, or reduce the impacts to aquatic resources from future water 
facility expansions including the construction of water supply reservoirs.’’ The EPA 
guidance further states: ‘‘Any applicant for a reservoir project will be expected to 
conduct an extensive analysis using this approach in developing their water demand 
projections and alternative analysis and provide a thorough discussion of reservoir 
needs after analysis of these measures.’’ 

While these guidelines have been adopted only by Region 4, we don’t yet know 
if similar standards will be proposed for the Western U.S. In August 2010, Colorado 
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Governor Bill Ritter sent a letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson describing the 
cooperative/collaborative efforts regarding the Chatfield Reservoir Reallocation 
Project, which involved numerous interests representing municipal, environmental 
and agricultural entities and would result in an additional 20,000 acre-feet of stor-
age space for consumptive uses in the Denver metro area. Although the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers supported the proposed reallocation plan, in June EPA Region 
8 staff stated they would deny it, and recommended that the ultimate decision be 
elevated to higher levels in Washington, D.C., even though the preferred project al-
ternative was simply a reallocation of flood space to active storage within an exist-
ing storage facility. 

‘‘I am greatly concerned that a disagreement between two federal agencies could 
result in denial of a project so important to Colorado and fifteen of our commu-
nities,’’ Gov. Ritter wrote Administrator Jackson. The governor also asked that EPA 
proceed with ‘‘a thoughtful and transparent process that does not prejudge a project 
but instead balances important civic and environmental needs.’’ 

In a turn of events during October of 2010, the EPA Region 8 Administrator an-
nounced that EPA was now ‘‘comfortable with the approach taken by the Corps in 
the preliminary draft CWA 404(b)(1) analysis’’. While this was good news for project 
proponents, it took months of hard work and direct action by the Colorado Governor 
himself before EPA stood down from their initial position of no new water storage. 
Many projects with similar benefits may not be so lucky. 
Water Quality Standard Setting 

Setting water quality standards is usually a state responsibility, and EPA should 
not usurp that important role. Updating water quality standards, especially for nu-
trients, could prove both controversial and costly, as ‘‘numeric’’ nutrient pollution 
standards have not been universally used and/or accepted. Yet, EPA has shown a 
preference for such standards in Florida and other states where they have taken 
a more aggressive role, despite the absence, in many cases, of any proven nexus be-
tween the regulated parameters and the identified designated water body use being 
protected. 

Significant progress has been made since enactment of the landmark Clean Water 
Act and Safe Drinking Water Act almost forty years ago. The enhanced quality of 
our surface waters and the greater safety of our drinking water are testaments to 
decades of environmental protection and investment. Of course, other challenges re-
main, and EPA has indicated that it intends to ‘‘work more aggressively’’ to reduce 
and control pollutants that are discharged from industrial, municipal, agricultural, 
and stormwater point sources and nonpoint sources. Agency actions along these 
lines could become significant impediments to any new water resource development 
projects. 
Endangered Species Act 

The ESA provides numerous barriers significant enough to doom a water project. 
In most cases, only the courts can intervene, and in the past many have used the 
courts for the very purpose of scuttling a particular project. In the California Bay 
Delta, as well as the Klamath Project in Oregon and California, the ESA was used 
to physically shut off water to irrigated agriculture and other water users to protect 
ESA-listed fishery resources, using science that has been shown by the National 
Academy of Science in both cases to be questionable. 

In my home State of Idaho, 487,000 acre-feet of federally developed water supplies 
have been supplied annually in an attempt to meet river flows downstream annually 
to comply with federal endangered species requirements, with little, if any, benefits 
to listed salmon stocks. This water could have been used to produce crops, recharge 
our aquifers, or provide for growing cities and industries. 

While we need to develop more water storage in the areas of the West where the 
ESA drives conflict, pitting competing demands against each other for the same 
water source, that very statute could also be used to prevent the development of 
water supplies necessary to meet its own requirements for additional streamflows 
for listed species. 

More federal, state and local coordination is needed in these circumstances in 
order for progress to be made on projects that can enhance water supplies to meet 
unmet demands. On the Santa Ana River in Southern California, for instance, the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recently ‘‘settled’’ an ESA-driven court case chal-
lenging the Service’s decisions over critical habitat (habitat deemed necessary for 
the very survival of a species listed by the ESA as threatened or endangered) for 
the listed Santa Ana Sucker. 

In settling the case with the environmental plaintiffs, the Service greatly ex-
panded critical habitat in the area of the river that included many miles of essen-
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tially dry river bed located directly below the Seven Oaks Dam, a Corps facility au-
thorized to protect this area from high river flows during flood periods. The water 
districts in the area, which have seen reductions in water supplies imported from 
the California Bay Delta due to ESA restrictions, have been developing their own 
in-basin water supplies by perfecting water rights on the Santa Ana River resulting 
during a flood event. The districts are applying to the Corps for a change in release 
patterns from the Dam in order to store flood waters in the groundwater aquifers 
under their water right for later use in the basin. 

According to the Service, the area was deemed critical habitat to protect gravel 
recruitment to downstream spawning areas in the river, again using science that 
is less than robust. In order to move that gravel, streamflows would need to exceed 
levels that would cause serious flood damage downstream on the Santa Ana River, 
where millions of people live—Orange County, California—contradicting the very 
purpose of the federal flood control project and negating the development of crucial 
in-basin water supplies by flushing water away from the water districts’ water stor-
age project. 

In Idaho, our state is taking the lead role in pursuing the possibility of new water 
storage projects, in cooperation with the Corps of Engineers. The Idaho Water Re-
source Board has authorized studies of both raising Arrowrock Dam on the Boise 
River and building a completely new dam, Galloway, on the Weiser River, both trib-
utary to the Snake River. The Arrowrock raise, which would nearly double the exist-
ing storage space to 600,000 acre-feet, would provide additional water supplies for 
the growing Boise region, as well as needed flood control space and environmental 
enhancements. The Galloway project, which could provide as much as one million 
acre-feet of storage, could provide important benefits for downstream fish while at 
the same time freeing up water in other parts of the Upper Snake River Basin for 
other important needs. 

Looming on the horizon for both of these Idaho projects is the ESA. The Boise 
River includes a dubious designation for bull trout critical habitat, all but guaran-
teeing a tricky Section 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 
the Arrowrock raise, while downstream anadromous fish listings will require addi-
tional Section 7 consultations with the National Marine Fisheries Service for both 
projects. 

The heavy-handed approach taken by the Service on the Santa Ana River, and 
the potential for similar confrontations across the West, will continue to threaten 
water supply enhancement projects unless cooperation and collaboration can be in-
stituted as the new paradigm. Many times, endangered aquatic species can be man-
aged and protected without resorting to the scientifically unjustified reallocation 
and inefficient use of water originally developed for irrigation and urban uses. Col-
laborative efforts such as habitat conservation plans or other resource management 
tools can protect species and water supplies, but it takes willing parties, and a coop-
erative attitude, to work together outside of the courtroom to accomplish these 
goals. 
Administration Policies 

The often slow and cumbersome federal regulatory process is a major obstacle to 
realization of projects and actions that could enhance Western water supplies. We 
must continue to work with federal agencies and other interested parties to build 
a consensus for improving the regulatory process, instead of using administrative 
channels that create new obstacles. 
Watershed Planning 

The EPA has included, through its strategic planning process, provisions that 
drive the development of state watershed implementation plans. We are concerned 
with how these plans may impact existing and ongoing watershed planning efforts 
being conducted at the state and local levels, many of which include plans for new 
storage facilities. Thousands of watershed councils exist throughout the West and 
they are engaged in a variety of water conservation and environmental restoration 
projects which could be derailed or delayed by the imposition of new federal plan-
ning requirements. 

Water users are active participants in these efforts and have a large stake in en-
suring that these regional projects continue. It is unnecessary and a waste of public 
resources for EPA to develop and impose new watershed planning programs, espe-
cially if storage components are affected by federal top-down planning efforts. In ad-
dition, EPA needs to be cognizant of the difference between water quality regulation 
under the Clean Water Act and water resource management which is conducted 
pursuant to state law. 
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Also, the current process of rewriting the federal Principles and Guidelines, now 
known as Principles and Requirements, by the Administration through the Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) will impact future storage projects by enhancing 
the ‘‘value’’ of environmental impacts and mitigation. Many times, environmental 
process and mitigation requirements already account for between 30% and 50% of 
a water supply development project’s total cost, and by adding additional emphasis 
on environmental impacts these new ‘‘requirements’’ can drive a project’s cost be-
yond affordable levels. 

In a time when our nation is struggling to return to the path of economic pros-
perity, we cannot support the creation of a new federal watershed planning pro-
gram, particularly for those states that have existing, productive watershed pro-
grams in place. Federal participation should be channeled through existing state 
programs, rather than creating uncertainty through cumbersome new federal re-
quirements which threaten to derail important water quality and water conserva-
tion projects already underway. And the principles for analyzing water projects from 
the federal perspective must not inflate the costs of a project by overvaluing envi-
ronmental impacts. 
NEPA Reviews 

NEPA is used throughout the federal government whenever a federal decision is 
made committing resources to a water project, including awarding a CWA permit 
for construction under federal and state laws. NEPA has traditionally been imple-
mented in a very ‘‘stove-pipe’’ sort of manner, with each federal agency addressing 
the process individually for the same project, and with very little coordination or 
communication. 

In implementing NEPA in a manner that can allow water projects to move for-
ward, the federal agencies need to do a better and more consistent job of defining 
and characterizing cumulative impacts for a project. As it currently stands, the 
characterization used by agencies to define cumulative impact is many times unrea-
sonably subjective, sometimes leading to superfluous challenges to the NEPA proc-
ess that can delay the process and increase costs. 

These agencies must eliminate redundant environmental review processes. 
Projects subject to NEPA analysis should only have to proceed through the environ-
mental review process once. For example, if NEPA is completed on a water re-
sources infrastructure project by one agency (e.g., the Bureau of Reclamation) then 
a second process should not be imposed by another agency on the same project (e.g., 
the Corps of Engineers when they consider an individual Clean Water Act Section 
404 permit). Many times the alternatives proposed for assessment by federal NEPA 
regulators are inappropriate, unrealistic, difficult-to-implement, and often in conflict 
with state law. 

In addition, federal agencies not directly involved in a project’s NEPA process 
often end up attempting to ‘‘veto’’ the final analysis Record of Decision at the elev-
enth hour, causing untold days and weeks of delays and additional costs involved 
in resurrecting a defensible project. This approach is inexcusable as these agencies 
are all part of one federal government and should act accordingly, coordinating ef-
forts and concerns from the beginning of the process, not at the very end. 

On December 7, 2011, CEQ released draft NEPA guidance that outlines the fol-
lowing principles for agencies to follow when performing NEPA environmental re-
views: 

• NEPA encourages simple, straightforward, and concise reviews and docu-
mentation; 

• NEPA should be integrated into project planning rather than be conducted 
after planning is complete; 

• NEPA reviews should coordinate and take appropriate advantage of existing 
documents and studies; 

• NEPA reviews should use early and well-defined scoping to target environ-
mental reviews to appropriate issues and avoid unnecessary work; 

• Agencies should develop meaningful and expeditious timelines for environ-
mental reviews; and 

• Agencies should target their responses to comments to appropriate issues 
raised. 

While the overall philosophy embedded in the above principles seems appropriate, 
it is difficult to see how the proposed guidance will actually change the status quo. 
There appears to be nothing in the CEQ draft guidance that is likely to have any 
impact on how agencies approach their NEPA responsibilities. A more direct linkage 
to ‘‘pilot’’ NEPA efforts could give stakeholders and Congress a way to set goals, 
track successes and showcase innovations in implementing these principles, but 
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short of clearly identified and coordinated efforts that include benchmarks and out-
comes, these principles may or may not be heeded by the agencies. 
Innovative Financing 

As I indicated earlier in this testimony, the traditional federally constructed and 
funded water supply project is no longer practical or affordable, given the need to 
reduce the nation’s debt. States, local government and private interests are increas-
ingly stepping forward to fill the void. But that doesn’t mean the federal govern-
ment cannot be a partner in supporting water supply projects in the future. State, 
local and private entities can and will step up to pay for future water development 
projects, but the cost of federal requirements for such projects must be reduced to 
affordable levels. 

If the federal government and Congress are no longer willing or able to fund the 
construction of water supply development projects, then they should not expect the 
local beneficiaries to pay for expensive mitigation and environmental enhancement 
components usually required by federal agencies in permitting construction of these 
facilities. 

Obviously, the federal laws that govern environmental oversight and permitting 
will not be rolled back anytime soon; therefore, the federal government should work 
to develop additional tools that can be helpful in financing these projects to meet 
local, state and federal needs and requirements. Innovative financing tools, such as 
longer-term, low or no-interest loans and loan guarantees to enhance and leverage 
additional private financing, can be useful in expanding the availability of funding 
for water storage projects. 
Conclusion 

For more than 100 years, Western water policy has stood out as one of the mod-
ern era’s great successes. Water supply developments took large areas of the West 
that were considered uninhabitable and made them so, while producing an agricul-
tural economy envied by the rest of the world. Today, we still enjoy the fruits of 
the investments our forefathers made in water storage and delivery infrastructure. 
Our challenge will be how we meet the continuing challenges of maintaining these 
aging facilities, the needs of growing populations (both water supply and food pro-
duction), and the ever-increasing environmental requirements and restrictions of 
federal laws and regulations. 

Sound federal policies are needed that will encourage and enhance continued in-
vestment in new water supply enhancement projects, rather than risking dimin-
ished domestic food production and weakened urban and industrial economic 
growth. Relying on agriculture to be a ‘‘shock absorber’’ to soften or eliminate im-
pending water shortage is not smart planning. Western irrigated agriculture is a 
strategic and irreplaceable national resource, and we must continue to protect it by 
developing additional sources of manageable water supplies to meet future de-
mands. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Great, thank you for your testimony. 
Our final witness is Mr. Michael Gabaldon, Director of Technical 

Resources for the Bureau of Reclamation from Denver, Colorado to 
testify. 

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GABALDON, DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL 
RESOURCES, U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, DENVER, 
COLORADO 

Mr. GABALDON. Thank you, Chairman McClintock and Ranking 
Member Napolitano, and members of the Subcommittee. I am Mi-
chael Gabaldon. I am the Director of Technical Resources for the 
Bureau of Reclamation out of Denver, Colorado. And thank you for 
the opportunity to testify today. My written statement has been 
submitted for the record, and I will summarize a few points and 
emphasize others in my verbal testimony. 

Reclamation is a water supply agency. We provide water, irriga-
tion water, to more than 10 million acres, and drinking water to 
more than 31 million people on an average year. We have 245 mil-
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lion acre-feet of storage, of surface storage, in our inventory. And 
that is in about 350 reservoirs throughout the West. 

As stated in my testimony, Reclamation is still actively studying 
surface water storage where it makes sense. In fact, we have 19 
storage feasibility studies going on right now underway in the 
West, and those are in various stages of—in the process. More are 
in the Pacific Northwest region, some are at the appraisal level, not 
requiring congressional action. Others are feasibility studies with 
long legislative history. No one really knows how many of those are 
going to get to actual construction; a lot of additional steps are still 
required, are still ahead of those studies, not least of which con-
gressional action for the ones that are found to be feasible. As stat-
ed on page two of my testimony, most of the easy projects were 
built a long time ago. 

And, as the Subcommittee is very aware, the bar has been set 
pretty high for projects today, as we have already heard. What is 
known is that Reclamation management and recreation activities 
result in an annual impact to the national economy of about $55 
billion, which supports nearly about 416,000 jobs every year. Not 
bad for an agency that only has $1 billion of appropriated funds. 

Reclamation is the largest water supplier in the country. We are 
proud of the traditional mission, and we see it continuing in the 
long term. Reclamation’s mission today includes many new prior-
ities. To illustrate that fact I would point out that since 1990 Con-
gress has enacted just 13 Reclamation surface storage studies or 
construction projects. But in the same period Congress has added 
to Reclamation’s assistance portfolio 53 locally owned water recy-
cling projects, 12 rural water projects, 13 river restoration projects 
with their own specific legislation, a national drought relief pro-
gram, and a national desalination program, and various other au-
thorities. 

Reclamation is up to the challenge. But it is a testament to the 
fact that real-world water managers and their representatives in 
Congress believe in a number of different ways to get water to peo-
ple who need it. Surface storage is just one piece of the puzzle. I 
know that some members of the Subcommittee, as well as my fel-
low witnesses here today are keenly interested in four large surface 
storage projects underway in California. Several of them have been 
mentioned already: the Upper San Joaquin River Basin Storage 
Project; Los Vaqueros expansion north of the delta storage; and 
Shasta Dam enlargement. 

I have talked to staff at our Mid-Pacific region on those projects, 
and have—some of our technical staff in Denver are playing a very 
direct role on those studies. I will try to answer as many questions 
about those studies as I can, but my day-to-day job is in Denver. 

I will also point out I am an engineer, I am registered both in 
New Mexico and Colorado. I have worked as an engineer. I started 
my career with the Bureau of Reclamation at Ridgeway Dam as a 
construction engineer. I have been—I have designed some elements 
of the Animas-La Plata Project. I have worked on dams at Ochoco 
Dam in Oregon, and also the Minidoka replacement powerplant. So 
I am very familiar and very aware of storage and how important 
storage is to our portfolio. I am not a NEPA process expert or a 
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planning expert. So, in some cases, as questions come up in those 
areas I may have to respond to questions for the record. 

To sum it up, Reclamation is committed to surface storage where 
it is practical, where it is physical, legal, and financial conditions 
make sense for that storage project. It is part of our past, it is very 
much part of our past. It is very much part of our present and our 
future. And we are happy to talk to the Subcommittee today. 
Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gabaldon follows:] 

Statement of Michael Gabaldon, Director of Technical Resources, Bureau of 
Reclamation, Denver Technical Center, U.S. Department of the Interior 

Chairman McClintock, members of the Subcommittee, I am Mike Gabaldon, Di-
rector of Technical Resources at the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) in Den-
ver. I am pleased to provide the views of the Department of the Interior (Depart-
ment) on the role of new surface storage in Reclamation’s water resources planning. 

Understanding what goes in to creating new Reclamation surface storage requires 
an understanding of Reclamation’s history. Reclamation was authorized with the 
signing of the Reclamation Act of 1902 by President Theodore Roosevelt. The Act’s 
first words created a source of funding within the U.S. Treasury, and declared its 
purpose to be ‘‘the examination and survey. . .and the construction and mainte-
nance of irrigation works for the storage, diversion, and development of waters for 
the reclamation of arid and semiarid lands in the said States and Territories. . .’’. 
With the enactment of the Reclamation Act, the United States set about the cre-
ation of dozens of projects that ultimately did far more than just provide water for 
irrigated agriculture. Power supplies, municipal water, new economies and eventu-
ally whole cities grew up around Reclamation projects in places like Boise, Idaho; 
Spokane, Washington; Las Vegas, Nevada; Casper, Wyoming; El Paso, Texas and 
many other places. 

For decades during the early 20th century, Reclamation surveyors and engineers 
scoured the 17 western states for the best dam sites, working to bring water to as 
many farms as possible. Wide distribution of the public domain was a goal estab-
lished earlier by the Homestead Act of 1862, which had offered virtually free land 
to families in parcels of 160 acres. The language of the Reclamation Act of 1902, 
before subsequent amendments, provided wide discretion to the executive branch to 
withdraw land, study and construct projects. With an emphasis on rapid growth and 
development, Reclamation labor and contractors built or modernized nearly half of 
our current dam portfolio in the first 38 years of Reclamation’s existence, with 231 
dams complete or under construction by 1940. 

In Reclamation’s early years, Congressional interest in projects was intense and 
development proceeded briskly. However, limitations in technical understanding and 
different societal priorities at the time, resulted in little or no consideration being 
given to environmental impacts, or the rights of native Americans. As a result, 
many of the early Reclamation projects brought unintended consequences that 
would be mitigated and litigated for decades, continuing into the present day. 

With enactment of the Federal Water Project Recreation Act in 1965 (Public Law 
89–72), the process of authorizing and constructing large Reclamation dams changed 
dramatically. Section 8 of the Act stated, ‘‘Effective on and after July 1, 1966, nei-
ther the Secretary of the Interior nor any bureau nor any person acting under his 
authority shall engage in the preparation of any feasibility report under reclamation 
law with respect to any water resource project unless the preparation of such feasi-
bility report has been specifically authorized by law. . .’’. The rate of Reclamation 
projects authorized had ebbed and flowed over the years, but with enactment of PL 
89–72, projects now required more Congressional action before proceeding. Some 
began to think that Reclamation’s heyday was over, and with the enactment of the 
Recreation Act, after 1966, all surface storage projects would require individual Con-
gressional authorization before proceeding, a requirement that continues to remain 
in force. 

Today, with more than 100 years of additional Congressional direction on top of 
the 1902 Act, the current mission of the Bureau of Reclamation is to manage, de-
velop, and protect water and related resources in an environmentally and economi-
cally sound manner in the interest of the American public. Reclamation still studies, 
constructs and maintains large surface storage projects, when authorized by Con-
gress, and in fiscal year 2012, Reclamation has a construction budget of more than 
$180 million for a variety of projects. But surface storage in the construction budget 
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i Narrows Dam and Reservoir, Charleston Dam and Reservoir, East Mesa Flood Detention 
Dike, McDowell Mountain Tunnel, Orme Dam and Reservoir, Powerplant, Pumping-Generating 
Plant, and Canal, San Pedro Aqueduct, San Pedro Pumping Plant, Lower Colorado River Water 
Salvage Project, Moapa Valley-Muddy Creek Project, Virgin River Dam, Dikes, and Reservoir, 
Auburn Dam, Folsom South Canal (not fully completed), County Line Reservoir and Folsom- 
Malby Conduit not completed, Allen Camp Dam and Resevoir, Lookout Diversion Dam, Swifts 
Corral Dam and Reservoir, Paiute Dam and Reservoir, Paiute-Lead Lake Canal, Allerman Canal 
Enlargement and Extension, Watasheamu Dam, Reservoir, and Powerplant, Carson Canal, West 
Fork Dam and Reservoir, Palmer Lake, East High Canal with regulating Black Rock and Michi-
gan Prairie Dikes, Crooked River Diversion Dam, Harper Dam and Reservoir, Yoder Dam and 
Reservoir, North Side Unit Pumping, Sexton Dam and Reservoir, Teton Dam and Power and 
Powerplant, Dayton Dam and Reservoir, Animas Mountain Dam and Reservoir, Loma Extension 
Division, Norwood Tunnel, Larrabee Dam and Reservoir. 

1 http://www.water.ca.gov/storage/CALFED%20Progress%20Report%202010/index.cfm 

has been joined by dam safety, and the modernization or repair of infrastructure 
built years ago. For many reasons—political, economic, social—the construction of 
traditional surface storage projects is undertaken on a much more limited basis 
than in decades past. And new societal priorities and advancements in scientific 
knowledge support increased focus on ecosystem restoration, adverse impact mitiga-
tion, efficient management, rural water, wastewater reclamation, and conservation. 
These priorities have become central parts of the Reclamation mission today, and 
some of them yield significant quantities of new water supply in a very cost efficient 
manner. 

There are roughly three dozen Reclamation dam projects i, project features or 
other storage facilities across the West that were authorized by Congress but, for 
one reason or another, were never funded or constructed. The stories vary, but the 
most frequent reasons center around economics or an inadequate potential water 
market associated with the given facilities. In other cases, environmental, safety or 
geologic challenges came to light during a project’s development, and rendered its 
construction, completion or operation unfeasible. Political opposition often contrib-
uted, leaving the facilities ‘‘on the books’’ awaiting further action, but with external 
events and new priorities passing them by. 

In Washington State, Reclamation and the Washington Department of Ecology 
studied the Black Rock Reservoir surface storage site for nearly five years during 
the 2000s, with the aim of securing existing irrigation supplies, improving fish habi-
tat and meeting future municipal and industrial needs. In the end, construction 
costs approaching $8 billion, a poor cost benefit ratio, and concerns about seepage 
that could mobilize contaminants at a nuclear waste facility rendered the Black 
Rock Reservoir site infeasible. Reclamation, in partnership with Washington State, 
continues to evaluate other water supply strategies, including surface water storage 
options, in the context of an integrated plan for the Yakima River basin. 

In California, the Auburn Dam surface storage reservoir was studied and actually 
entered construction, but has never been completed. It was authorized in 1965 as 
a multi-purpose facility by Public Law 89–161, and after the completion of studies 
and design, Reclamation commenced construction in 1972. In 1975, a magnitude 5.7 
earthquake occurred about 50 miles northwest of the dam site near the state of 
California’s Oroville Dam. Reclamation halted construction and eventually con-
cluded that while the Auburn facility could be re-designed to withstand likely seis-
mic activity, the resulting costs exceeded the Congressional cost ceiling, and dra-
matically changed the project’s economics. As of this date, Congress has not passed 
legislation to amend the project authorization or increase the cost ceiling. And the 
California State Water Resources Control Board cancelled Reclamation’s water 
rights permits for the project in 2008. 

As indicated, not every proposal for new surface storage pans out. Nevertheless, 
Reclamation has not abandoned surface storage proposals, or the role of surface 
storage in a diverse portfolio of water management solutions. We continue to study 
them in areas where conditions are viable, and Congressional authorization exists, 
and where the prospective environmental benefits outweigh the impacts. 

In May of 2011, Reclamation’s Mid-Pacific Region provided a briefing to staff of 
this Subcommittee regarding four surface storage studies underway in California 
which, as currently configured, could provide 3.75 million acre-feet of new storage 
if they are authorized, funded and constructed. They are a raise of the existing 
Shasta Dam; expanding the existing Los Vaqueros Reservoir; construction of a new 
off-stream facility north of the Delta (NODOS, known locally as Sites Reservoir); 
and the construction of a new on-stream facility on the Upper San Joaquin River. 
The studies, authorized under separate legislation, were funded historically as part 
of the joint state and federal CALFED Bay-Delta Surface Storage Investigations 
Program 1and federally under the California Bay-Delta Restoration Program in the 
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2 http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/bsp/studies.html 
3 http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/animas/faq.html 
4 http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/drop2reservoir.html 

President’s budget request for the past seven years. Work will continue in the cur-
rent fiscal year to bring the studies closer to completion. 

Each of the California studies is taking place in an environment of relentless 
operational and environmental change, with new biological opinions, litigation of 
those biological opinions and court-ordered analysis under the National Environ-
mental Policy Act, considerations about climate change, and widely varying hydro-
logic challenges inherent in California water. As of today, Contra Costa Water Dis-
trict has nearly completed a small expansion of Los Vaqueros Reservoir, and con-
tinues to study an even larger expansion for the future. In addition, the Mid Pacific 
Region has just released a Preliminary Draft Environmental Impact Statement and 
Draft Feasibility Study Report for enlarging Shasta Dam. Public draft reports for 
a new off-stream storage facility in Northern California are expected within the 
year. While complex and time consuming, Reclamation believes that the expertise 
it provides in these studies remain an extremely important contribution to Califor-
nia’s long-term water future. We are committed to seeing the studies through to 
completion. 

At the same time, Reclamation has underway 12 studies 2 of major river basins 
in the west under the WaterSMART Program, authorized by the SECURE Water 
Act in Public Law 111–11. All of these major Basin Studies will consider structural 
and non-structural options to supply adequate water in the future. This will include 
consideration of potential new surface storage needs, as directed in the Act at Sec-
tion 9503(b)(4)(e). 

New Reclamation surface storage has come on line in Colorado with the filling 
last year of Ridges Basin Dam/Lake Nighthorse, built pursuant to Public Laws 100– 
585 and 106–554. These laws adapted the overall Animas-La Plata (ALP) project, 
envisioned years prior, into a negotiated settlement of water rights claims by the 
Southern Ute Indian and Ute Mountain Ute Tribes in southwest Colorado. The ALP 
is designed to supply an average of more than 111,000 acre-feet of water to four 
user entities including the tribes in Colorado, and three more in New Mexico 3 via 
a pipeline currently under construction that will supply water around Shiprock, 
NM. The capacity of Ridges Basin Dam/Lake Nighthorse is 120,000 acre-feet. 

New Reclamation surface storage is also online in southeastern California, with 
completion in 2010 of the Drop 2/Warren H. Brock surface storage reservoir about 
30 miles east of El Centro. In 2005, in cooperation with Imperial Irrigation District, 
Coachella Valley Water District, San Diego County Water Authority and Metropoli-
tan Water District of Southern California (MWDSC), Reclamation completed a study 
that identified several potential alternatives to improve system efficiency on the 
Lower Colorado River, and this project was the preferred option. In December 2006, 
Section 396 of Public Law 109–432 directed Reclamation to ‘‘design and provide for 
the construction, operation and maintenance of a regulated water storage facil-
ity...at or near the All-American Canal.’’ 4 With funding provided by Southern Ne-
vada Water Authority, MWDSC, and Central Arizona Water Conservation District, 
in exchange for water credits, work began in 2008 and was finished on time and 
under budget. The 8,000 acre-foot facility conserves previously non-storable flows es-
timated to be 70,000 acre-feet per year on average. In 2011 it beat expectations, con-
serving 121,000 acre-feet. 

Clearly, surface storage projects still happen, but many of the best sites have been 
built. And as explained above, they compete for funds with dozens of other Congres-
sionally-mandated priorities. New storage projects proceed to completion on a more 
limited basis than in decades past. However, we believe that the diversity of 21st 
century water challenges in the West calls for a diversity of solutions, including sur-
face storage projects, that are appropriate, environmentally and economically sound, 
and in the interest of the American public. 

This concludes my written statement. I am pleased to answer questions at the ap-
propriate time. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you for testimony. We will now begin 
with questioning, and I will yield five minutes to myself to begin. 

Mr. Semanko, we heard from the Ranking Member that the prob-
lem isn’t excessive regulation in building new dams, it is simply 
lack of money. What is your view of that? 
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Mr. SEMANKO. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman—thank you for the 
question—I think it is a combination both. Certainly in Idaho we 
have seen leadership from the Idaho Resource Board working with 
our Federal partners. And I think both the Ranking Member and 
Mr. Gardner talked about public-private partnerships and about 
Federal-state-local partnerships. And that is what we need, going 
forward. We have always had that in the West. That is why I 
wanted to point out the Carey Act, because originally Congress’s 
goal was to encourage the private sector to invest, then the Federal 
Government stepped in—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Isn’t that the way we used to finance dams? 
There would be a revenue bond either issued by the state or by a 
local entity, or money would be funded by the Federal Government, 
and then that money would be repaid by the users of these facili-
ties in proportion to their use? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Mr. Chairman, absolutely. And over the years, 
the—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Do you think we need to get back to that proc-
ess? For example, the Ranking Member rightly criticized the use of 
taxpayer funds to subsidize these projects. Again, they used to be 
paid for entirely by users. In fact, Title XVI is paid entirely by tax-
payers, which is probably the reason why we see these projects 
coming in, averaging twice the cost of imported waters, because the 
people that are actually using that water aren’t actually paying for 
it, it is being paid for by general taxpayers. 

Mr. Gabaldon, you said that there are 19 studies moving forward 
right now of dam sites. How many are you actually building right 
now? 

Mr. GABALDON. Those are—the 19 that I mentioned are studies. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. How many are you actually building? 
Mr. GABALDON. We are not building any of those 19. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. You are not building anything right now. That 

is the problem, is you guys spend countless dollars and endless 
time studying, and you are now spending absolutely no time or 
funding to actually construct these facilities. 

But let me ask you this. How many dams are you studying cur-
rently for removal? 

Mr. GABALDON. We are—as far as the original question, we are 
recently finished a couple of projects, of storage projects, the 
Animas-La Plata that I mentioned. We filled that last year—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Yes, that is the only one this generation that 
is a major reservoir built by the Department of Reclamation. Now, 
answer my question, please. How many dams are you currently 
studying for removal? 

Mr. GABALDON. For removal we are looking at Klamath removal. 
The other project that I am aware of that is looked at for removal 
purposes is the one up in the Olympic Peninsula, Elwha Dam. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. And, by the way, are either of those for safety 
purposes? 

Mr. GABALDON. The one—no, no. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. No, of course not. 
Mr. GABALDON. No—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Bettner, California currently has one of 

the lowest precipitation levels on record, which is quite a change, 
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as I mentioned, from last year, when we had one of the wettest 
years on record. During that period, did Reclamation spill a lot of 
water, simply because of a lack of capacity? 

Mr. BETTNER. Yes. The answer is yes. I can’t give you a definite 
amount from the last two years. I know for one example this year, 
even though it is dry, Reclamation is currently releasing about 
100,000 acre-feet to provide water to—for temperature control, for 
winter run. That water is being lost to the ocean right now. If we 
had a project like Sites, we could actually pick up that water and 
we would be reusing it in this dry year. So we see some benefits, 
even in a dry year, for new reservoirs and system reoperation. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. If the current drought continues, what do 
you—how do you anticipate this lost water to impact the people of 
your region? 

Mr. BETTNER. Our region, there will be—some of our water users 
will experience a cut on the west side of the Sacramento Valley, 
and it would probably mostly accrue to users south of the delta. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Semanko, I know that Idaho is studying 
several new water storage projects. How is the Endangered Species 
Act going to affect those projects? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Terribly, I am afraid. We have a—I don’t know 
how else to say it—a bogus designation of critical habitat on the 
Boise River. The bull trout are not really threatened. Our Governor 
is leading the way in working with Fish and Game and U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service to see if we can get those fish delisted. But 
if that critical habitat designation stays in place, we are going to 
have a hard time. 

And also, the downstream flow requirements for fish make it 
very tricky, and section 7 consultations will be required for both 
the Galloway And the Arrowrock raise, so they will be very—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. And don’t these dams also provide an enor-
mous array of environmental benefits? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Mr. Chairman, absolutely. Recreational, environ-
mental, fisheries, local fisheries, wetlands—if you took those 
projects out, you would eliminate Lake Lowell, all of the recreation 
that is throughout the Boise and the Payette Basin. So, yes, abso-
lutely. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Great, thank you. The Ranking Member is rec-
ognized for five minutes. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To Mr. Gabaldon, 
in a recent news article it was mentioned that the—with the excep-
tion of Animas-La Plata, a project in southwestern Colorado, Rec 
has not built any large dams and reservoirs over the last genera-
tion. Is this accurate? 

Mr. GABALDON. As I stated before, the Animas-La Plata, we also 
have the Drop Two Reservoir on the Colorado River. That is an-
other project, and that is a project that we worked with the Sierra, 
Nevada Water Authority along with metropolitan—— 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And while you are at it, will you tell us 
what—I am sorry to interrupt, but my time runs—what is the 
water savings and what was the Federal expense on that one? 

Mr. GABALDON. Federal expense? The funding was put up by 
those entities I was just mentioning, Southern Nevada, Central Ar-
izona Project. 
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Mrs. NAPOLITANO. So zero to the taxpayer. 
Mr. GABALDON. Zero to the taxpayer in that case, yes. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And the savings in water? 
Mr. GABALDON. Savings of water, we anticipated about 80,000 

acre-feet, 70,000 to 80,000 acre-feet per year. Last year it actually 
yielded about 100,000 acre-feet of water. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And compared to traditional dam projects, 
how does that compare? 

Mr. GABALDON. Compared to traditional—— 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Cost versus yield. 
Mr. GABALDON. Animas-La Plata is 120,000 acre-feet of water, 

and that cost half-a-billion dollars. So, I mean, just a comparison 
there. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. OK. Then the third question would be if it 
produces that much, what message should we get from the com-
parison of one project locally without Federal money, versus a Fed-
erally funded project? What is the takeaway message on that? 

Mr. GABALDON. As I stated in my testimony, I think the 
takeaway message is that the Bureau of Reclamation, we are still 
in the business of looking at everything we possibly could do to get 
water, conserve water, stretch water—new technology to storage, to 
conservation, to water conveyance. It is all part of that—— 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. All of the above. 
Mr. GABALDON [continuing]. As was mentioned earlier. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. All of the above? 
Mr. GABALDON. All of the above. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And how much water has been brought online, 

due to the Reclamation’s various conservation actions? And how 
does this compare to a traditional dam project? And I am talking 
about WaterSMART. 

Mr. GABALDON. WaterSMART? The Secretary’s goal for 
WaterSMART is 490,000 acre-feet of water for 2012. So, just to put 
that in perspective. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Mr. Brown, Los Vaqueros Reservoir was also 
one of the projects identified in CALFED, And is currently being 
studied by Reclamation. Recently you have moved forward to ex-
pand the facility yourself. Why? 

Mr. BROWN. Well, primarily because the 160,000-foot raise is 
what we needed to meet our customer needs And provide Bay Area 
reliability. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. OK, but you are moving forward to—was it 
the funding issue, also? 

Mr. BROWN. Well, the amount of money was $100 million for the 
extra 60,000 acre-feet, and that is what we were able to afford with 
our rate payers paying. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you. To any of you, I have not heard 
anybody mention Native American water rights, and how that 
would affect anything concerning this topic. 

Mr. SEMANKO. I might—Ranking Member, I might offer that not 
very many years ago, in 2004, Congress approved the Nez Perce 
Water Rights Agreement. And a key part of that was assuring that 
there were water rights available both for the Native American 
tribes and for other folks. And, as part of that agreement, there 
was a recognition that we may need additional storage going for-
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ward, and that additional storage may actually provide supplies for 
everyone across the board. You don’t have to fight over the pie if 
you have other pies and cakes and cupcakes for everyone. So that 
was a key part of that agreement approved by Congress in 2004. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. But many of the traditional tribes do not get 
to be at the table, unfortunately, and that is what I am finding out. 

Now, the percent of recycled water, I agree, to us in California— 
to me in California it is very critical. Does anybody figure out how 
much percentage it may take to put at the table with the rest of 
the other efficiencies to be able to create more water? And I am 
talking about real water, not paper water. 

[No response.] 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Anybody? 
Mr. BROWN. In our service area, about 10 percent of our demand 

is met with recycled water. And we are an advocate of cost-effective 
recycling. Not all recycling is good recycling. There is some that— 
discharges that are already being beneficially used by their down-
stream users. So it just depends on the project, and it depends on 
the use. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And also—and one of the things I have 
learned is sometimes the water runoff from the farms is also con-
taminated with pesticides and fertilizers, which does more damage 
to the rivers and areas. 

Mr. Semanko, the Nez Perce Settlement also allows for more 
waterflows for fish, not just ESA? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Ranking Member, that is exactly right. The 
487,000 acre-feet was the agreement to settle their claims in the 
Snake River Basin adjudication and to provide some assurances 
under the Endangered Species Act. That was the subject of the con-
sultation with the Bureau of Reclamation And NOAA fisheries. 
Yes, very much so. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. So it wasn’t just ESA. Thank you, Mr. 
Chair—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The gentlelady’s time has expired. Mr. Tipton. 
Mr. TIPTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the Ranking 

Member bringing up the Animas-La Plata Project. And, Mr. 
Gabaldon, when that project was built, that is probably one of the 
last—it was stated to be one of the last big projects to be built. 
Wasn’t that fulfilling the commitment that we had made to fulfill 
Indian water rights in the State of Colorado? 

Mr. GABALDON. Yes, it was. It was a settlement agreement. 
Mr. TIPTON. To be able to do that. Wasn’t that project downsized? 
Mr. GABALDON. It was downsized. 
Mr. TIPTON. Significantly to Animas-La Plata Lite. 
Mr. GABALDON. Yes. 
Mr. TIPTON. In your estimation, for Animas-La Plata, the 

McPhee Project over Montezuma County, being able to store that 
water, wasn’t that beneficial, in terms of some of the commentary 
that we have heard in regards to the Endangered Species Act, to 
be able to actually maintain river flows? 

Mr. GABALDON. I don’t know. I am trying to think of the plumb-
ing in my head. I am not sure how that would have affected the 
river flows, so I would have to answer that question for the record. 
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Mr. TIPTON. Some of the releases—I live there. That has actually 
been the case, in terms of what we have been able to see. 

I am a little curious, Mr. Gabaldon, in regards to the Bureau of 
Rec had partnered with CSU, Colorado State University, spending 
$229,000. And the objective of the study was to provide information 
to our state agencies and water users about the potential of agri-
cultural water transfers to address increasing urban needs. 

I am just—it seems to me that is common sense. We saw Denver 
growing, as Mr. O’Toole noted. Why were you spending money on 
such a study? 

Mr. GABALDON. I am not familiar with that study. Again, I will 
have to answer that one for the record. We often spend money just 
to study to look at what the best alternatives are in some situa-
tions. That is probably the case here. But, like I said, I will have 
to get that for the record. 

Mr. TIPTON. OK. And would it be unreasonable—and, Mr. 
O’Toole, you might want to jump in on this as well—1950, 1960, 
the U.S. Census noted that we had 130 million Americans. Mr. 
O’Toole had spoken to the need to have increased agricultural pro-
duction to the tune of 70 percent to meet the growing worldwide 
population. But just in our country we have grown from 130 million 
Americans to better than 300 million Americans right now. Every 
one of them probably wants to take a bath, or going to need one. 
And we are going to have to be able to have water to be able to 
grow those crops. 

Wouldn’t it be a sensible solution, when we have, as the Chair-
man had noted, great snowpack years in California like we had last 
year, and even in Colorado, to be able to store more of that water, 
just to be able to plan for the future? 

Mr. GABALDON. Absolutely. It would be fantastic if we could do 
that. As I stated earlier, we would need congressional authorization 
to build those projects, to raise dams, et cetera. So—and I stated 
earlier I am an engineer, I have built dams. So I would more 
than—would like to see more of those. 

Mr. TIPTON. You are an engineer. And a lot—you build things, 
you want to be able to make them work. Do you see ways to be 
able to streamline this process? Because we heard a variety of tes-
timony that was going on in terms of redundant regulations, road 
blocks that are being put up, increasing costs. 

I have a great concern in my district for our farm and ranch com-
munity, for senior citizens on fixed incomes. We are unnecessarily 
increasing water costs, which becomes a back door tax increase on 
struggling Americans that are trying to be able to provide for their 
families. Do you have some recommendations on how we can 
streamline this process? 

Mr. GABALDON. There is—the processes are founded in law, 
founded in regulations. It has been mentioned earlier the Endan-
gered Species Act, the Clean Water Act, NEPA, et cetera. Those are 
the law, that is the law of the land. We need to comply with them, 
just as—— 

Mr. TIPTON. But as you noted, there are regulations in there that 
can certainly be addressed from administrative levels. 

So, Mr. O’Toole, would you like to jump in on this? 
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Mr. O’TOOLE. Yes, sir. And let me say in the last month I took 
a trip through the Navajo Nation from Cortez, Colorado down 
through—into Arizona, and have met with the head of farming for 
the Navajo Nation. They have now the capability to go from 70,000 
to 110,000 acres of irrigated land. It is all infrastructure. 

And I think a hearing like this is so important to understand 
that we have to make a recommitment to that commitment we 
made generations ago. It is important to have rural infrastructure. 
The light—the Animas-La Plata Lite that you referred to, sir, that 
would have had the ability to expand many acres in Colorado, if 
the original vision had been completed. 

And I think we went through a period where we kidded ourselves 
that we could live without infrastructure. We can’t. The Platte 
River Dams were built during the Roosevelt Administration, not 
Franklin. They are 100 years old. 

Mr. TIPTON. OK—— 
Mr. O’TOOLE. The infrastructure has to be dealt with, and we 

have to have new storage to be able to complete our vision. 
And the numbers in this think tank thing that I have been asked 

to participate in went from—in the year that I have been there— 
from 9.2 to 9.6 billion—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. I am sorry, Mr. O’Toole, I am going to have 
to cut you off. 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Yes—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Time has expired, plus. Mr. Costa? 
Mr. COSTA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. O’Toole, 

your family has been farming for generations. My family has been 
farming for three generations. I farm today. We both obviously sup-
port additional surface storage supply. 

But let me ask you, as a farmer—I mean I—all my farmers look 
very closely at the bottom line, to stay in business. And per acre- 
foot on how much we pay for our water is part of the bottom line. 
There is an old proverb that says—goes something like this, that, 
you know, you don’t care what color the cat is, as long as the cat 
catches mice. We know we need additional water. Do you care so 
much about this project versus that project, or do you care most 
about what the cost per acre-foot is to the farmer? 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Let me give you two answers. One is that Family 
Farm Alliance, from a perspective of our over 17-state look at the 
West, we think that storage that may not be for agriculture but 
keeps water from being transferred from agriculture is one critical 
part. But clearly, the cost of water is—the bottom line is if you are 
a farmer, the guy that rules your world is the bankers. And you 
have to make that payment—— 

Mr. COSTA. No, I know. But I mean getting back to the cost of 
water is what my farmers care the most about. 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. COSTA. Mr. Bettner? 
Mr. BETTNER. Yes? 
Mr. COSTA. The cost per acre-foot, since this is what I am talking 

about right now, on Sites would be approximately how much on the 
current funding plan that you have? 

Mr. BETTNER. Right now it is estimated—well, at least the Bu-
reau has estimated—about $300 per acre-foot. 
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Mr. COSTA. $300 per acre-foot. 
Mr. BETTNER. Right. 
Mr. COSTA. And when you blend that with existing water sup-

plies, it makes it more affordable when you look down the road, I 
guess. 

Mr. BETTNER. That is true. But the other things we are also look-
ing at is, is the project properly designed, are the most recent con-
struction techniques And cost involved in that estimate, have you 
looked at the right financing mechanisms? 

Mr. COSTA. Right. 
Mr. BETTNER. And so, really, you know, what it costs, how you 

pay for it—— 
Mr. COSTA. And this innovative funding methodology you think 

would go a long ways toward getting you to a more cost-feasible 
project? 

Mr. BETTNER. Exactly. I mean you have to know how—what it— 
how much it costs, and who can afford to pay—— 

Mr. COSTA. Mr. Brown, for the expansion of Los Vaqueros, the 
additional from 100,000 acre-feet to 275,000 acre-feet, how much 
per acre-foot are you talking about? 

Mr. BROWN. It is about $300 an acre-foot. 
Mr. COSTA. About the same as Sites. Mr. Gabaldon, I want to ask 

you. You talked about the projects that we are looking at. But has 
there been an attempt to assess how many acre-feet of water we 
will need in California or in other parts of the West, in terms of 
just a total to sustain the population growth and to maintain an 
agriculture economy? 

Mr. GABALDON. We haven’t studied that aspect of it. But that is 
certainly information that is out there, widely available. 

Mr. COSTA. Let me get a little more local. I will come back to 
that with a letter. But the Bay Delta Conservation Habitat Pro-
gram that I am very hopeful will get to some decision points this 
summer, under the conveyance program assessment I am told that 
part of the hangup with your study of Shasta being raised, Sites, 
Los Vaqueros, And Temperance is talking about whether or not the 
conveyance program assessments have to be complete. What does 
that mean, in your view? 

Mr. GABALDON. The conveyance assessments, we are studying 
the conveyance—the operational side of that conveyance process. 
We now have some experience under our belt on that. We have now 
been in operations for a few years with that conveyance. So with 
that information we are taking another look at it, reformu-
lating—— 

Mr. COSTA. Well, I think you have to take another look. Why is 
it the Bureau can’t determine the feasibility of Temperance Flat or 
Sites until there is certainty in the Delta? I mean I think both of 
those projects, frankly, stand alone but could enhance issues with 
regards to environmental restoration. 

Mr. GABALDON. I agree with that, that there is a whole lot of 
components you need to look at there. And there are some situa-
tions where they stand alone. In this situation we are looking at 
all those together. And perhaps they could be separated and looked 
at separately, so—— 
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Mr. COSTA. Much has been talked about in the studies, and I 
said in my opening statement these studies have gone through two 
and sometimes three Administrations. What is the shelf life of a 
study? 

Mr. GABALDON. Something this complex, with relentless oper-
ational, environmental issues associated with them, they could go 
for 10 years, 20 years. 

Mr. COSTA. So if you completed something—and I know my time 
has expired, Mr. Chairman, but just—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Yes, it has. 
Mr. COSTA. If you completed something in 2005, how long is it 

good for, 10 years? Fifteen years? 
Mr. GABALDON. That is probably a decent estimate. 
Mr. COSTA. Great. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. 
Mr. COSTA. Thank you. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Gosar? 
Mr. GOSAR. Mr. Bettner, I am a dentist by trade, so I am a poor 

impersonation of a politician. But I understand business, and that 
is where I want to go with this one. The Administration has talked 
about most of their money has been allocated for upkeep and stuff 
like that. So I want to look at the private equity markets, and how 
we get them involved here. 

In the current environmental process, how do you see this work-
ing? You know, time to me is money. So give me an outline of how 
do you see us working this through. 

Mr. BETTNER. Well, I think we work it through the same way we 
actually do our local projects. You know, a lot of it is trying to fig-
ure out what do we need, what can we afford, how are we going 
to pay for it, how does that affect our rate-payers, in terms of recol-
lecting those costs? And then, from there, we actually do the envi-
ronmental documentation, based on that project, looking at alter-
natives. And then, if we need to, we may have to mitigate for 
those—that project. 

So, we set up—that way we actually address the financial side 
up front, versus right now the way it is set up is you have to do 
all the environmental work up front, and you never really get to 
how do you pay for it. And if you do, sometimes it becomes 
unaffordable. So you have lost all that time, you lost all that 
money. 

And then, when we have talked to the private markets about 
how to finance a project like Sites, they want to know, well, is this 
going to—can this project go or not? And if you can’t give them, you 
know, the say of, yes, we can get this thing built, they are going 
to take their money and go somewhere else. And so, trying to keep 
them interested in a project is vitally important. 

Mr. GOSAR. So it is a time variable, right? The longer the time 
variable, there is a cost. Right? 

Mr. BETTNER. Exactly. I mean, yes, from not only just trying to 
get the investors to invest in the project, but they are also holding 
their money out while you are trying to get studies done, design, 
and construction. So the more you can shorten up that window, the 
more you can get more people willing to invest in the project. 
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Mr. GOSAR. So, you know, from the environmental aspects of 
these studies, I know what Mr. Gabaldon said, that these studies 
are good for 10, 20 years. But they are really not, are they? 

Mr. BETTNER. No. I mean they are not. I mean the other big con-
cern is not just the time, but the problem is if you go into the 
project from an environmental review standpoint saying, ‘‘This is 
a way you may operate and build it,’’ but in the end, once you de-
cide what your financing is, and what beneficiaries want the 
water—including the environment, if you have a different project 
that comes out of that financial look, you may have to redo all your 
environmental documentation because your project has changed. 

Mr. GOSAR. So how much of your cost would be, you know, a typ-
ical project cost for mitigation for environmental permitting? 

Mr. BETTNER. Well, I can go back to, for example, one of our re-
cent projects. We put a flat-plate fish screen on our diversion struc-
ture about nine years ago. It was a $40 million project. We spent 
$15 million in all the environmental work, permitting, and mitiga-
tion. So almost a third of the project. 

Mr. GOSAR. Mr. Semanko, could you give me an idea of what 
your cost would be, environmental aspects and permitting? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Yes, Mr. Gosar, I will have to get that to you for 
the record. It is substantial, though. It is almost a show-stopper for 
our projects. 

Mr. GOSAR. And it is an ever-evolving door, is it not? 
Mr. SEMANKO. Absolutely. The longer the permission process 

goes on, the permitting process, the higher the cost scope, particu-
larly given the favorable costs we have right now. 

Mr. GOSAR. So, going back to you, Mr. Bettner, in your opinion, 
what type of reforms to the existing law do we in Congress need 
to implement to streamline this? We need rules. Don’t get me 
wrong. We need rules and regulations and hold them accountable. 
But what kind of streamlining do you see us needing? 

Mr. BETTNER. I mean I think first, really—and, you know, I 
think Reclamation needs to define its role. I think you have a staff 
of employees at Reclamation we work with that do a good job, but 
they are also bound by existing law. And if they went into a 
project, for example, not as ‘‘We are going to build this project,’’ if 
they went in versus ‘‘We are going to help support this project, we 
may help with permits, but we are not going to be the builder, fin-
ancier, operator of the project,’’ that changes their role dramati-
cally. And from there you actually can get to construction feasi-
bility, in my mind, a lot quicker. 

As far as permitting goes, the other thing we like to have is right 
now you almost have to go consult individually with each agency 
through your process. There is really no joint consultation set up, 
unless—— 

Mr. GOSAR. So you highlight for me—this process is linear. You 
got to do point one first, then the next one, then the next one. Why 
can’t we have a project manager doing them all at the same time? 

Mr. BETTNER. Yes, I mean, to—in my mind, that would be a 
great role for Reclamation, if they could be the one that actually 
went out and did a joint consultation on it. That is part of their 
role, but maybe that is the role that they should fulfill. Giving 
them congressional direction like that would be very helpful. 
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If they are not in the business of wanting to build projects, fi-
nance them, let’s construct the right role for them, and they have 
the staff to get it done. 

Mr. GOSAR. Imagine that, multi-tasking. Last question. We really 
need to have litigation reform, do we not? Particularly in the—— 

Mr. BETTNER. You know what? I can’t—I am an engineer. I try 
not to—if my attorneys—if I start talking, my attorney, he will get 
mad at me. So I am not going to—I can’t answer that one. 

Mr. GOSAR. Mr. Semanko? 
Mr. SEMANKO. Yes. 
Mr. GOSAR. Thank you. My time is up. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. Mr. Garamendi? 
Mr. GARAMENDI. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the hearing. And 

for the witnesses, thank you for your presentations. 
Mr. O’Toole, in your written testimony you said there would be 

nothing done with water in the West without being winners and 
losers, and therein lies the problem. Most everything that occurs, 
there are winners and there are losers. And the task at hand is to 
find a way in which there are winners and winners. It becomes 
very, very complex. I would like to try to get to some solutions 
here. 

One of the issues, it seems to me, is funding at every level. At 
the Federal level, the Bureau of Reclamation has a very limited 
budget, and it stretches that budget out among projects across the 
entire West, the result of which is that they are unable—I should 
ask this as a question. 

Let me make the statement and then put a question mark at the 
end. It seems to me that they are unable to focus sufficient atten-
tion on individual projects so that things can move forward rapidly. 
Is that the question, Mr. Gabaldon? 

Mr. GABALDON. That is correct. There is competing projects, com-
peting issues that we have to deal with in our budget. We do get, 
as I mentioned earlier, about $1 billion average in the appropria-
tions. And with that, within that, we have a lot of safety of dams 
issues, we have a lot of competing issues there. 

Mr. GARAMENDI. Now, one of the reasons you have so many 
issues to deal with is that we tell you to deal with so many issues. 

Mr. GABALDON. That is right. 
Mr. GARAMENDI. I mean these are congressional directives. We 

say, ‘‘Do this,’’ ‘‘Do that,’’ and then we don’t give you enough money 
to get it done rapidly. And so, this is something that we should be 
paying attention to, both in projects, as well as with the appropria-
tions. 

And associated with that, the question has been appropriately 
raised here as to coordination. Now, this is something that we 
could do here, with regard to directive. We could set priorities. In-
stead of all of us having our own individual priorities and telling 
the Bureau of Reclamation, ‘‘Get them all done,’’ we could set prior-
ities and we could require coordination. We don’t. And, therefore, 
don’t be surprised that it doesn’t exist. Insufficient money, insuffi-
cient direction, and too many things to do with too little money. 
That is our problem, and we create it, and we could change that. 

Second, Mr. Bettner, you raised, I think, a very interesting point 
about financing. For some 15 years there has been before the Con-
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gress an infrastructure bank which could finance cash flow projects 
such as Sites Reservoir. You did come up with a different proposal 
which you call a water infrastructure financing innovation act. I 
would like you to expand on that. You did it in about 15 seconds. 
Could you take a little longer? Because this too is a challenge that 
could be ours, if we chose to solve problems instead of just rumi-
nating. 

Mr. BETTNER. Sure. Thank you. Yes, and I apologize, I was run-
ning out of time there. But, you know, we have looked at what has 
been done under the Transportation Infrastructure and Finance 
Act, and that was really kind of what we looked at as really the 
outline, potentially, of how it could work for water. 

But under that system, you know, you have basically about $10 
of credit assistance—for every $10 of credit assistance you get $30 
of investment in infrastructure. And what we are saying is that we 
don’t think it is likely that, you know, if we come to Congress with 
a $3 billion project in 7 years, that potentially you are going to say, 
‘‘We found money and we are going to fund it.’’ 

So, we have taken the approach of, you know, really it needs to 
be—we need to go to the private side, we need to look to them to 
help finance the project. But if there was some Federal mechanism 
to basically provide some backing to those long-term investments, 
that would allow them to come forward and be more willing to 
make investments to the project at a potentially lower interest 
rate, as well. 

Mr. GARAMENDI. Essentially a loan guarantee program? 
Mr. BETTNER. Exactly, exactly. 
Mr. GARAMENDI. Now, you know, if we want to do something be-

sides just yak back and forth across these various hearings we 
could focus on innovative solutions such as this one that you have 
just recommended. 

The other issue that I really would like to get to is how we are 
going to finance all of these projects. The loan guarantee program 
is a way, but it will not sufficiently address every project, because 
there are multiple uses of a project, and therefore, multiple payers. 
This is one of the problems that holds up most every project, is who 
is going to pay for it. 

Now, that gets to be a very complex situation. But at the outset, 
you don’t know that until you know what the project is going to 
look like and where the beneficiaries might be. We need to turn our 
attention to that mechanism of how to determine who is going to 
pay for it early on in the project. 

I will let it go at that, as a challenge for us—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The gentleman’s time has expired. He will 

have to let it go at that. But we will have another round. 
Mr. Labrador? 
Mr. LABRADOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Semanko, Norm, 

you discussed the proposed Boise River Arrowrock, which would in-
crease storage space, water supplies, and provide environmental 
enhancements. I understand that you are concerned that the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Services designation of the Boise River as a crit-
ical habitat for the bull trout may impede the project’s progress. 
How serious of an impediment is the Fish and Wildlife Service’s 
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critical habitat designation for the project? And what steps can be 
taken to alleviate it? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Well, Congressman Labrador, it is a serious po-
tential impediment. Arrowrock is an early generation Reclamation 
project. And interestingly, the Corps of Engineers is the one that 
has the feasibility study authority on the Boise River, and who the 
Idaho Water Resource Board has been working with. 

Under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, any time there 
is a proposed Federal action there has to be consultation, both with 
regard to the impact on the fish that are listed themselves, and the 
critical habitat that has been designated. So the inquiry with the 
fishery service will be what kind of impact would inundation of an 
additional 3,000 acre-feet have, another 5 or 6 miles of riverine 
habitat inundated have. And that is a serious consideration. 

As I mentioned briefly, Governor Otter is not impressed with the 
critical habitat designation. The water user community certainly is 
not. This has been an ongoing saga for 20-some years. The Boise 
River was not included in critical habitat a few years ago. And then 
there was a lawsuit that was conveniently settled, And the new 
critical habitat designation included this, notwithstanding the fact 
that there are significant economic impacts associated with the 
critical habitat designation that, under the Endangered Species 
Act—that is one of the few places in the Act where economics come 
into consideration. The Service certainly could have found that the 
critical habitat designation was not necessary. 

So, we have reserved the opportunity to litigate that issue, frank-
ly. But, more importantly, the Governor, working with the Fish 
And Wildlife Service hopefully, And certainly with our Idaho De-
partment of Fish And Game, are beginning the assessment through 
the recovery planning process of whether these fish have, in fact, 
been recovered, whether they can be delisted. And if they are 
delisted, then there would be no more critical habitat designation. 

So, that would be a roundabout way of eliminating that consider-
ation. But, absent that, we would have to work through the Idaho 
Water Resource Board and the Federal agencies would have to 
work through the consultation process under section 7, which is, of 
course, subject to potential citizen lawsuits, as well. 

Mr. LABRADOR. Considering that Idaho is one of the few states 
in which the state doesn’t have the authority to issue permits, 
what avenues will users have to object or challenge a permit? 

Mr. SEMANKO. With regard to the Clean Water Act, that is cer-
tainly a concern. I know that the Legislature—I believe today at 
a hearing, which you are very familiar with that process, as a 
former legislator—is considering taking over the Clean Water Act 
permitting program, the MPDS program. Really, it is very difficult. 
We—you are basically—your resort is to challenging EPA in the 
Federal district court, and that is no cake walk. So it is a very dif-
ficult process. Even our DEQ in Idaho has very limited influence 
on the process. 

Mr. LABRADOR. How much do environmental permitting and 
mitigation add to project costs? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Congressman, as I mentioned to Mr. Gosar, I 
would have to get exact figures. But it can be a deal breaker. It 
depends on whether a categorical exclusion can be identified, 
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whether EA is sufficient, or whether you have to go through the 
full-blown EIS process. If the section 7 consultation is involved, all 
of those different variables add to the cost. So it can be astronom-
ical. In all cases it is going to be significant enough to be a poten-
tial show-stopper. 

Mr. LABRADOR. I am going to ask you a question that may throw 
you off a little bit, and you may not have an answer for this. 

But I don’t know if you have watched on MSNBC there has been 
a series of ads where some of the political talkers talk about 
projects like the Hoover Dam and, you know, you have one of the 
political talkers are talking about how America is so great because 
we could do projects like the Hoover Dam. And every time I see 
that ad I think of the hypocrisy of some people. And I think. Could 
we build the Hoover Dam today? And would there be any impedi-
ments to building the Hoover Dam if—in today’s environment? I 
don’t know if you have an answer to that, but—— 

Mr. SEMANKO. If you ask the gentleman to my left whether we 
could build Hoover Dam again today, I haven’t seen one built late-
ly. 

But I can tell you that one of my favorite sayings from former 
Commissioner John Keys is, ‘‘We are building new dams all the 
time. We are replacing and existing dams.’’ And that is the one 
thing that we have to make sure that we continue to do, in addi-
tion to looking at additional storage. 

Mr. LABRADOR. Thank you. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. Mr. Gardner? 
Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, Mr. Gabaldon, 

what is the number one priority of the Bureau of Reclamation? 
Mr. GABALDON. Our—I go back to our mission. That is to deliver 

water and generate power. That is what we are about. 
Mr. GARDNER. And what is the number one way that you are 

able to deliver water? 
Mr. GABALDON. Through working with irrigation districts, work-

ing with our stakeholders, and conveying water from point A to 
point B, from where it is abundant to where it is needed, i.e., stor-
age, i.e., Central Arizona project comes to mind. We are also doing 
new technology, we are also doing conservation, all of those, to get 
to what our main priority is, of delivering water. 

Mr. GARDNER. In terms of delivering water and finding new 
water, what is the number one way in which you accomplish that? 
Is it—how would you rank, say, water storage as compared to con-
servation? 

Mr. GABALDON. I would have to go back and look at the portfolio, 
as far as how much water we have, conservation-wise, how much 
water we are yielding from those projects. Right now I would rank 
storage pretty high up there, if not at the top. That is what we 
did—— 

Mr. GARDNER. As in—— 
Mr. GABALDON [continuing]. Dams in the western—— 
Mr. GARDNER. You believe the number one focus of Bureau of 

Reclamation to meet—what you said in the mission statement—is 
water storage? 

Mr. GABALDON. I would hate to rank those, but I mean, if—that 
is where we have a lot of our water right now. 
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Mr. GARDNER. If that is the case, then how can we help encour-
age the Bureau of Reclamation to push water storage even more? 

Mr. GABALDON. I think—— 
Mr. GARDNER. In an expedited fashion? 
Mr. GABALDON. Yes. The feasibility studies we are doing now in 

California, the projects we mentioned, we have several of those 
through every region, except Great Plains Region, we don’t have 
any there. 

But in upper Colorado we are looking at El Vado Reservoir. In 
New Mexico we are looking at some projects in—— 

Mr. GARDNER. How do we get from looking at them to doing 
them? 

Mr. GABALDON. We need a congressional authorization. 
Mr. GARDNER. Congressional authorization? That is the only 

thing that is holding you back? 
Mr. GABALDON. Not—I mean we have all the requirements that 

gets to that—i.e., feasibility studies, feasibility reviews, complying 
with the laws, NEPA, et cetera, that are part of the feasibility of 
the planning projects. So, yes, all those get to the process of getting 
a project authorized. 

Mr. GARDNER. And the reason I ask that question, that series of 
questions, is in my conversations with Colorado water users, it 
seems that the one thing they come back to me and they say is it 
feels like the Administration is no longer following—the Bureau of 
Reclamation is no longer following the desires of local water users, 
the desire of local conservation district conservancy offices, but in-
stead is pushing a mentality that is more toward conservation only, 
and away from water storage. And that is throughout all of the de-
partments in government or agencies that are working with the 
western water agencies, whether that is the EPA or Bureau of Rec-
lamation or the Corps of Engineers. 

Mr. O’Toole, in your experience, do you think the agencies that 
you work with, your members work with, see the focus on water 
storage that was mentioned by the Bureau of Reclamation? 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Actually, I think that it has been years since we 
have really had the debate that is beginning here. We indicated in 
our testimony that the Family Farm Alliance asked seven years 
ago for Bureau of Rec potential projects. We have that on a data-
base. 

You know, I think we are reinvigorating because we understand 
the multiple needs for more storage. And so that debate has been 
reinvigorated. But I think over the last few years—the last few dec-
ades, really—we diminished our appetite, to our demise, to our— 
you know, really, not to the benefit of both farmers and growth in 
the West. 

Mr. GARDNER. Mr. Gabaldon, I believe in Mr. O’Toole’s opening 
statement, in his written statement, he mentions several different 
regulations or practices that are interfering with the ability to 
streamline permitting, or that are blocking new projects. I would 
really be interested in getting the Bureau of Reclamation’s take on 
those. 

And I am sure you may not have had time to study it, but it is 
on page 10 of his written testimony under heading 2, where it talks 
about the 5 different points that they have identified that are im-
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pediments to new projects. And if you could get back to me, Bureau 
of Reclamation get back to me on your opinion of these five points 
that he raises, I would certainly appreciate it, and then perhaps 
share that with the other members of the Committee. 

And then, Mr. O’Toole, you mentioned that—in your opening 
statement, that the easiest way for municipal, industrial, and oth-
ers to find the water that they will need is through the buy-up and 
dry-up of agricultural land. 

Do the others on the panel agree with that statement? Mr. 
Bettner? 

Mr. BETTNER. Yes. I would say if things don’t change, it looks 
like the problems are going to be solved on the back of agriculture. 
That seems the direction that it is going. 

Mr. GARDNER. Mr. Brown? 
Mr. BROWN. I think balance is the key. 
Mr. GARDNER. But do you think—I agree with you, balance is the 

key. But I mean, do you think that the easiest way to achieve 
water now is the buy-up and dry-up of agricultural land? 

Mr. BROWN. I think there is a market of willing sellers out there. 
And if they are willing to sell, then there are buyers that will buy 
the water. 

Mr. GARDNER. I will take that as a yes. Mr. Semanko? 
Mr. SEMANKO. The willing sellers in Idaho are very limited, and 

that is why you are seeing a progression toward looking at building 
additional storage, not so much for agriculture, but for the munic-
ipal demands. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Great, thank you. I am going to have to cut 
you off there, but we are going to do another round, starting right 
now. 

Mr. Gabaldon, I want to get the record clear on this. The New 
Melones Dam was completed in 1979. It was 2.4 million acre-feet 
of storage capacity. Animas-La Plata was 120,000 acre-feet, about 
5 percent of the capacity of the New Melones. Has the Bureau of 
Reclamation, since the New Melones, constructed any dam with a 
capacity of more than a million acre-feet? 

Mr. GABALDON. No, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Has it constructed any dam with capacity 

more than 500,000 acre-feet? 
Mr. GABALDON. Not since then, Mr.—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Has it constructed a dam with a capacity 

above 250,000 acre-feet? 
Mr. GABALDON. Animas-La Plata was the last one, and that was 

120,000. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Five percent of the capacity of New Melones. 

So I will correct my statement of in this generation, from 1979, 
Reclamation has not completed a single major dam, if you define 
that as over 250,000 acre-feet of storage capacity, which would be 
about one-tenth the capacity of the New Melones. 

Mr. GABALDON. I don’t know if the numbers are accurate. I as-
sume they are. I can say that, had we had the authorization to do 
those, we would certainly be building. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. No, I think you would certainly be studying 
them, which is the problem, and I think that gets to the crux of 
this matter. 
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The cost of Sites, Mr. Bettner, was estimated at 300 acre-feet? 
Mr. BETTNER. The cost or the yield? I am sorry, what—— 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. No, for yield. The cost was 300—— 
Mr. BETTNER. Oh, yes, about $300 per acre-foot, correct. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. OK. And your estimate was that, generally 

speaking, about a third of the project cost is regulatory in nature? 
Mr. BETTNER. Well, I was talking about projects that we—our 

fish screen project. I can’t speak to right now what we think the 
regulatory cost—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Just the actual construction. What would the 
cost be of—just for the actual construction of that dam? 

Mr. BETTNER. The dam itself is only about half-a-billion dollars— 
or about $500 million. But then you have other facilities that go 
along with it, a couple pipelines—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. OK, that is exactly the question I was getting 
at. Half-a-million—or half-a-billion dollars, you said—actually to 
build the dam. 

Mr. BETTNER. But there are other parts of the project, the pipe-
line—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Exactly—oh, no, no, I understand. 
Mr. BETTNER. Parts of the infrastructure—right. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The conveyance and infrastructure is one 

thing. 
Mr. BETTNER. Right, right. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. But how much, in addition to that, to meet all 

of the regulatory requirements? 
Mr. BETTNER. Well, we—one of the positives about the project is 

we haven’t identified a lot of environmental issues with the site 
itself. So we are expecting, actually, the cost of mitigation to be 
fairly low. Where we see the permitting action is we have a project 
that is going to meet multiple benefits, including the ecosystem. 
And part of that is we have to get permits from the wildlife agency. 

So, if they see the project as a benefit, we hope that our permit-
ting process goes fairly—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Would you consider a project that costs $1,600 
per acre-foot to be economically attractive? 

Mr. BETTNER. No. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Would it surprise you that this Congress, in 

the prior session, approved a bill that came in at exactly that cost, 
a Title XVI recycling bill? 

Mr. BETTNER. I am not familiar with that, but—I can’t speak to 
that. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Semanko And Mr. Bettner, with respect to 
the Endangered Species Act, both of you said that that is a major 
cost amplifier of these projects. Suppose we simply required that a 
hatchery fish be included in the ESA counts. How would that affect 
your projects? 

Mr. BETTNER. For our project, we are actually trying to enhance 
existing wild runs of fish. So we have four different runs on the 
Sacramento River, and so we see this—our project is trying to en-
hance the existing runs. Some of those are hatchery fish. But we 
see the wild runs as being just as significant. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Semanko? 
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Mr. SEMANKO. We would, Mr. Chairman, potentially see the fish 
that we are concerned about delisted, the salmonids, in particular. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Mr. Semanko, you mentioned the categorical 
exclusions being a cost saver of—it is my understanding the Ad-
ministration, through the Council on Environmental Quality, is 
proposing new EPA guidelines for implementation of categorical ex-
emptions. How would that affect your projects? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Mr. Chairman, we have not had a chance to look 
at that. I will tell you that categorical exclusions, in my 18 years 
of practice, are more something that I read about during law school 
than I have seen practical application of on the ground. It is very 
difficult to find a categorical exclusion that works, from my experi-
ence. So I am hopeful this will improve that, but I have had not 
had a chance to look at that. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. OK, thank you. I will yield back and recognize 
the Ranking Member. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chair. I really was looking at 
my Blackberry, because it was a mention of the use of water to de-
velop oil shale. And—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Excuse me for interrupting. Will the Clerk 
please reset the clock? Sorry. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. And the—I will mention the comment from 
the Director of Renewable Energy Development for the Rocky 
Mountain Farmers Union, who states, ‘‘We are really concerned 
about the impacts on water. We cannot gamble away our water on 
oil shale speculation. We cannot risk our farm economy.’’ That is 
another component to be able to take—to keep in mind as we are 
moving along and trying to, how would I say, remove a lot of the 
regulations by government on water. This is one other one that I 
am very concerned about. 

Mr. Semanko, on the Arrowhead Project in Idaho, you mentioned 
the critical habitat impact as an impediment. But isn’t it true there 
is a state designation, the Boise River, that it is a natural river? 
So both Federal and state regs apply? 

Mr. SEMANKO. Madam Chair, that is correct. And the Idaho 
Water Resource Board is the one that made that designation. And, 
fortunately, it is not a Federal Wild Scenic designation, so the 
Idaho Water Resource Board can change that, and is looking at 
changing that. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. OK. Then one of the other things that I would 
like to ask Mr. Gabaldon, the CALFED storage studies take—have 
taken a long time. Why? 

Mr. GABALDON. There is a—I mentioned some of those earlier. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Quickly. 
Mr. GABALDON. Relentless operational and environmental 

changes. We constantly are getting hit with litigation there. There 
is new biological opinions that go into litigation. So every time one 
of those happens, we need to take another look at those things. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you. Mr.—— 
Mr. GABALDON. That is just one reason. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Mr. Brown, how important was the coopera-

tion with other agencies—and I am talking about state, local, and 
Federal—to the success of the expansion? How did you attain that 
cooperation? 
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Mr. BROWN. It is very critical, particularly the Bureau provided 
significant support in getting permits and approvals from the var-
ious agencies, as well as state Department of Water Resources, the 
state Control Board. 

How did we achieve that cooperation? Largely through working 
to secure the funding that was needed to support the staff that 
would provide those resources. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you. Mr. O’Toole, on page 11 you indi-
cate that those who benefit from new water supply infrastructure 
should help pay. And you go on to state, ‘‘In the country we are 
seeing a move in the opposite direction, where ag lands are going 
out of production, and being lost to expanding urban development.’’ 

Are you implying that we have to look at ag versus people? Be-
cause cities cannot control who moves into their city. And most of 
them do not set any parameters for builders to say, ‘‘OK, you can 
only build five units or five homes.’’ 

Mr. O’TOOLE. I really think that pitting each other against each 
other is not what is happening. The reality is there is a limited 
supply, and the money goes to the highest bidder in many cases. 

My thought process, Madam Chairman, is that the discussion 
about the need to produce food, and the importance of rural com-
munities, has to be integrated into our long-term vision of what 
America we want. And we believe that storage can help ameliorate 
those pitting against each other. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Right. And I totally agree. But storage is only 
part of the portfolio that we need to look at, especially if it is above 
ground, where you have the evaporation rate only 15 to 20 percent. 
And if we have more warm weather and drought conditions, that 
is going to be worse. 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Absolutely. And, Madam Chairman, I understand 
this Committee is the Natural Resources Committee. One of the 
other huge inputs is the energy development in the West. And I 
saw where the State of Utah just released 59,000 acre-feet for 
some—nuclear fracking has a water cost. Every part of the West-
ern economy has a water cost. Our message is that it seems to be 
always agriculture who is giving up water for those other needs. 

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you for that answer. And, Mr. Chair-
man, I take a little exception to your comment about comparing the 
fish, the wild fish versus hatchery fish, to children born at home 
versus the hospital. You are not a mother. I yield back. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Whereas I am eternally grateful of that every 

day. 
Mr. Tipton? 
Mr. TIPTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, Mr. Gabaldon, just 

from a Colorado perspective, could you maybe speak to the impor-
tance a little bit in terms of recreation and water storage? 

Mr. GABALDON. Recreation? What—recreation? 
Mr. TIPTON. Yes. How many people recreate from Reclamation 

facilities in Colorado each year? Do you have any—— 
Mr. GABALDON. I don’t—— 
Mr. TIPTON [continuing]. Estimates on that? 
Mr. GABALDON [continuing]. Know in Colorado. Certainly you 

build a reservoir—you build a dam, you have a reservoir, you are 
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going to have ample opportunities for recreation, from boating to 
fishing to—— 

Mr. TIPTON. So it is positive. 
Mr. GABALDON. Yes. 
Mr. TIPTON. And that is part of Reclamation’s core mission—— 
Mr. GABALDON. It is. 
Mr. TIPTON [continuing]. As well? 
Mr. GABALDON. Very positively. 
Mr. TIPTON. And with—and I am going to go back to a question 

I had asked earlier, just as a point of clarification. Does the Bureau 
of Reclamation facilities, do those help stabilize water flows to be 
able to make rafting possible? 

Mr. GABALDON. Yes. We are not in the business of releasing 
water for—— 

Mr. TIPTON. Specifically for that—— 
Mr. GABALDON. Right. 
Mr. TIPTON [continuing]. But it does help stabilize it during a 

season, which—— 
Mr. GABALDON. It would. 
Mr. TIPTON [continuing]. Probably also helps endangered species 

for instream flows and—— 
Mr. GABALDON. Absolutely, absolutely—— 
Mr. TIPTON [continuing]. Those sorts of things, as well. 
Mr. GABALDON. Yes. 
Mr. TIPTON. Great. You know, one thing I would like to be able 

to speak to—and Representative Napolitano And I visited on this 
a little bit—when it comes to some of the fracking issues, when you 
get into Colorado, at least, you have to be able to own your water. 
We have a priority-based system that is regulated by the State. It 
is not a freeflow free grant that actually exists in that. So that 
ought to give you a little bit of comfort, I think. 

And, Mr. O’Toole, I would like you to maybe address something 
that I think is critical. When we are talking about conservation for 
water, are you seeing it in the farm and ranch community, that 
they are making efforts to actually conserve and make highest and 
best use of the water that they have available? 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Well, when our community is—still looking at some 
other storage. And we integrate—as I said, we created 25-mile fish-
ery hatching for Upper Colorado endangered fish in the reservoir. 
We did build—those are integrated into our long term. 

I would tell you that I—in a relationship I have on migratory 
birds with a committee that works on those, it is interesting to 
know the highest bird count since 1955 is now. And when you dig 
down on why, it is because of irrigated agriculture. And whether 
it be the Central Valley or Klamath or the rice—— 

Mr. TIPTON. Right. 
Mr. O’TOOLE [continuing]. North of San Francisco, it is an inte-

grated process. And our bountiful wildlife populations have an 
awful lot to do with agriculture. 

Mr. TIPTON. You bet. Now, and is it your observation that our 
farmers and ranchers are trying to get the highest, best use out of 
their water as well, using some different practices in irrigation? 

Mr. O’TOOLE. Well, in our family’s ranch, we integrated our irri-
gation and our fishery. We have a fishery that my daughter man-
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ages. It is another income source. We have created an important 
bird area in our White Heron area, which is—you know, I can tell 
you that with elder birder, don’t get in front of them when they see 
a new bird. 

But there is all kinds of opportunities to integrate what we all 
know, and that is the most valuable resource is water. And if done 
right, it is a multiplicity of opportunities. 

Mr. TIPTON. I don’t want to put words in your mouth, but I 
would just like to hear your opinion. And Colorado and probably 
elsewhere, you know, there is an old saying that money doesn’t fol-
low water, water follows money. And that lends itself to your com-
ment that we are seeing more water being directed into urban 
areas. 

When I look at my district right now, Las Animas County, Otero 
County, we have literally seen areas dried up, in terms of farms 
that are going to have to be able to produce the food to be able to 
feed the people that choose to live in those cities. 

Would it be a fair representation of your views that in order to 
be able to create a win-win, to be able to feed the people, to be able 
to grow the cities, that it is in our best interest to be able to store 
more water? 

Mr. O’TOOLE. The one example I would say quickly is South 
Park, that transferred its water to the urban areas and the East-
ern Slope in 1998. Storage would have been much preferable to 
that just transfer. 

And I think we reduce our viability by not looking at the whole 
picture. And for a couple of decades we haven’t looked at the whole 
picture. I think that is why this hearing, I think, is so important. 
We are going to expand our opportunities to look at a whole variety 
of ways to do all the things that we think are valuable. 

Mr. TIPTON. Well, thank you. I appreciate your comments. And 
I noted you had said it has been years since we have had a debate, 
the debate that is beginning here today. And, Mr. Chairman, I 
again want to applaud you for holding this hearing. Thank you. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Well, I want to thank you for suggesting it. 
Mr. Costa. 

Mr. COSTA. Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. Mr. O’Toole, I want 
to thank the Family Farm Alliance for the work you do on an ongo-
ing basis as it relates to our water resources throughout the West. 
And you play an important role. 

Mr. Bettner, I want to go back to where my line of questioning 
was before. Do you think that we need to have all the answers with 
regards to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan before we can decide 
whether or not Sites or Temperance Flat are feasible? 

Mr. BETTNER. Well, I mean we think, obviously, the Bay Delta 
Conservation Plan and some form of conveyance to the Delta is im-
portant for California. 

Mr. COSTA. So do I. 
Mr. BETTNER. And I think what we need to do is—and what we 

have done for Sites, and I am sure our friends are looking at Tem-
perance Flat, as well—is you should be able to have a scenario 
where those projects can work with or without conveyance. And we 
have looked at Sites. We have configurations—— 

Mr. COSTA. OK. 
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Mr. BETTNER [continuing]. Of tradeoff for benefits that can work 
under—— 

Mr. COSTA. All right. 
Mr. BETTNER [continuing]. Scenario. 
Mr. COSTA. Yes, that is good. Mr. Brown or Mr. Bettner, is there 

anything you would recommend to the Committee in a short, con-
cise statement, as to where we ought to focus our efforts on a bi-
partisan basis? 

Mr. BROWN. I think one of the keys is just recognizing that the 
Bureau’s role is changing in the development of surface storage, 
and they are going from an agency that builds dams to one that 
helps locals build dams. And that is the most critical focus, I think. 

Mr. COSTA. And so we ought to try to facilitate that process and 
make it work better? 

Mr. BROWN. Yes. And another point I want to make is that, you 
know, this ag versus urban issue, it is not really an ag versus 
urban issue in California. We are trying to capture surplus flows. 
It is the flows that the Chairman spoke about in his opening re-
marks that we are trying to catch before it goes out to the—— 

Mr. COSTA. Yes. Well, I think agriculture and the urban water 
users have worked closer in the last several years—and I have 
been working with them for 20-plus years—than they have in the 
past. 

Mr. Gabaldon? 
Mr. GABALDON. Gabaldon. 
Mr. COSTA. Yes. I want to go back to the studies. Your time lines 

for—and I want to commend the Bureau for—and Mr. Connor—for 
getting the report out this week on Shasta. When is the time line 
for the completion of the Shasta study? Because, as I look at this 
right now, between 2002 and 2008, you have spent—2001, excuse 
me—$130 million on your studies through those fiscal years. What 
is your time line for completion? 

Mr. GABALDON. I don’t have that date with me, that time line. 
Mr. COSTA. Would you get that to the Subcommittee? 
Mr. GABALDON. I will be glad to do that—— 
Mr. COSTA. I think we all want to know that. All of us from Cali-

fornia sure want to know that. 
With the interim report out this week on Shasta, when do you 

look for the completion of the one on Shasta? Do you know the an-
swer to that question? 

Mr. GABALDON. I will provide that for the record. 
Mr. COSTA. OK. And also then with Sites, as well as with Los 

Vaqueros And Temperance Flat. 
Mr. GABALDON. We will be glad to provide the whole—— 
Mr. COSTA. All right. I am curious. You know, I mean we have 

a sort of a ongoing debate around here for 10 years or longer about 
what the causes of climate change are. I hope no one debates, 
though, that climate does change. It has historically changed for 
millions of years, going back to the Ice Ages. 

I am wondering with the transition, what seems to be a transi-
tion—last year 174 percent above average snowpack in the Sierra, 
and December of last year and one of the lowest recorded rainfalls 
in California in history since we have been keeping records, and 
January hasn’t been much better—although we are getting some 
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rain today—with these wide swings, does that change how we man-
age our reservoirs? And to ensure—because most projects that are 
built out of either a combination of water supply, flood control, hy-
droelectric power, and with these wide variations, I am wondering. 
Can we realize a supply that historically these reservoirs have pro-
vided? 

Mr. GABALDON. We definitely look at those from an operational 
standpoint. The climate change could be debated, yes, it has been 
debated. 

Mr. COSTA. Yes, I don’t want to go there. 
Mr. GABALDON. From a water—— 
Mr. COSTA. But it is—it does change. 
Mr. GABALDON. From a water manager and from an engineer’s 

perspective, we know that the water is coming off earlier, off the 
mountains, off the snowpack. So we are adjusting our operations to 
meet that change, if you will. 

And also, there is more demand. On the demand side there is 
more—the agricultural season is a little bit longer. So we are mak-
ing all those and—factoring all those into our day-to-day oper-
ations. 

Mr. COSTA. And to be able to forecast. I mean, as Mr. O’Toole 
said, farmers go to their bank for their annual crop loans. Unless 
you can depend upon a water supply, the banker is not going to 
loan you money. It is that simple. 

Mr. GABALDON. Yes, that is right. So we are looking at those op-
erations. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Thank you. Mr. Gosar. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Mr. Chair? 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. If you—the Subcommittee is pleased to wel-

come Mr. Salazar back. 
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Secretary of Agriculture. 
Mr. SALAZAR. How are you, sir? Good to see you. I wanted to say 

hello to all my great colleagues. Keep up the good work. 
Mr. MCCLINTOCK. And now, sorry, Mr. Gosar. Please restart the 

clock. 
Mr. GOSAR. Well, I want to go back to my friend and colleague, 

Mr. Tipton. The real adage is, ‘‘Whiskey is for drinking, and water 
is for fighting over.’’ That is the real thing about the West, and 
that is how important it is. 

I also want to underscore about the conservation that ranchers 
and farmers do. I mean we have been proactive about that. You 
know, from the farmers that use low—infuse tape emitters, you 
know, in growing crops down in the South, in Arizona. It is abso-
lutely incredible. To the innovations that Arizona has spearheaded, 
to even go further with storage, underground storage. We actually 
have water banking. We work with California and Nevada. It is 
very integrated, and it is very proactive. 

And that is where the other thing I want to go with, is that, you 
know, the needs for agriculture are very different in some cases 
than they are for drinking. You know, for our recycled gray water. 
You know, we need to put more influence on recapture and clean-
ing, to utilize that as a resource in reclamation. Plants need things 
like phosphates and calciums that we particularly don’t want, but 
they help grow plants. 
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You know, Mr. Gabaldon, can you tell me, as a percentage, what 
the cost of your studies is when you look at litigation? 

Mr. GABALDON. You mean the impacts of litigation on—— 
Mr. GOSAR. On your studies. 
Mr. GABALDON. Well, that is going to vary dramatically, depend-

ing on the nature of the litigation. And I can certainly get some in-
formation to you on what—maybe some technical projects and what 
the litigation costs were associated with that. 

I know I was area manager in Albuquerque, and I was actually 
named in a lawsuit, an endangered species, and the lawsuit cost 
not just to reclamation but to stakeholders like the Rio Grande 
Conservancy District, to the State of New Mexico, to the City of Al-
buquerque, to Santa Fe, et cetera, were significant. I don’t know 
what exactly those numbers were, but it is going to vary from 
project to project. 

Mr. GOSAR. And it is rising over time, the further we go down 
2000 to 2010, the costs are increasing. Right? 

Mr. GABALDON. I don’t—— 
Mr. GOSAR. So, with your experience, could you tell Mr. Bettner 

that he is kind of dreaming, if he is going to expect the kind of 
streamlining process with the environmental aspects in his project? 

Mr. GABALDON. I—from my experience in Albuquerque, front and 
center in the middle of that, all I can say is that there were some 
costs associated with that litigation. 

Mr. GOSAR. So, if we—and Mr. Semanko, if we go to these cat-
egorical exclusions, you know, for the managers, do you see that 
opening up more opportunities for litigation, more opportunities for 
litigation to hit from that perspective? 

Mr. SEMANKO. You know, I am not sure, Mr. Gosar, if it would 
open up more opportunities for litigation. I think it would provide 
more certainty if you knew, up front, as a project manager, that 
something may fit into a categorical exclusion. I think it would be 
better for the agency folks if they knew that something could fit 
into a categorical exclusion. 

Unless you changed the underlying citizen sue provisions and the 
incentive for folks to bring lawsuits because they get awarded at-
torneys fees, et cetera—you know the story—you won’t eliminate 
that dynamic. But categorical exclusions could provide an avenue, 
a safe harbor, if you will, more certainty for folks moving forward 
with projects if they knew that there would be a more streamlined 
NEPA process. 

Mr. GOSAR. Mr. Bettner, what would you say? 
Mr. BETTNER. Well, you know, in California we have categorical 

exemptions that we have that may be akin to what you may be 
talking about from a Federal level. And we call—when you do that 
through a state process, you can do what they call a ‘‘notice of ex-
emption.’’ But you still have to file that, you still have to put it out 
for public review. And somebody can still challenge you on the as-
sumptions you made, as to whether that—you actually complied 
with the exact exemption or not. 

So, it could hold some hope, but I am not sure it necessarily 
shortens the potential for somebody, you know, filing a lawsuit that 
you didn’t do it correctly. 

Mr. GOSAR. How do you feel about that, Mr. O’Toole? 
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Mr. O’TOOLE. Many of the farmers that were impacted by the 
Delta smelt decisions in the process on endangered species, that 
was a very troubling time for us. What is—our family has won 
awards on sage grouse management and other conservation issues. 
And I am proud of that. 

But I can tell you that looking down the road at the settlements 
that Interior has made with Center for Biological Diversity, for ex-
ample, on expansion of more endangered species, I don’t see how 
we move forward unless we have resolved that, philosophically. 
We—many projects aren’t being done, not because they aren’t the 
right ones, but governments are looking and saying, ‘‘We just can’t 
afford the time. We have to try to do things that aren’t as effi-
cient.’’ That isn’t the right way to run a business. 

Mr. GOSAR. Yes. It is the same thing we find in our forests. 
Thank you. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. All right, thank you. Mr. Garamendi? 
Mr. GARAMENDI. This hearing and the debate going on here is, 

I don’t know, the 27th year, the 30th year of it. And it is not going 
to get resolved. But we do have an opportunity, it seems to me, to 
make some significant progress, at least in California. And my fa-
miliarity with some of these other projects, we could also. 

It is going to come down to, in my view, the Federal Government 
deciding how it wants to spend money. Many of these projects are 
simply held up for lack of Federal funding and, discussed earlier, 
the issue of the Bureau of Reclamation being stretched thinly 
across many, many projects, and stretching things out because of 
that. We ought to set some priorities. 

We do know that in California, with the recent completion of the 
initial investigation of the Shasta Dam, that it is a viable project, 
at least as we know it today. We also know that the Sites Reservoir 
is a viable project. What is going to hold us up a long, long time 
is figuring out who is going to pay for it. How much is environ-
mental down the river? How much of the benefit goes to the export-
ers? That is the Delta exporters. How much goes to north of the 
Delta? And that is going to take a long time for both of these 
projects. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if you really want to build dams, these are 
two viable dams that are ready to go. But we will be held up for 
lack of funding through process everything from the detailed engi-
neering to ultimate financing of it. So if you have $4 billion sitting 
somewhere and you want to appropriate it and you want to build 
dams, you can build these dams probably very quickly, and you can 
get past the litigation and all of those issues. But if we are going 
to continue to cut Federal budgets on infrastructure projects, which 
is what we have been doing, then don’t expect these projects to 
move swiftly forward. 

And, by the way, I believe the New Melones Dam was built by 
the Army Corps of Engineers. Is that correct, Mr. Gabaldon? 

Mr. GABALDON. Yes. 
Mr. GARAMENDI. It was not a Bureau project. Maybe your point 

still remains. But for the record, let us get accurate. 
With regard to moving forward, it comes down to what we do 

here. We could set up a financing mechanism—actually, the infra-
structure bank would probably be somewhat cheaper than the loan 
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guarantee program that Mr. Bettner has proposed, but either one 
could move projects more quickly forward. 

Now, how do we score that here? We would probably score it at 
the potential total risk, total loss, not as to what the actuarial loss 
might be. So, we also have the potential for an infrastructure bank. 
These are ways we can fund projects. We can sit here in Committee 
and talk forever. But if we want to really do something, we need 
to find the money. 

Both of those are viable ways of dealing with it, a loan guarantee 
or an infrastructure bank. We ought to move forward with legisla-
tion on both of those if we want to build projects. If we want to 
build projects beyond that, then we are going to have to come up 
with Federal money. Or not. And we are out of that game. If the 
Federal Government wants to get out of the way, as happened in 
the Los Vaqueros Reservoir, OK. But let’s not go around and 
around and around and leave the Bureau of Reclamation out there, 
not knowing whether it is going to go left or right or build or not 
build. 

So, Mr. Chairman, as you move this Committee forward, please 
try to get to the heart of the matter. Please try to get to the heart 
of the matter. Is the Majority in this House willing to put the 
money up to build the projects? Last year you cut the budgets. You 
cut the budgets. You can’t expect these projects to go forward with-
out the money to support the projects. If you want the Federal Gov-
ernment out of it, then state so and let the local governments, state 
And irrigators And so forth, move it forward. But you got every-
body caught between Never Never Land. 

So, we are going to deal with the budget very shortly, $4 billion 
and you will build some great dams in California. Do you have $4 
billion lying around? 

[No response.] 
Mr. GARAMENDI. I guess I will just not ask questions of the gen-

tleman down there, but rather to state the case as I see it from 
here. I yield back my time. 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. If the gentleman will yield before he yields 
back his time, I would answer by suggesting that he read the full 
written testimony, in which the witness has provided many cases 
where funding was available but the project was held up because 
of regulatory excesses. 

And I would also commend to the gentleman consideration of re-
storing the beneficiary pays principle to these projects, at which 
point we could free up enormous amounts of money. That is the 
way it ought to be done. Your constituents should not be paying for 
water projects in my district, nor vice versa. The projects should be 
paid for by the users of the water in proportion to their use. And 
I thank the gentleman for yielding—— 

Mr. GARAMENDI. Mr. Chairman, that is a—exactly what we 
ought to be talking about. We ought to be talking about exactly 
that issue, of the beneficiary pay issue. And because we go around 
and around on that, and because we are unwilling to come to a de-
finitive decision early in the process, projects go around and 
around. It happens every day. It is happening to the projects that 
are out there. I will guarantee it is going to happen with the Shas-
ta. 
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Mr. MCCLINTOCK. The gentleman has correctly stated the history 
of the last 30 years, but I am afraid we are out of time. 

Mr. GARAMENDI. Well, it seems to me that the discussion you and 
I are having here is the central issue. And to spend time on that 
central issue is well worth—— 

Mr. MCCLINTOCK. Again, I would warn the gentleman that the 
testimony that we—the Subcommittee has received goes far beyond 
that, and points to the regulatory excesses that are actively block-
ing these projects, even when they are funded. That is also a cen-
tral part of the issue. 

And with that, I am afraid we are going to have to conclude. I 
want to thank the Members for their time, I want to thank the wit-
nesses for some extraordinarily helpful testimony to the Sub-
committee’s work. And if there is no further business, the Com-
mittee stands adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 12:13 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] 

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:] 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Denham follows:] 

Statement submitted for the record by The Honorable Jeff Denham, 
a Representative in Congress from the State of California 

My state of California is known around the world for having ‘‘good’’ weather year 
round. That may be true for San Diego, but my district is in Northern California 
where seasons do exist in the weather patterns. There are times when California 
is in a drought and water resources are scarce. And, then there are times, like this 
past year, where sufficient water falls from the skies and down to the lakes, rivers, 
wells, and onto the farm land. 

It will prove evident this year, and especially next year in California that our 
need for increased water storage is long overdue. As my district annually endures 
hot summers, it is critical to have water resources available. The ability to store 
more water when it is plentiful in the winter is the only way to avoid severe 
drought conditions in the Central Valley when the temperatures rise through the 
summer. 

Over the years and partly due to the drought periods and the need to provide 
water to a rapidly growing population and farms led to an innovative and complex 
water storage and delivery system. As a result, the state of California and the fed-
eral government jointly operate two water projects to capture and convey water 
from where it falls to where it is in demand. 

My district depends on this water for farming and the sustainability of local com-
munities. As water becomes scarcer in the Central Valley, the unemployment num-
bers rise to extreme levels. 

To begin to resolve some of the unacceptable unemployment issues in my district, 
I have introduced a bill, H.R. 1604, that can increase the reliability of water re-
sources and renew an investment in water storage and conveyance infrastructure. 
H.R. 1604 would streamline redundant environmental review processes that waste 
time, money, and deters investment in water projects. 

When the cost of the environmental review alone makes a water storage project 
a bad investment for the welfare of human life, the regulations have reached an ex-
treme point that stifles our ability to provide for future generations. We can begin 
to provide better security in water supply and electrical generation if we commit to 
these infrastructure projects. 

Lest we all forget, that a tangential benefit to developing more water storage is 
the ability to produce and generate more renewable electricity. So, in an effort to 
go ‘‘green’’ the pursuit of more storage, conveyance, and hydroelectric power is only 
prudent. 

Now there are uncompromising environmental regulations that do not recognize 
the renewable aspect of hydropower to its full potential in favor of other, more costly 
technologies. These costs are always borne by the consumer; further stretching al-
ready thin family budgets during this economic down turn. 
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If we can start to streamline regulations and remove burdens on necessary water 
storage projects, we will not only create construction jobs but also farming, sci-
entific, and engineering jobs. 

The creation of jobs today through these projects is very important, but I do not 
want to completely overshadow the benefits that come from pursuing and com-
pleting infrastructure projects that will benefit generations to come. 

Everyone likes to point out that Hoover Dam is a project that America once 
strived for, and I agree. However, I believe that we still strive to develop infrastruc-
ture for the future and the biggest hurdle that we have to overcome is our own regu-
latory overreaches. 

Statement of David J. Guy, President, 
Northern California Water Association 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is David Guy. I am 
the President of the Northern California Water Association (NCWA), which rep-
resents water suppliers and local governments throughout the Sacramento Valley— 
the northern part of California’s Great Central Valley. 

NCWA and water resources managers throughout the Sacramento Valley are com-
mitted to advance the economic, social, and environmental sustainability of the Sac-
ramento Valley by enhancing and preserving its water rights, supplies, and water 
quality for the rich mosaic of farmlands, refuges and managed wetlands, mean-
dering rivers that support fisheries and wildlife, and cities and rural communities 
in the region. These ongoing sustainability efforts advance the new California policy 
in Water Code § 85021 ‘‘to improve regional self-reliance for water through invest-
ment in water use efficiency, water recycling, advanced water technologies, local and 
regional water supply projects and improved regional coordination of local and re-
gional water supply efforts.’’ 

We appreciate the Subcommittee convening a hearing on the important topic 
‘‘Water for our Future and Job Creation: Examining Regulatory and Bureaucratic 
Barriers to New Storage Projects.’’ We associate with and fully support the testi-
mony provided by the Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District at the hearing, and we offer 
the following testimony to highlight the Sacramento Valley and the related opportu-
nities presented by the Sites Reservoir. 

The ability to view the Sites Reservoir in a manner different from traditional 
projects presents a unique opportunity for the State of California to meet important 
(albeit elusive) policy objectives around the Bay-Delta and the Central Valley and 
to accomplish these objectives in a way that will provide water supplies to enhance 
California’s economy and the environment. 
The Foundation for New Water Storage 

Water resources managers in the Sacramento Valley are undertaking aggressive 
efforts to foster regional sustainability in the Sacramento Valley with respect to 
water supplies; yet they are continually facing greater operational constraints in 
managing these supplies. 

To better understand these operational constraints in the Sacramento Valley, 
water resources managers in the region have joined together to commission various 
technical studies and reports focused on hydrology, salmon life-cycles, and models 
for water operations in the region. For purposes of today, we recommend Efficient 
Water Management for Regional Sustainability in the Sacramento Valley, which is 
available at www.norcalwater.org. The report builds upon decades of continually im-
proving water use efficiency in the Sacramento Valley at the farm, refuge, district, 
and basin level. The technical report provides a foundation to further evaluate im-
proved water management opportunities in the Sacramento Valley and the trade- 
offs that will need to be considered in making future management decisions. The 
report highlights many of the operational constraints that water resources man-
agers face every day in making management decisions in the flow-through system 
in the Sacramento Valley, as well as the challenges in serving water for all the var-
ious beneficial uses—farms, refuges, fisheries, recreation and cities and rural com-
munities. 

In this light, what has become apparent over the years is that with each advance 
in water use efficiency technology and the implementation of a new water use activ-
ity or program, the marginal potential efficiency in the region diminishes and the 
likelihood for adverse consequences—primarily for environmental values—increases. 
While water use efficiency is an integral part of a water resources portfolio, respon-
sible and sustainable water management increasingly requires more sophisticated 
consideration of the various trade-offs resulting from water use efficiency actions or 
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programs and an acknowledgment that increased efficiency in certain situations 
may adversely affect water supplies for beneficial uses. As a result, water resources 
managers are dedicating tremendous resources to better understand and thus man-
age water resources in the Sacramento Valley to assure that the region remains in 
balance with respect to its water resources. 

At the same time, the two major projects in the region—the Central Valley Project 
and State Water Project—have both reduced their water supply yields and oper-
ational flexibility due to increased water demands and more regulatory constraints. 
This in turn has further constrained the ability to manage water within the Sac-
ramento Valley for the various beneficial uses. It is these constraints and a better 
understanding of these constraints by water resources managers that provides the 
backdrop for the importance and need to further explore surface storage in the Sac-
ramento Valley. 
Integrating Sites Reservoir into the Central Valley 

The Sites Reservoir is a proposed off-stream storage project located approximately 
ten miles west of Maxwell in the Antelope Valley. The proposed reservoir would 
have a storage capacity of 1.8 million acre-feet. The ability to view Sites differently 
stems in part from its location within or adjacent to the Glenn-Colusa Irrigation 
District (GCID) and districts within the Tehama-Colusa Canal Authority. This al-
lows the reservoir to be filled during peak flow periods by conveying water into the 
reservoir through wheeling arrangements involving existing facilities. 

As such, Sites Reservoir can be integrated with local interests within the Sac-
ramento Valley so that it is operated and managed in conjunction with various di-
rect diversion rights, other surface water resources (including Shasta Reservoir) and 
groundwater resources. Proceeding with integrated water management will provide 
direct and indirect benefits that include reliable and certain supplies of irrigation, 
municipal and industrial and environmental water of suitable quality for beneficial 
uses in the Sacramento Valley. This also includes flexible hydropower generation, 
recreation and flood damage reduction. 

This integrated management, in turn, will provide greater flexibility in managing 
the system for the benefit of the Bay-Delta and areas that rely upon water from 
the Delta. Sites Reservoir integrated into the Sacramento Valley thus provides the 
ability to operate the existing water system in the Central Valley in a more flexible 
manner to maximize system-wide benefits. 

Moreover, when looking at the Sites Reservoir in tandem with other facilities and 
groundwater management in the Sacramento Valley, the water supply benefits are 
compounded. For example, a 1.8 million acre-foot capacity Sites Reservoir would 
generate an average annual yield of 400,000 to 640,000 acre-feet, in dry and critical 
years, and in addition would provide nearly 900,000 acre-feet of additional storage 
in Lakes Shasta, Oroville, Folsom and Trinity during the important months of May 
through September through the system integration and operation. 

In sum, Sites Reservoir will generate water for the environment, while improving 
statewide water reliability and regional sustainability in Northern California. This 
additional water supply upstream of the Bay-Delta during these critical times will 
thus provide significant benefits to the State of California. 
Achieve Co-Equal Goals 

The California Delta Reform Act in 2009 declared the over-arching policy to 
‘‘achieve the co-equal goals of providing a more reliable water supply for California 
and protecting, restoring, and enhancing the Delta ecosystem.’’ Many of the agency 
proposals in California to solve the Bay-Delta favor one of the co-equal goals over 
the other or they create, either directly or indirectly, clear winners and losers with 
respect to the allocation of water supplies. By its location upstream of the Delta, 
Sites Reservoir, as part of the integrated management described above, can provide 
direct benefits to the Delta ecosystem by maximizing the amount and timing of 
water available for the Bay-Delta, including improvements in Delta water quality. 
With respect to the co-equal goal of a more reliable water supply, water will be 
available for the mosaic of water uses in the Sacramento Valley, and there will be 
a more reliable water supply for water users within the Delta, as well as water 
users south of the Delta. Sites Reservoir thus provides an opportunity to change the 
dynamic in the Bay-Delta debate and provide management flexibility in the system 
in such a way that can truly achieve the co-equal goals. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee for convening this 
hearing and for the opportunity to provide this testimony. If you have any ques-
tions, please call me at 916–442–8333. 

Æ 
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